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BIOGRAPHICAL NOTE I
The personal life of Franz Kafka is one of the most interesting
in modern letters.

For a generation bred to post-Freudian thinking the

psychological make-up of this strange. despairing writer proved irre
sistible.

The stud;r of Kafka as a "case" has been pursued by critics

much more assiduously than the study of Kafka as a literary artist.
Since critics have continually mingled biography with interpretation. the
main facts of Kafka's life are needed for an understanding of Kafka crit
icism.

On July 3. 1883. Franz Kafka was born in Prague. Czechoslovakia.
then a part of the highly bureaucratized Austro-Jfungarian empire.
son of a self-made dry goods merchant. he was a quiet. sensitive

The
chil~.

He grew up in the fearful shadow of his father's strident. domineering
personality.

His family was part of

8

small Jewish minority within the

German minority in Praeue. and he was educated in German schools.

~~inly

interested in writing. Kafka studied law because it was the profession to
whioh he could be most indifferent.
prudence. he secured a job in

8

After receiving a doctorate of juris

workers' casualty insurance company be

cause its short hours left him free time to write.

Kafka wanted to quit

his job and devote himself entirely to writing but was unable during
these years to break away from his family.

At one time the outbreak of

the First World War prevented him from leaving home and becoming a free
lance writer; at another. later time his illness was the ostensible

~

lThe information in this note comes from Max Brod. Franz Kafka:
Biography. trans. G. Humphreys Roberts (New York. 1947).

J._____________________
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reason that he remained.

Kafka wss engaged off and on for five years to

a young woman# Felice Bauer, but was unable to go through with the mar
(riage.

Vllien he was thirty-four, he developed a serious pulmonary catarrh

and gave up his job.

For the next few years he lived part of the time

in sanatoriums and part of the time with his family.

During the last

year of his life he fell in love with Dora Dymant# a young JffWish girl,
and moved with her to Berlin.

Living in privation during the inf1a

tionary winter of 1923, he was discovered to have tuberculosis and had
to return to a sanatorium.
Kafka f

S

He died June 3., 1924.

best-known early works are the short stories "The NJ8ta

morphosis," uThe Judgment,·· "A Country J.)octor,," "In the Penal Colony:'
and "A Hunger-Artist."

Under pressure from Max Brod and other friends#

Kafka allowed these to be published in various German language magazines.
His three novels--all

u~~inished--are,

The Trial, and The Castle.

in order of composition, Amerika,

His best-known later stories include '·The

Burrow,," "Investigations of a

Dog,'~

and uThe Great Wall of China."

of the novels and the later stories were published posthumously.

All
Though

Kafka had requested that his literary remains be burned after his death,
Max Brod, his friend and literary executor# decided to preserve and pub
lish them.

Most of them Viere translated into English by Edwin and Willa

Muir and have been published in America over a period of the past twenty
seven years, from 1930 to 1956.
t
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INTRODU CT ION
In 1930 Alfred Ao Knopf published ono of the most controversial
books ever to appear before the American public.

It was Franz Kafka's

The Castle, translated from the Gerrr.a.n by Edwin l'l1uir.

Its publication

marked the beginning of one of the major controversies in modern Ameri
can criticism.
The Castle is a strang9 book.
man's struggle

fo~

It tells the dream-like tale of a

recognition from an inscrutable and intangible

aut~or-

ity and of his continual frustration in the face of endless red tape and
complications which are naver resolved.
on many readers.

The novel had a profound effect

Like the rest of Kafka's works, which were to follo\1{ ~

it touched a region of perception which few works of art reach.

It

seemed to awaken dim, inchoate echoes in some remote region of the
mind--to evoke responses
were somehm": urgent.

which~

though incapable of rational

It gave the feeling that some long-bnried percep

tive sense had been spoken to and had responded.
could agree about its

formulat.ion~

meaning~

Though few people

the novel seemed deeply evocative of

something important to the human spir it.

Many fa It in Karks.' s writing

something great--soIDething even momentous.
No less provocative
be published in

America~

tr~n

The Castle was

K~rk&ts

second novel to

The Trial, which came out in 19370

colorless, anonymous K. of The

Castle~

Like the

The Trial's hero, Joseph R.,

hopelessly gropes with intangible foroes which somehow contl'(,i: h ".5 l';'fe.
!

l

headers of The Tria.l followed the somnambulj.stic adventures of Joseph K. ~
a seemingly inoffensive bank

official~

from the morrdrlg oJ' his arrest

1
t
.~

.~
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for reasons he was never to

discover~

through interminable attempts to

come face to face with his accusers, to his sudden, inexplicable execu
tion by two polite gentlemen in frock coats.

Though there were gaps in

the story of this fragmentary novel" the pessimistic pattern was evident.
Less somber" but just as enigmatic, was Kafka's third novel to be
published in the United States--though the first to have been written.
Entitled Amerika, this early novel deals with the adventures of a German
emigrant boy in the United States and depicts his treatment at the hands
of a variety of people during his search for a place in the new land.
Unlike the other two novels, Amerika seemed plarJled to end on an opti
mistic note.
Shorter works by Kafka which were published later in the United
States had the same strange fascination for many readers that his novels
had.

In them too emerges the situation of a protagonist who feels him

self at the mercy of inscrutable and intangible forces.

nIn the Penal

Colonytt depicts an execution performed by a fantastically complex machine
which seems to represent a religious ideology.

"The Burrow" describes

the frantic efforts of a small anirnal to make his burrow invulnerable to
attack from outside.

itA Country Doctor" tells the dreamlike story of a

doctor who is irresistibly transported to a sick home to find there an
incurable wound" and is then borne away for an eternal ride over snowy
wastes.
n~n

ltThe MetamorphosiS" describes the predicament of a young sales-

who awakes one morning to find that he has turned into a

sect.

gia~t

in

And "The Great Wall of China" depicts the apparently senseless

and completely disorganized building of the Great Wall by generations of
peasants who have no idea why they are building it or who has ordered it.

---------------------------------~
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However, though the relationship between an individual and the
forces which shape his destiny is a common theMe of Kafka's, the settings
are so varied, the problems of the protagonists are often so bizarre,
and, above all, the symbolic overtones are so rnanif'old and so shadowy,
that the writings as a whole give anything but the impression of unity.
Furthermore, the piecemeal way in which they were released over a ?eriod
of tv/enty-seven years militated against an understanding of them as a
whole.
But neither the complexity of the works themselves nor the spo
r6.dic way in which they were presented to the American public can fully
account for the chaotic picture of Kafka which now exists in the minds
of many Americans.

This has been largely the work of the critics.

Few

critical controversies of any age have led readers so far afield as did
this one.

Kafka's strange appeal to

somethin~

beyond the rational level

evidently impressed many as a special message intelligible only to them.
As the editor of a volume of Kafka criticism put it:

"Nearly everyone

who reads Kafka, not to mention many who don't, seems to have not the
slightest doubt that he understands him perfectly, and moreover that he
is the only one who does. 1,2

Certainly a tone of remarkable assurance

dominates rnlch of the criticism which Kafka's strange fiction was to
bring forth.
The variety of Kafka interpretations is staggerinE.

1~jor

critics

in this controversy have represented beliefs and ideologies of the most
varied sorts.

There have been Calvinists, Roman Catholics, and

2Angel Flores, "Introduction," The Kafka Problem (New York, 1946),
p. ix.

I
'j
i
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existentialists, Slavophiles, socialists, and psychoanalysts.

Other

critics have found the key to Kafka's works in the fields of metaphysics,
theology, sociology, and psychology.
Judaism have had their exponents.

And surrealism, nihilism, and

In addition to the major critics,

nearly every reviewer and imitative critic has added his awn personal
twist to the particular interpretation which he espouses.
By and large, the criticism has been

narr~1

in range; few critics

have attempted to interpret Kafka ' s fictional works as a whole, and still
fewer seem to have had a first-hand knowledge of his diaries.
critics, of course, were hampered unless they read German.

The early

For few of

Kafka's Vlorks had been translated in the early years of critical devel
opment, and, hence, to get a general vigw of them was impossible.
In general, Kafka's critics have fallen into four groups: (1) the
reviewers for nffWspapers and weekly

~~gazines,

who, deadline-ridden,

have followed the interpretive introductions, afterwords, and editorial
notes in each volume to be reviewed or have parroted the tenets of a
favorite critical coterie; (2) the critics with some special interest,
ideology, or -ism who have found in Kafka a kindred spirit; (3) the
critics who have been interested in Kafka only as a psychological

u case ";

and (4) the few critics who, working from a sufficient knowledge of
Kafka ' s works, his life, and his times, have viewed his published works
in toto and without bias.
Naturally, the first group could do little but repeat the ideas
of others.

Those in the second group, however--though their influence

was in one way helpful--did something much more destructive to an
understanding of Kafka.

They took from his works just what suited

..----------------------------

~
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their particular theory or ideology and ignored or twisted the rest to
fit into an extremely

narr~v

interpretation.

These were the critics who

would make Kafka a champion of one particular socio-econor-uc theory, of
one neatly labelled philosophic outlook, or of a particular religious
doctrine.

By and large these exponents of special interests obscured

the understanding of Kafka not only by their often fantastic interpre
tations but also by shifting critical attention away from him and to
themselves.

Far-fetched as some of these interpretations were, however,

they did brine out facets of his works which probahly would have escaped
less dedicated minds.

Hence the special-interest interpretations as a

whole broadened the understanding of Kafka's works by showing the many
sidedness and ambiguity which are their most fascinating characteristic.
Readers were made aware of the loneliness and sense of alienation which
Jgwish readers feel in Kafka's protagonists; they saw the existential
overtones in the absurdity of

~Bn's

fate in the Kafkan world; they recog

nized the Calvinistic theology of crisis in Kafka's crucial situations
and the Kierkegaardian abyss between Man and God in the persistent ques
tioning of Kafka's heroes.

They were introduced to the Czech influences

on Kafka's works and saw the possible effects of surrealism in his
dream-like style.

They became aware of socialistic suggestions in K.'s

struggle to find his place in a connnunity dominated by unseen forces.
They saw the Kafkan protagonist's likeness to the harried, cipher-like
employee in a modern bureaucracy.

In fact, there seemed to be so many

intertwined elements in Kafka's works that the facets which could be
examined were almost inexhaustible.
But the serious damage done by critics who discovered these

f

',·. :·
I
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!

"facets" was their presentation--implicitly or explicitly--of Kafka as

I

understandable only through one special interpretation.
many of them dug

in~

1Vhen attacked,

prepared to defend their positions to the death;

and the critical war which resulted diverted interest from Kafka to his
critics.
The third group of commentators who contributed to the critical
war as well as to the distortion of Kafka--the psychoanalysts--found in
the writer himself an irresistible case study.

Carried away by the med

ley of neurotic symptoms which he manifested, they produced an endless
stream of Freudian analyses, nearly all of which stopped short of con
sidering Kafka's works as literature.

They are distinguished from the

second group by the fact that they analyzed the man rather than his
works.

Though some of these critics made important

psychological understanding of Kafka,
as a writer.

f~

co~tributions

to a

of them were interested in him

Like so many other psychoanalytic critics, these seemed to

assume that once a writer has been explained psychologically, his inter
pretation is complete.

This fallacious assumption tended to make many

readers di smiss Kafka as "neurotic."

But this was not a 11 the damage

done by the psychoanalytic uschool."

Though many in this group seemed

to be well grounded in their discipline, there were others who became so
carried away with symbol-hunting expeditions into Kafka that they went
to ridiculous extremes.

Their irresponsible speculations drgw furious

rebuttals from various other interpretive groups and muddied the critical
waters more than ever.
The most fruitful interpretations of Kafka's works have come-
scattered over a period of many years--from the fourth group of critics-

!

J.~~~~~----------------
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those

who~

without apparent bias, developed their explanations in the

light of the works as a whole and with a knowledge of the man and his
times.

Within this group there"were various

interpretations~

them were characterized by breadth and sanity.

but all of

Some of these critics

saw Kafka as dealing with man's futile struggle to understand the ways
of an enigmatic and intangible God.

Others interpreted him as seekine

a cohesive world-view and his proper place in it.

Some saw in his work

the plight of modern rnan--the anguished situation of a sensitive indi
vidual caueht in the highly systematized and materialistic modern world.
And still others saw in Kafka's works contemporary Western
without a

faith~

crippled by his rationalistic

orientation~

man~

wandering

trying in

vain to search out the secret of an inscrutable universe by pure reason.
vThat all of these critics had in common was their view of Kafka as
interested in man's relationship to forces greater than he is and beyond
his control.

What they were exempt from was the destructive tendency to

restrict Kafka's meaning.

They did not seek to find in his works one

certain narrow doctrine or belief.

These critics seemed to realize that

Kafka's works evaporate when one tries to dissect them.

They realized

that to explain his imagery was to explain it away--that to show a spe
cial

psychological~

theological~

or sociological theory lurking beneath

his narrative is to destroy the delicate
tone and

attitude~

ambiguity~

the subtle play of

the shadowy implications which give his works their

elusive beauty.
The critical controversy over Kafka did not begin suddenly.
flurry of reviews and a few articles followed publication of The

A

Castle~

and then Kafka was all but forgotten by the critical world until The

~~------------------------
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Trial was published some seven years later.
tion which had completely

domir~ted'

The theological interpreta

criticism of The Castle now came in

for a serious attack by critics who saw in Kafka's novels a secular
rather than a religious meaning.

Conspicuous among the

sec\~lar

prete. tions was the socio-political theory which portrayed
mundane in orientation.

I~afka

inter
as wholly

The pUblication of Amerika three years later

further confused the critical scene.

Apparently optimistic, Amerika

did not fit into either critical interpretation, and so it brought forth
little but a search for sources.

As time went on and critics digested

the three novels, in addition to the short stories, which were appearing
frequently in the little magazines, an a.mazing variety of critical posi
tions began to take shape.

The Jewish interpretation, first promulgated

in the post-Castle period, now began to develop rapidly.

A spectacular

theory linking Kafka with the decline of the German people into tota.li
tarianism brought down the cry of "StalinistlU on one critic's head.
The psychoanalytic critics went busily to work delving into biographical
material.

Kafka was discovered to be a surrealist, an existentialist,

a neurotic incapable of resisting vested interests, and the reprosenta
tive modern man.

All of these conflicting theories brought retorts and

recrimin&tions from opposing theorists, and all-out critical war seemed
probable.
The publication of a large volume of critioal articles on Kafka
made this probability a certainty.

The variety of interpretations

represented in this collection was overwhelming, and the critical re
sponse to it was quick and violent.

Now most critics spent at least

half of their articles denouncing other critics before they began their

.,

,~'..........•.........
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own expositions.
ants.

Kafka himself was

virtu~lly

forgotten by the combat

This wave of criticism of criticism reached its peak in 1946,

when the publication in book form of many of Kafka's stories and short
pieces seemed to rewaken interest in Kafka himself and bring critics
back to the matter at hand.

Two extreme psychoanalytical studies and a

biography which stressed the theological interpretation came out next,
but by and large the theological and psychoanalytic interpretations had
lost ground.

The emerging trend among competent cri tics was tOV'Tard

viewing Kafka as representative of modern man in the troubled world of
Nestern civilization.

Publication of a part of Kafka's diaries did little

to change this trend.

Nor did the appearance of the first and only com

prehensive book-length study of Kafka t s works, which added nothing
startlingly new.

Though most of the major interpretive rtschoolsn--the

theological, the psychoanalytical, the socio-political, the Judaistic-
continued to voice their theories, the emerging trend seemed undeniable.
The comparatively sound and conservative explanation of Kafka as re
flecting the manifold problems of modern man seemed on firm ground.
The value and soundness of this conception is demonstrated by
comparinE it with the bulk of Kafka interpretations.

In the pages to

follow" a survey and assessment of Kafka interpretation published in
the United States is made.

This study covers a period of eighteen years

of criticism" beginning with the pUblication of Kafka's first work in
this country in 1930 and ending in 1948, by which time the main critical
interpretations were fully developed and criticism was becoming largely
repetitious.

It reviews all books" periodical articles and newspaper

reviews dealing with Kafka during this period" including ones by such

J.__________________________
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well-known American critics as Edmund Wilson, Clifton
Jarrell, F. O.

IVIatthiessen~

Fadiman~

Randall

Norman Thomas" and Austin Warren, in addi

tion to those of eminent foreign critics published in this country.
This study traces the development of various interpretive Itschools" and
the critical warfare which developed among them as a result of the many
extreme theories which were advanced.

It describes the critical chaos

which was characteristic of Kafka commentary and which all but obscured
the few superior interpretations advanced by such critics as Philip Rahv,
Frederick J. Hoffman, W. H. Auden, William Phillips, and Walter J. Ong.
It calls attention to the more reasonable explanations and shows the slow
progress of Kafka criticism toward an interpretation which, in its
breadth and

sanity~

seemed more nearly acceptable than any other.

i
t

I
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CEAPrER I

THE CASTLE CRITICISM (1930-1936):

TH80LOGICAL BEGINNINGS

I

The publication of The Castle in 1930 initiated the first phase

of American Kafka criticism, which lasted until the publicntioll of The
Trial in 1937.

In a general summary of this phase, the dominant figures

were N.i8.x Brod and Edwin :Muir.

Together, as the authors of the volume t s

interpretive material, they exercised a pcnverful influence on reviewers.

Brod, havine; been Kafka's

cl()s~

friend and literary executor, was natu

rally

consider~d

by many readers to be the authority on him.

b~ing

his translator and an eminent

with respect also.

deal of weight.

~ritic

~fuir,

besides, was listened to

Hence, the ideas of these two men carried a great

In particular, their conc9?tion of Kafka's theme as

the incessant search of man for db!ine grace was echofld by most of' the
reviewers of the novelo

There were other interpretations, however .. than the theological.
The germs of what were to become some of the major criticFJ.l uschools"
a.re to be found in this early period.

The cO!lcepticn of Kafka as ex

pressing the plight of the Jaw originated at this time.

The view that

his hero represents Everj-'1fll;ln in the modern bureaucra.tic world made its

first appeara.nce.

!
t

\

I

began.

Cri ticism of hi s ,yorks from a psycbC'logica.l standpoint

The conception of this writer as too complp.x for' one explanation

alone--as cRpable of numerous valid interpretations--had its first ex
pression in early Castle criticism.

And the explanation of the

Kafk~n

~---------------------

2

hero as a man who suddenly awakens to' a realization O'f "another world-
of different values and to the shallowness of his existence made its
first appearance during this period.

These interpretive ideas were for

the most part RmbryO'nic and tentative, often being given simply as sug
gestions, in addition to a restatement of the widely accepted theO'log
ical interpretation.

On the whole, criticism of The Castle was vague

and unsure compared with later criticism.

Some reviewers frankly ad

mitted that they did not know what the nevel was abeut.
er two were showing signs of the

Lelli~erence

But already ene

and dogmatism that were to'

become characteristic of Kafka criticism as a whole.

The critical war,

like some ef the most important critical schools, was already developing
at this early stage.

In addition to' fledgling interpretations, certain tendencies and
attitudes which were to' prove characteristic of many Kafka critics made
an early appearance in the aftermath ef The .Castle.
writer as an

alleg:eris~,

A discussion of

th~

which was to' continue pre and con througheut

th6 history of Kafka criticism, began at this time.

The end le ss literery

comparisons and the search for influences began" with critics trying to
establish

5.

connectien between t:Jis bafflingly individualistic writer

and such men as Rilke l Kierkegaard, Dostoyevsky, PascalI and Bunyan.
TOOl the conception of him as comprehensible to only a small, discrimi
nating greup of readers was first voiced in these early days, as was the
idea that he defies evaluation.

All in all, the seven yea.rs ef criticism.

bet'ween The C&stle and The Trial" dominated though they were by the
theelogical interpretation" contained the seeds of

~~ny

of the mest im

portant theories nrJ.d ideas about Kafka t s works which were to d.ave lop in

3

later years.
II
The first two critics to present their interpretations of Kafka
to the American public were Edwin buir and

l~x

Brod.

Their

ideas~

expressed in the ~Introductory Note ul and the "Additional Note't2 re
spectively of

~ Castle~

set the pattern for the powerful theological

Itschool tt of Kafka criticism.

In his introduction :Muir labels both The

Castle and ~ Trial (not at this time translated into English) meta
physical or theological novels.

nTheir subject matter

• is not

the life and manners of any locality or any country; it is rather
human life wherever it is touched by the powers which all religions
have acknowledged" by divine law and divine grace" (vi-vii).

Similarly~

Brod sees The Trial and The Castle as complementary presentations of
'·the two manifested forms of the Godhead (in the sense of the Cabba le.)"
justice and grace" (332).
K.~

the

hero~

In The Castle~ he says~ the great desire of

to find a place in the village has theological implica

tions; for the Castle itself" holding sway over the villagers
represents divine grace, and the
The novel was to

end~

village~

Brod tells

human destiny_

us~

in this way:

K." the Land

Surveyor, about to die worn out by his struggles to reach the
was to receive word from it

that~

Castle~

though his legal claim to live in

lTrans. Willa and Edwin lbir (New York)~ pp. v-xi.
2pp. 329-340.

belaw~

4

the village is Dot valid, he would be allowed to live and work there
due to "auxiliary circumstances H (330).

This enigmatic ending:, Brod

tells us, reflects Kafka's belief in the incommensurability of God's
ways and man's ways--a theological principle central to Kierkegaard's
philosophy_

Brod finds that this belief, which underlies all of Kaf

ka's works, is the key to his attitude toward God and the world.
MUir considers Kafka's religious attitude highly individual and
points out that it is unlike the attitudes which writers usually assume
toward the divine enigma:

it is neither one of resignation, nor one of

irony; nor is it Baudelaire and Rimbaudts pose of the spectacular
wrestler with God.
axioms:

Muir finds Kafka's attitude best expressed in two

one, I-that compared with the divine law, however unjust it

may sometimes appear, all human effort, even at its highest, is in the
wrong" (x); the other, "that at a 11 times, whatever we may thir..k, the
demand of the divine law for unconditional reverence is beyond ques
tion" (x).

Muir describes Kafka as a man more subtly skeptical than

the most skeptical of our own generation.

Yet, he was certain of a

final faith, says Muir .. for his basic postUlates are ttthat there is a
right way of' life .. and that the discovery of it depends on one's atti
tude to powers which are almost unknown" (viii).
A controversial point in 1fuir's article is his comparison of
The Castle with Pilgrim's Progress.

The two allegorical novels have

many points of similarity.. he says, the main difference in them being
that "Christian knows from the beginning v{hat the necessary moves are
[to work out his salvation], and K• • • • has to discover everyone of

5

them for himself, and has no final assurance even then that he has
discovered the right ones" (vii).

This allegorical interpretation was

later to be echoed by some critics and attacked by others.
The first review of The Castle to appear in a weekly periodical
came out in ~ New Yorker 3 and closely foll~ls the theological inter
pratations of IYlUir and Brod, viewing the novel as an allegory of mants
search for divine gracl3.

The revier',,"/sr follows Muir's comparison of

K. to Bunyan's Pilgrim and Brod's comparison of him to Faust, suggest
ing also his similarity to Peer Gynt.

He has nothing complimentary to

say about the book and warns the reader that it is dull, that its
allegory is often obscured and fogged beyond all reason, and that
Kafka ha s "no bri lliancy of words to light you on your waytt (89).
Then, giving Kafka the coup de grace, he adds that no book Uthis sea
sontt has been nso prayerfully planned or so earnestly written" (89).
During the next week this first review was followed by three
more, all appearing in the book-review sections of daily newspapers
and all marked by a note of caution which was to be conspicuously lack
ing as Kafka criticism progressed.
Coley Taylor, in the New York Herald Tribune Books4 was not
only cautious, but also more prophetic than he knew in finding The
Castle "rich enough for various interpretations " (7).

His review is

notable for questioning the usual theological analysis and suggesting

3A• W. S., Review of The Castle, VI (September 20, 1930), 89.
4 t 'The Hight Life, t1 September 21, 1930, p. 7.
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a possible secular explanation:

The Castle could be "as much an alle

gory of Everyman in the modern world as it is a religious allegorytt

(7).

Too. Taylor suggests as more useful than Brod's c0TIception of K.

the possibility that K. is simply the ordinary person who undertakes
the hopeless task of influencing a modern bureaucratic inp,titution.
Walter Yust. reviewing for the Philadelphia Public Ledger. 5
makes no attempt to explain The Castle and says that neither
Brad in their notes "can state exa.ctly what it is about.
r",=,sches

tOt'VB!"d

l~ir

nor

"The Castle

a new dimension. n he says; tthere is oer"tair...ly a. f!"esh

beauty and reassuring evidence that life, for the truly sensitive
mind, achieves a drama but few of us of average temperament can imaG
ine" (9).

111fnat the novel actually means. he concludes, "remains the

privilege and the pleasure of the reader to decide" (9).
Gorhum Ivbnson. too. in the

New

York Sun. 6 seems unsure of the

meaning of The Castle. though he does believe tbe theme is religious.
The fact that the novel ltbreaks off before the decisive point in its
development has been reached" (30) forces

O:le

tations given by Brod and hbir. he says.

Praising Kafka as & writer of

to rely on the interpre

"extraordina.ry parts" (30), Nhlnson at the same time questions his
ability to measure up to the task he has undertaken, though he never
makes it quite clear what he thinks this task is.
Three weeks after the appearnnce of Coley Taylor's suggested

5 ft 'Of Making J{Jany Books--',n September 22" 1930, p. 9.
6"An Inspiring Fragment. n September 26, 1930, p. 30.
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secular interpretation Gerald Sykes of The Nation 7 registered a strong
protest against it:

Sykes believes that K.'s struggles with the

A~.

Castle officials "constitute by no means a satire on bureaucracy
but are instead a minutely exact description of certain theoloe;ical
realities which demand an extraordinary amount of patience and deli
cacy to be perceived" (411).

J.,~.

Sykes predicts that Kafka will find

a place I-amone; the foremost writers of our time tt (411), although his
appeal nOV'l is limited to a t1discriminating minority" (411).
that time and many

rereadin~s

He admits

are required to understand The Castle,

but does find that the message of humility in it is clear:

nSo

sternly is the godless modern reader reminded of K.'s irremediable
lowliness (and his own) that more than once, caught helplessly in a
net of disagreeable truth, he ac-tually loses his temper.

There was,"

he concludes, "a fine balance in Kafka between the artist and the
moralist" (412).
Following up his

tt

Introductory Note" to

~

Castle, Edwin

IVIuir's itA Note on Franz Kafka" appeared late in 1930 in The Boolonan. 8
In this article Mr. Muir reiterates and further develops his belief
that in The Castle and The Trial ttKafka's hero is concerned mainly with
comprehending the order of the spiritual universe, for only by doing
this can he hope to find his way, and achieve his salvation" (238).
He traces

cop~ections

between Kafka and such

~Titers

as Rilke, Pascal,

7n Introducing Franz Kafka,tt CLva (October 15, 1930) .. 411-412.
8LXXII (November, 1930), 235-241.
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Kierkeganrd, Dante,

Dosto~,avsky ..

comparison of Kafka with Bunyan.

and Tolstoy and expands his earlier

Be sees in Kafka and Ri Ike the same

practical temper and the same conviction tlthat the relation of man to
God is not only a mystery, but also a problem'l (235).

He corrpares

Kafka with Pascal in "the dari!lg and solidity of his thought, and in
his purgatorial t.empertt (240).

Like Brod, he sees Kierkegaard' s

theory of the incommensurability of the divine and the human mora.l law
as a deep influence on Kafka.

In The Trial, Amerika. .. and The Castle

he sees Ita trilogy corresponding with grotesque differences to the

,
Di1rine Comedy" (236).

And he finds the fictional characters of Kafk&

and Dostoyevsky cor.lp~:t'&ble in their "mixture of the natural and ·Lhe

?pl:Jterr.lB.tura..l which makes

their outlines periodica lly dissolve and

combine again in a continuous ly more mythical patternft (237).

In a penetrating analysis of Kafka'S pathetic effects, Muir
calls attention to a. characteristic Kaflr..an technique:

nThe pathos of

moderate hopes, which in spite of their moderatio!l are yet w()rthy of
being c lung to.. even with despera tion:
has made his own tt

(240).

this is

9.

prov ince which Ka fka

The pathos of these modern+:e hopes Itconsists

in their inadequacy to the ve.st journey which still lies before the
hero, and in the fact that they are founded on experience whicl: must
nAeds be invalid for the problen1s which Viill confront him there.

Yet

they ha.ve some kind of use; their existence helps him, even if when
he cernes to apply them at some future time they will be found myste
riollsly lackinglt (240) ..
The next newspa.per review of The Ce.stle appeared in the Boston

9

Transcript 9 and a.ddressed itself particularly to the comparison of
Kafka's novel with
New Yorker.

Pil~rim1s

Progress begun by

~llir

and echoed by The

The compa.rison is somewhat misleading, writes the Tran

script's reviewer, in that while Christian symbolizes
represents the exceptional soul--the Ustranger"--whose

Ev~r:ym8.n,

ver~,r

K.

problem is

that he cannot find religious salvation in the simple, unquestioning
way that the tlEverymen" of the Castle village can.

However .. though the

comparison is not vblid in some respects, it is significant in that
Itnothi!!g

CCt'!

Id mc!"e vividly indica te the growth in complexi"by of the

problems of the religious mind since the disruption of

~rimitive

re

ligious systems • • • It (5).
7his review, which referred to

T~e

Castle as Ita beautiful piece

of work • • • so irldividual, so unlike anything else that

we know

in

moderrJ. lii..era ture 1t (5), was follow'ed shortly by one which minced no
words in condemning the novel.

The uBook Notas H reviewer in The New

Republic lO finds that Kafka "has not overcome the dangers of the
allegorical form n (117).

furthermore, he writes"

ntrte vagueness of

style .. of substance and religious aspiration. leaves this myst:i.cal
fiction with the minimuITI of

inter~st

for the reader and notaObly for

the Amerioan public" (117).

Clifton Fadiman, reviewing a short time later for The New

9M. L. S., f!Thl9 Timeless Picture of a Groping Human Soul, It
November 8 .. 1930 .. p. 5.

lOLXV (December 10 .. 1930), 117.
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Freeman,ll makes no such attempt to assess the value of The Castle,
saying that one can no more eva lua te it than one can Blake t s Prophetic
Books.

He does, however" describe it, saying that it has at the same

time richness, humor, and dulness.

Essentially without characters,

plot, or theme, The Castle, he believes" would have been a theology
had it not been for Kafka f s "concreteness of imagination and inca
pability of abstract disquisition tt (310).

For, states Fadiman, in

odd contradiction to his assertion that the novel is themeless, it is
a religious work in which the

C~stle

itself represents Heaven, God,

Grace, or whatever lies beyond the religiously organized life, and K.
is the pilgrim vainly endeavoring to adjust his ethical values to the
incomprehensible system of the Castle.

Following Brod, Fadiman as

sarts that Kafka laid great stress on nthe spiritual importance of
com.munal roots" (310), which we see in The Castle as the necessity of
K.'s finding a place in the village in order to understand the Castle.
In agreement with Gerald Sykes' refutation of the secular interpret
ers, Fadiman unequivocally states that the novel is not a commentary
on modern life with its complicated hierarchy of confusing executive
machinery.
Appearing shortly after I'flT. Fadiman t s review, the New York
World's12 reviffiv of The Castle agreed generally with the theological
interpretations, with the qualification that "the story does not

llnPilgrim's Frustration," II (December 10" 1930), 310.
l2Clinton Simpson" tt,A Fine Iviodern Allegory, It December 14"
1930., p. 3E.
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represent a struggle for salvation so much as the hero's attempt to
)
penetrate religious mysteries with the mind • •• n '(3E.

Next to appear

WbS

the New York Times Book Review's assess

ment of The Ca.stle,13 in which the reviewer closely follows Brod,
describing both The Castle and The Trial as "intrica.te analyses of
man's search for divine grace tt (9).

Like Fadiman" he finds in the

novel some dulness and explains that this is because the weight of the
allegory is too e;reat.

Vlhen allegory "becomes a psychological and

rather nersonal reaction" it becomes unclear," he says.

"It cannot

deal with the more intricate types of experiences" because not every
man has these experiencest1 (9).

He feels, however, that Kafka's work

wjll endure "not because of the allegory, but. because of the novEtlistts
gifts as a story teller and genius of construction, and because of his
style" (9).
Following the flurry of reviews in 1930, the next two years
yielded nothing in the way of Kafka criticism.

Then in 1933 in .ri.rthur

Eloesser's Modern German Literature 14 appeared the first hint of the
psychological approach which was later to assume paramount importance.
Eloesser describes Kafka as having I'the gift of depicting his own
shrinking from life, or i.mpotence to deal with itt' (405).

Except for

ttis tentative feeler into psychological territory" Eloesser adheres to
the orthodox interpretation, stressing the religi.ous theme in Kafka
and describing him as "a pessimist in whose eyes God had to justify

l3 ft A Modern hllegory,n December 21, 193G" p.

s.

14Trans. Catherine _~lisQn Phillips (New York), pp. 405-40G.

12
Himself for having permitted the existence of evil, though he after
wards admitted that, in His relentless way, God is always right, and
men bring their fate upon themse lves" (405).
The first reference to Kafka made by a periodical after 1930,
the year of The

Castle~

voted an entire issue to
his death.15

appeared in 1934, when The Literary World de
him~

commemorating the tenth anniversary of

This issue~ under the guest editorship of Angel Flores,

contains short tributes by Thomas Mann, Max Brod, Michael J. Bernstein,
Denis Saurat, and Waldo Frank; a translation by William A. Drake of 1tA
Report for an Academy1t; a photograph and a caricature of Kafka; and
several very brief comments from such critics as Conrad Aiken, Robert

E. Sherwood, and Gorham Munson.
Leading off in the series of short tributes entitled "Homage to
Franz Kafka, n Thomas Mann names The Trial and The Castle as among the
best books he has read lately, and describes them as Unarratives with
endless ramifications, suffUsed with dreamlike humor, touched with
disease, and yet oonoeived and executed with utter artistio integ
rity. n16

He praises Max Brod for his unflagging interest in Kafka.

Brod himself describes The Castle as ,\fa compendium of the
world,,17 and~ as all people sense in themselves a kinship to K.~
book of self-recognition for everyone."

l5No. 3 (July~ 1934).
16 Ibid ., p. 1.
17 Ibid •

ua

He refers the reader to his

13
"Additional Note" to The Castle for an exposition of the universal or
religious interpretation of the novel and then offers a more specific
one--the Jewish interpretation.
the book" he writes"

1t • • •

Though the word Jew never appears in

you detect almost tangibly that in!!!.::.

Castle Kafka has set forth the great and tragic presentation of' assim
ilation and of its futility, that from his Jewish soul he has said
more in this simple tale about the universal situation of Jewry than
can be gleaned from a hundred scientific tree tises. U

Brad's sugg;es

tion of the Jewish theme was to develop later into a "school" of Kafka
criticism which had many adherents.
In a letter to The Literary World" following his article" Brod
calls attention to his portrayal of Kafka as the character Richard
Garta in Zauberreich ~ Liebe (published in England as The Kingdom of
Love).

A reconstruction of this portrait appears in I'lichael J. Bern

stein's tribute to Kafka in The Literary World. 18

Bernstein notes

Garta's (and hence Kafka's) interest in Zionism and lays stress
K~fka's

attitudes and concepts which were typically Jewish.

011

Going so

far as to employ the word saint, Bernstein compares the writer to the
great prophets of history, and speculates that only his lack of self
confidence kept him from being a leader of humanity liko Jesus, Moses"
or Buddha.

Kafka's great quest in life" he says, was for perfection,

and his constant endeavor was to unravel the divine mystery of the
universe.

l8Ibid. , pp. 2-3.

14

Like Bernstein, Denis Saurat sees as Kafkats main theme the
incessant search for God. 19

Illustrative of this search are K.'s

attempts to reach the Castle by various means: through the Castle
bureaucracy (symbolic of the approach to God through

reli~ious

ortho

doxy), through incompetent administrative channels (symbolic of the

intellectual approach), and through promiscuity (symbolic of the
approach through feeling).

All K. succeeds in doing is getting per

mission to live and die in the village, an outcome from which Saurat
concludes that Kafka reaches even deeper than Proust in

expressin~

the

very minimum of hope.
In fact" Mr. Saurat ranks him as the greatest German writer
since Hietzsche--!v1e.nn included" evidently--and the only writer of our
time who equals Proust.

He sees his work as typical of German lit

erary art in that the main value of it lies non the wayft rather than
in the final meaning, which Saurat describes as "commonplace, trivial
or puerile," faults to be found, he thinks, in German writing in een
eral, including such works as Faust and Parsifal.
In opposition to the religious interpretations of most of the
contributors to The Literary World's Kafka issue, Waldo Frank sees
reflect'3d in this writerts work tithe modern catastrophic crisis of the
Western world. 1120

Like Dostoyevsky, he says, Kafka sought uwithin the

exploding fragments of modern culture the seed of rebirth lt (2).

19 Ibid ., p. 3.
20Ibid." p. 2.
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But. unlike most German writers of his time from whom comes ttthe most
colossally corrupt thinking of our era tt (2). he does not fear the
threshold of death--which is really life--does not frantically try to
rush back to the life behind him--which is death--ns do Keyserling and
Spengler~

for example.

In addition to the five articles entitled "Homage to Franz
Kafka~u

this special issue of The Literary World contained a collec

tion of short quotations from opinions given by various critics:
Robert rl. Sherwood dryly expresses the thought that perhaps Kafka was
wiser than Brod in requesting that his works be burned.

Conrad Aiken

writes. uThe Castle is a masterpiece • • • one of the really unique
things I've encountered in my life.'t21
l~

Gorham Munson is not sure Kaf

measured up to the theme of The Castle.

Rilke and Proust.

Edwin

~bir

rates him above

And the Nation and Athenaeum finds The Castle

he.rdly worth while for one who has read Gulliver's Travels and Pil
grim's Progress.
Though designed to stimulate interest in
World's special issue provoked little critical
1935 produced only one article on him.

In this

Kafka~

The Literary

activity~
article~

and the year
however, an

important step was made in the psychological interpretation.

Werner

Neuse in Books Abroad 22 applies to the writer for the first time the
word guilt--a word

which~

in the minds of many critics of psychologi

cal bent, was to become the key to the Kafka mystery.

2luFranz Kafka 1883-l924,lt pp. 2-3.
22ttFranz Kafka/t IX (Summer, 1935)~ 266-268.

ltPerhaps no

16
other man has felt so keenly the modern profound fear called
'Weltangst'" (268):

thus lVlr. Neuse characterizes Kafka, in whose

works he sees "the relentless searching of a troubled soul" (266).
His search takes us to another world--a world in which natural laws
are turned topsy-turvy; where reality as we conceive it is smashed to
pieces; where the spiritual inner drama of our lives unfolds itself
wi th a purpose beyond our comprehension and a termination beyond our
life span; where an unknown

It

Law't or tlLaws '. are in opera tion--a Itree. 1 tI

world, which is beyond our comprehension, where one sees, to use Kaf
ka IS own words, Hthat the inconceivable is inconceivable!· (266).
Once realizing that he is a part of this other existence, the indi
vi<J.1.;.al is overwhelmed with a terrible uncertainty, a sense of gu.ilt,
a realization that he is in isolation and that others look upon him as
a "case n (as they do upon Samsa in nThe Metamorphosis,tt Joseph K. in
The Trial, and K. in The Castle).

The agonizing inner struggle which

ensues upon this realization is resolved only by death, and mants duty
is to recognize his guilt and accept his punishrrient.
1~.

Neuse points out, however, that Kafka is not entirely pes

simistic" for he looks upon God's ways as incomprehensible to man
just as mants ways are incomprehensible to animals.

(And this ex

plains his repeated use of animals in his stories.)

This fact alone

is encouraging, for "the absolute difficulty indicates the connection
with the absolute Good" (267).
The year 1936 saw only one critical discussion--that of Stephen

17
Spender in The Destructive Element. 23

Spender regards Kafk.--a a s "more

than any other writer, plunged into the destructive element" (242).
His conception of society as authoritative, ironically relif,ious, and
nihi listie offers no solution, writes Spender.

l~ever

able to deter

mine whether the authority exercised over man by society is inane or
sensible, he always left his works inconclusive--often unfinished.
Oddly enough, in view of his next article to come out, Spender makes
no suggestion of a religious meaning in Kafka's works and seems to
regard them from a purely secular standpoint.
III

Compared with later periods in Kafka criticism, the prevailing
tendency among critics in the post-Castle period was to rely on a
ready-made interpretation.

With the exception of Max Brod and Edwin

Nuir, who doubtless had the advantage of a thorough knowledge of
Kafka's works in German, few critics advanced substantial theories in
explanation of The Castle.

This was of course particularly true of

the reviewers, who had little time to probe into the mystery of this
arresting novelist but were forced by time to find something to say
and find it quickly.

Most of them naturally turned to the introduc

tory and additional notes of 1bir and Brod and accepted The Castle as
a theological novel depicting man's search for divine grace.

A notable exception

~s

Coley Taylor, who suggested that the

23(New York, 1936), pp. 242-245.

18
novel mihht have a secu lar meaning.
as an allegory of

Ever~mtan

Taylor f s conception of the nove 1

in the modern bureaucratic world was to

find ample support when The Trial was published and was to become an
important element of the soundest interpretation of later years.
Another important presag;e of things to come

the considera

psycholoi~ica 1

tion by .b..rthur Eloesser and Werner Neuse of the
tones in Kafka's writings.

Wf;,S

over

Eloesser, though his interpretation was

basically religious, mentioned the writer ' s ttshrinking from life or
:":;npoteYlce to deal

!:..nd lIeu. seC. Q-'; c"tc d

8.

discussion to the guilt--Itthe modern profound fear called trieltangst,!1
which is reflected in Kafka t s works.

These simple be:::;ilmings were to

develop later into one of the most extreme Hschools lt of criticisT.1-
the psychoanalytic.
Also important in neuse's discussion was his explanation of the
Kafkan hero

&S

8.

m&n who has a sudden awakeninr;--··..vho suddenly sees the

pettiness of his life and becomes conscious of a Ureal It ywrld which
controls the apparent one bu.t is incomprehensible to him.

This idea

of the "sudden awakening" was to reour frequently in later eri ticisri1.
Still another early indication of a trend to come was the Jew
ish interpretation which I\;1a.x Brod offered in addition to, or
plementary to, his broad theological one.
many critics deve

GS

corr.

Future years were to find

this theory·, a s more of Ka fka' s works were

published Hnd tho sense of loneliness anci alienation was to

l)(:~come

more apparent in his wri
In spite of these important indications of future developments,
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the two outstanding interpretations of this period were those of Max
Brod and Edwin Muir.

Both men saw the subject of Kafka t s works as

man's search for divine law and divine grace.
the writer

B.S

Their conception of

primarily metaphysical in orientHtion was to prove the

most persistently recurrent idea in

Y~fka

criticism, though later

critics were to object strenuously to certain aspects of this view.
Many critics were to take exception to Brodts emphasis on K.'s desire
to fit into the community as a way to finding grace.

And many were to

object to Muir's allegorical interpretbtion and comparison of' Kafka to
Bunyan.

But that Kafka's fundamental interest was in the relationship

of man to higher powers few of the first-rate crit.ics would den:l.

And,

Brod and lLuir t s emphasis on the unbridgeable abyss betv!sen man and
these hiGher powers was to be refJ.ected in the future by critics of a
variety of "schools, t, though nost of them would call these povrers by
anything and everything but the name God.
Though the theological interpretation satisfied the majority of
The Castle critics, such was not to be the case when The Trial was
published.

Though it shared with its predecessor the situation of &

protagonist confronted by inscrutable powers, these powers took on
such a sordid and bureaucratic appearance in The Trial that it was
difficult to see them as manifestations of the divine.

Instead of the

clear, cold air of a small mountain village lyinG beneath the mist
shrouded Castle, one breathed in The Trial the stagnant'air of stuffy
law courts in the midst of the slums of a large city.

To reGard the

distant Castle as in some way representative of divinity was not

20

difficult.

But to imagine as divine the powers which set in motion

Joseph K.'s interminable search through filthy tenements--his dealings
with every type of sordidness, inefficiency, and pettiness--Vv-a.s almost
impossible.

The novel seemed much more easily explained by a secular

theory than by a theological one.

Most critics evidently felt this,

for from the time of 'The Trial's publication, the influence of the
theological interpretation waned.

CHAPTER II
AFTERrt.ATH OF ~ TRIAL (1937-1940):

ElSE OF THE SECULAR CRITICS

I

Several

revi~ers

had found The Castle

least two found The Trial so too.

incomprehensible~

and at

But most. of them had some definite

tb.f>ory to advance.
In General, the theological explanations were not so dependent
now on Brod a.na JVfuir as had been earlier ones" but werfJ modified con
siderably.

One

S11Ch

interpretation as

&.

modification was designed to show the religious
basis for a superimposed secular one.

Another

presented Kafka as broadly metaphysica.l in ori.entation, rather "than
theological in any narrow sense.

8.5

On the other hand, one religiOUS

theory narrowed the established explane,tion to one specLf'ic religious
doctrine.

Some critics turned completely away from a theologice,l approach

and. explained The Trial" with its secret courts and t\'listed justice"
as a dire prophecy of things to come in
trait of the lonF:lly# cipher-like

mB_!1

post-w~r

Europ9 cr

~s

a por

of modern urban society.

_:1.r: important d'9'\elopment for the future of the psychologic-e.1

theorists camt"'J w::' th the publice.tion in

1~38

of excerpts fror.! a 1etter

by Kafka to his father, in which the writer's abic1ing psychologicel

problems beca.me apparent.

This lett.er--thoush one of the most valuable
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documents concerning Kafka--was lat,er to become e Pandora's box in the
hands of overenthusiastic psychoanalytic critics.

Though criticism of The Trial was certainly inco!1clusive, it
showed a strong trAnd away from the original theological interpreta
tion and toward the secular.

The conception of Kafka as a critic of

his own society or of modern Wester!} civilization in genera 1 began
a rapid development at this time.

II

"Someone must have been telling lies about Joseph K." for with
out having done anything wron h he was arrested one fine morniYlg. ttl
Thus beEins Franz Kafka's second novel to be published in America-
a novel similar to The Castle in the hero's futile struggle with irJ

tangible forces, but quite dif:'erent in setting and plot.
The meaning of this strange book, like the meaning of The
CastlA, is certainly not. obvious.

Unlike The Castle, however, The

Trial volume contained little explanatory inforrns.tion.

Instes"d of the

extensive explanations offer9d by Edwin lVilir and TVax Erod :in their
introductory and additional not.es to The Castle, there is only
epilogue by Brod. 2

In it he discusses two subjects:

A.

short

(1) his decision

to publish Kafka's works in spite of the writer's request that they
be burned, and (2) the problems he

fa~ed

in editinE The Trial

IFrenz Kafka, The Trial, trans. Willa and Edwin ~~"ir (New
York, 1937), p. 3.
2pp. 291-297.

2 .)"
manuscript.
Quoting; from the notes in which Kafka requested that all his
literary remains be destroyed" Brod relates that he had answered one
of these notes by

statin~

flatly that he would never do such a thing.

Even after this" however" Kafka had retained him as his literary
~xecutor--proof"

says Broa" that the request was not serious.

Other

ttburn-ever j-thingH notes" he race lIs" vvere writ.tE'n by Kafka durinG
period s of intense se If-oriticis!1l" in a. nihi listie frame of IT.ind whicl'.

Kafka's negb.tive attitude towHrd his work's being published was partl;f
due to the high relie;ious standard v:hich he applied to his writing and
his inability to believe that his inadequate productions could be of
any help to anyone else.
Turning to a discussion of the probleF.ls he encountered in
editi!lb The Trial" Brod describes the condition of the !:J.anuscript
when he received it a.nd the changes and arrangerr,ents h'3 Dade in it..
The novel waf in

SOIlrt:l

disorder at

Ka.:'l:a'~

death ... making it necessary

to combine and arrange the finished chapters (and one unfinished one-
Chapter VIII)--from his menory of Kafkats reading.

Too" he expanded

the innumerable contractions (F. B." etc.) to the names intended by
the writer.

Brod te lIs us that there is a gap bet-lisen the last

chapter" ltThe End, It and the chapt~r just before it" HIn the Cathe
dral,,1t in which further stages of the trial were to have been de
scribed.

Furthermore, several unfinished chapters are not included

in this edition but" he promises" will be in the final volume of his
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forthcoming edition of Kafka's complete works.
In spite of Brod' s credible explana t:i.on of Kafka's reluctance
to publish his works~ the first revi€Wver of The Trial, Ralph Thompson,3
looked upon it as "morbid" and indicative of "unnatural modesty!! and
"posthumous vanity. U

Thompson, reviewing for the New York Times,

gives the impression of being generally irritated by
Kafka.

about

everythin~

refers to him as "one of the most curious cases in modern

He

letters--one a little too curious for this reader's taste," and coneludes af'ter a brief su!!'..mary of The Tria I:

t'tlffua t i t :neB.:i:S"

I am

afraid that I have not the faintest idea. U
Most of the early reviewers of The Trial,

h~lever,

did have

at least an idea, in spite of the absence of any explanation in
Brod's epilogue.
political~

and psychological theories.

immediately
r~ir's

Their interpretations comprise

foll~Hing

Of these

religious~

social~

reviewers~

the two

Thompson show the influence of Brad's and

notes in The Castle volume.

Both of them emphasize the abysmal

distance between man's understanding and the purposes of God.

But,

in addition, they bring in new interpretive possibilities pointing to
the future avenues of Kafka criticism.
William Phillips, reviewing for The Nation,4 calls Kafka's
basic religious belief "e rather simple theology, according to which
man is separated from God by a hierarchy of human relations in

3 U BockG of the Times,lt New York Times, October 18, 1937, p. 15.
4nEveryman," CXLV (October 23, 1937),4-48-449.
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themselves so bewildering that true knowledge can be attained only
through humility and faith • • • It (448).

In order to describe this

"spiritual bureaucracytt (448)~ Phillips says" Kafka created its secu
lar irnage--an image of "man as a pathetic victim of socia 1 beliefs
and practices which have been frozen into a kind of administrative
machine" (448).

Phillips believes that Kafka's main value to modern

literature lies in nthe unique methods by which he revealed the phe
nomena of spirituality within the bureaucratic labyrinths of society"
(448) •
.f..lso reflecting the problem of God's separation from man is
Louis

Y~onenberger's

review of The Trial in the New York Times Book

RevifflV,5 in which Kronenberger describes Kafka as nat bottom a reIi gious wri tar "' with a powerful sense of right and wrong and an unquench
able yearning toward the unrevealed source of things. tt

This reviewer

sees in The Trial symbolic representation of ttthe helplessness of the
individual in the face of the unknowable; the contradiction between
ethical guilt and legal innocence ~ or legal guilt and ethj.cal inno
cence; the striking demonstration that none of us is ever really
free.

...

tt

These two

reviews~

the first analyzing Kafka's satirical

treatment of modern bureaucratic society and the second

sh~ling

legal-ethical ramifications of the religious meaning, were indicative

5 U A Distinguished Novel by Franz Kafka" It October 24~ 1937 ~
p. 8.
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of an increasing swing away from a purely theological interpretation.
In the next review" appearing in the New York fmrald Tribune
BooEs,,6 three possible explanations of The Trial--all of them non
theological--were suggested by Horace Gregory.

First" The Trial can

be viewed as e companion-piece to The Castle in its development of
the theme of guilt-consciousness.

Secondly" it can be regarded as

ue foretaste of Nazi justice in Central Europe."

And thirdly, it

might be interpreted as ua parable of justice in post-war European
society."
In contrast to Gregory's open-minded attitude, Time's reviewer 7
pretends--since he evidently does not understand The Trial--that no
one can.

Not to be caught on the defensive, he covers his embarrass

ment with one of the puns that seem indispensable to that magazine.
The Trial, he writes is

ua

realist horror story.u

Evidently still not satisfied" he adds" with

simply told, simply incomprehensible sur

characteristic flippancy" that Kafka l1died • • • of tuberculosis cOr!
trected on like compositions."
A return to the consideration of Kafka as a metaphysical
writer is found in Stephen Spender's article in The N~l Republic. 8
In an explanation which bears no apparent relationship to his pre
vious one in The Destructive Element" Spender describes both The

6 tt Comic and Eerie Parable of I~justice,n October 24 .. 1937 .. p. 7.
7·'The Trial, n XXX (October 25 .. 1937), 79.
8uFranz Kafka,," XCII (October 27, 1937)" 347-348.
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Trial and The Castle as allegories.

But" he says" Kafka was trying

to discover a metaphysics rather than to write an allegory based on
any formal theological system.

He was penetrating reality in order

to find a system of truth" in the same way that a man who feels him
self persecuted sees reality fitting into a system.

In The Trial

Joseph K. is the outsider in the world which he describes" and" hence"
can see it (just as can the persecution maniac) more clearly than can
the people who are part of it.

Thus" he has the possibility of see

ing the pattern under1yin3: tha t world--the urea Ii tylt of life.

How

ever" as Spender points out" Kafka (whom he seems to identify with
Joseph K.) never attained that truth.

He knew it was there" however"

and had he lived longer" Spender believes" uhe

mi~ht

have written

novels which started off from a goal" instead of these novels which
never a ttain their goa Itt (347).
Evidently intended to back up Spender's interpretation" a brief
biographical sketch appended to it describes Kafka's writing as "meant
to clarify his • • • skeptical-mystic ideas and • • • not intended
for publication. tt9
Like several earlier critics" N. L. Rothman in The Saturday
Review of Literature lO found The Trial capable of more than one ex
planation:

"It is a fable of the natural man lost among the formal

isms of an over-complex society.

Or it is an asking again of Pilate's

9M:. C." uA Note About the Author" Tt p. 348.
louA Shadow Among Mystical Shadows,," XVII (October 30" 1937),

19.
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old question" what is truth, what is justice."

In either case, Roth

man believes that Kafka did not carry through his ideas to their
logical end.

"Kafka wearied and let his hand fall.

The bold stroke

of contrast, the sharp, definite picture, is missinr;," and the reader
is left with

ua

sense of some dazzling truth hidden just out of si

behind pages the author has not written. It

This, believes Rothman,

indicates that Kafka" thour;h he possessed the rare ability to perceive
and outline the governing forces of his world" was unable Uto rise
above them for th!3 dirAct attack.1t
After this variety of non-theological interpretations of The
Trial, F. W. Dupee in the Partisan Review returns to th9 original
reliEious theory of Brod and Ebir. ll

Dupee sees The Castle as dealin~

with the problem of grace and The Trial with the problem of justice.
tllf The Castle sometimes brOll

to mind the Homeric world, with its

wayward Olympian hierarchy, ravishing and persecuting mortals but
winning their devotion all the same, The Trial

su~gests

the more naked

austerities of the Old Testament, where terrorism is the single source
of divine authorityH (68).

Grace and justice, hO\llTever, are actually

the same thing, but on different levels, explains Dupee:

tiThe pro

blem of grace is, in human terms, only the problem of freedom" (68)-
freedom to seek justice in this world.

An understanding of this fact

makes clear Kafka's reason for mixing the mystical with the secular
in his novels and

explai~s

his technique of constantly juxtaposing

llt·The Fabulous and the Familiar,u IV (December, 1937),66-69.
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the fabulous and the familiar.
This Kafkan use of the "fabulous" or ttmystical" U as Dupee
called it" was warmly conunended by James laughlin IV, editor of New
Directions in Prose and Poetry" as a blow against naturalism. 12

In a

preface condemning the publishing; business of today und praising such
writers as Cummings" Zukofsh.'"Y, and Williams" Laughlin hails the alle
gory and symbolism" the fantasy" and the emphasis on spiritual rather
than physical horror which one finds in Kafka's work.

He predicts

that Kafka's ir..fluence will act as an antidote to the type of natu
ralism 'which Farrell represents.
The next periodical review of The Trial proved to be a devel
opment of the political interpretation first offered by Horace Gregory.
Gregory had suggested that the novel was "a foretaste of justice in
post-war European society.,,13

Helen MacAfee" writing in The Yale

I{eview,,14 calls it a flickering reflection of "the face of modern
Europe" with its secret courts and blood purges U

(x).

Some doubt"

hcnvever" seems to reIl1..ain in her mind" for she adds tha t if beyond this
the book has some secret meaning" the key escapes her.

The novel is,

she finally determines" ttwhat it seems to be .. a subtle and complex
fantasia on a modern theme which is as fantastic as the daily news tt
(x) •

12Norfo1k.. Connecticut, 1937, n. p.
13See above" p. 26.
14Heview of The Tria 1 J XXVI I (Winter.. 1938) J vi ii and x.
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The stream of reviews which had followed publication of The
Trial was broken in the spring of 1938 by an article on a special
facet of the Kafka problem.
Review on

¥~fka's

relations with his father, brought into the critical

picture for the first.
ther. tt 15

Max Brod J in an article for Partisan

tilT~e

the as yet unpublished "Letter to My Fa

This ninety-pege letter J which Kafka had written to his

father in an attempt to clarify their unsatisfactory relationshipJ
was later to become the keystone to the psychological interpretation.
And Brod, because of his reluctance to publish it in full and his
practice of releasing it in driblets accompanied by his own commen
taries, was to become a thorn in the flesh of many critics.
In this article Brod quotes extensively from the "Lettertt and
attempts an Blililysis of Kafka on the basis of both the letter and his
own personal l<..nowledge of his friend t s character.

Brod agrees that a

great deal about the writer can be explained from the psychoanalytical
standpoint cut notes Ka.fka's OW'n judgment of Freud's theories as H'a
very approximate, rough picture of thir..gs'U (22).

He thinks that a

truer psychological analysis lies in a comparison of Kafka with the
German writer Heinrich von Kleist, who, he reminds us, was haunted
all his life by the gulf between himself and his family.

Underlined

in Kafkats copy of Kleist's diaries are to be found passages which
indicated that Kleist's family looked upon him as

u an

utterly useless

member of human society, unworthy of human consideration" (28).

l5 tt Kafka:
1938), 19-29.

Father e-nd Son,1t trans. Ralph Manheim" IV (rJay ..

Brod
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quotes from the ttLetter to My Father" It showing that Kafka had a simi
lar feeling about his father's attitude toward him.

An important

theme in Kafka's works" Brod believes" is responsibility to the family
(e. g., '1 Metamorphosi s, n "The Judement" n uThe Stoker").

Simi larly"

Kleist was obsessed a 11 his life by the thought of how his family
would react to his omissions and commissions.

FUrthermore, Brod

points out" Kafka once classified his entire literary output as an
attempt at flight from his father.

He quotAS him as feeling sapped

in will and conviction by his domineerinG parent in rAEard to mar
riege and Judaism.

Both writers had the same attachment, not only

to family" but also to childhood experiences, Brod continues; both
had a style "remarkable for a sort of fantastic invention that seems
to spring frore the child's inclination to enchant everything he plays
with" (29); both were i:rnrnature in appearance and showed some distrust
of the

se~lal

function.

In short, Brod sees the two writers as caught

in a childish behavior pattern--one in reaction to his father specif
ical1y, one to his family in general--from which they never freed
themselves.
More than a year elapsed before the next article dealing spe
cificalJy with

~

worked-out study.

Trial appeared.

This article was a carefully

Philip Rahv, writing for The Southern Review,

compares The Trial to Tolstoy's ttThe Death of Ivan Ilyich. 1t16

He

likens the themes of the two by pointing out that Joseph K.'s case

l6nThe Death of Ivan I1yich and Joseph K.," V (Summer, 1939),
174-185.
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and Ilyich's illness are variations of the same device, by which the
author can confront uan ordinary self-satisfied mortal with an ex
traordinary situation, to put to rout his confidence in reason and
in tho habitual limits of his consciousness, and in the end • • •
destroy him utterly" (178).

The heresy for which both men are de

stroyed is their typicality--their acceptance and participation in
the superficial, trivia 1 life of the urban, bourgeois man of the in
dustrial age.

Thus Ilyich's disease is actually the voice of his soul

crying out against his whole life, and Joseph K.'s Court is perhaps
only Ita machine of persecution invented by his alter ego to penalize
his death in life" (178).
In typifying the average man of bourgeois society, says Rahv,
both Joseph K. and Ive.n Ilyich represent the despiritualized and de
personalized result of a great transformation in the social order.
The old, feudalistic order, char&cterized by traditional social bonds
and a fixed status for each individual, has been overwhelmed and
destroyed by the fluidity of modern, urbanized society.

Joseph K.

and Ilyich, as representative men of this new world, transr,ress the
old elemental laws--the sanctity of the social and economic
tion of the tribe--nnd for this they are punished.

or~aniza

"Ilyich is the man

of the city--the anonymous, commodity-materialist who sweeps away the
simple and transparent relations of the past.

His energy, the de

personalized energy of a bourgeois, subverts the idyllic world of
sanctified status" (182).

In this context Ilyich's disease is ltthe

ghost of the old idealism returning to avenge itself on its murderer"
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(183).

Similarly" Joseph K. is 'tthe blank man of the city" the

standard rationalist cut off from all natural ties.

He lives in the

agitated" ever-changing world of bourgeois relations, a world in
which the living man, destitute of individuality, has forgotten the
ancient poetry of status" the hallowed certitudes that once linked
law and destiny" justice and necessity" rights and duties" (183).
Joseph K. is

ac~ordingly <~unished

the old idealism.

by the Court" a sinister symbol of

Rahv believes that Kafka was unconscious of the

hidden socio-historic meaning in his work--that he saw the conflict
between past and present as a conflict between the human and divine
orders.
Following up this analysis of Joseph K." Rahv published in The
Kenyon Review17 a study of Kafka's heroes in general.
Brod's then recently published

Ger~bn

Drawing on

biography" he analyzes the Kaf

lean hero in the light of Kafka's own psychological make-up--in par
ticular" his father complex.

This complex, Rahv believes" is the key

to Kafka's fundamental and pervading sense of guilt and can be seen in
the oft-repeated situation of the protagonist at the mercy of extra
natural powers in the guise of bureaucracy.

Behind this guilt-motif,

says Rahv" lies a compulsion neurosis" symptoms of which are Kafka I s
morbid scruples and self-depreciation" his ceremonial correctness of
behavior" and his conpensatory altruism and humility--all described
in Brod's Biographie.

l7 uFranz Kafka:
60-74.

Furthermore" The Trial and The Castle

The Hero as Lonely Man,," I (Winter 1939),
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themselves are both "enormous projections of self-punislu'11ent of
imagined wrong-doine; and atonement H (66).

Rahv goes on to relate

Kafka's sense of guilt and need for punishment to his treatment of
the protagonist as the lonely outcast in society, and, therefore, as
the representative of the fundamentally dislocated urban man of mod
ern times.

In this connection, he sees loneliness and exclusion as

the dominant motifs in all of Kafka's works.

Too, he points to the

lack of individuality of Kafka's heroes as indicative of their dis
location from

th~ir

enviror..ment.

"Character, 5.ndividue.tion,

a proof of some measure of adjustment to the

envirop~ent;

a!'8

•

•

•

the Kafkan

man, however, is deprived of the most elementary requisites of adjust
ment • •• n

(71).

But it is this very characterlessness that makes

the Kafkan hero representative.

"He incarnates humanity in a total

sense, for he is the anonymous, standard man of our rationalistic civ
ilization, the Teilmensch produced by the urban life-machine"

(71-72).

Kafka's lonely man is the formerly joyous, ruthless hero of the tra
dition of Western individualism now a victim of Western civilization-
now regarding himself with self-revulsion, says .Rahv.

"He who once

proudly disposed of many possessions is • • • destitute, he has
neither woman nor child; in his conflict with society he has suffered
an utter rout, and his fate no longer issues from his

~m

high acts

but from the abstract, enigmatical relations that bend him to the
impersonal will" (73).
This secular interpretation of Kafka's novels was, so far, the
most serious challenge to the theological one.

In it Rahv specifically
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challenr:es Brod's analysis of Kafka's works, pointint'" out. that Brod
considers Kafka reli?dous in a traditional sense.

He was not, says

lIe was a r;tystic, and his attitude toward relip'ion was nris

Rahv.

tine--essentially magical and animistic.

Rather than espousing any

specific relif:ious doctrine, Kafk:a Itatternpt/s to re-materialize the
soul thousands of years after religious thousht had de-materialized
it" (71).

At bottom, says Rahv, Kafka viewed life as incoT'lprehensi

ble--thoug;h not meaningless.
myths n

:

His works, therefore, were ttexperimenta 1

Ha s meaninP.:'s they move strict l;t in a circ Ie, for they a lwa~rs

return to their point of

departure~

namely, the uncertain, the un

known, the unfathomable" (62).
In sharp contrast to the theories of both Brod and r{ehv conearning Kafka t s relir,ious thought, John Kelly, in The Southern Review,
saw him as essentially a Calvinist. lS

Kelly calls The Trial nan

eschatoloP'ical novel--en allegory of man's relations with God in terms
of a Ca Ivinistic theology" (748) and sets out to sherif the influence of
Calvin, Kierkegaard, and Karl Barth on Kafka.

First Kelly airr!s a

blow at the psychological methods of Bone critics.

He declares that

the psychological approach, by which Kafka is found to suffer from a
father-complex, social

ti~idity,

a Jewish sense of exclusion, an un

sympathetic envirormlent, and aesthetic sensi tivi ty, is not adequate
for a final analysis of The Trial--"however attractive this method,
wi'th its lowered scholastic requirements, may have become to modern

l8 tt Franz Kafka t s 'l'rial and the Theology of Crisis,1\ V (Spring,
1940), 748-766.
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critics l1 (749).
(rhe "theology of crisis" of Calvin" l:ierkef7aard, and Barth

provides the key to Kafka r s
believAs.

theolo~:ical

thinking in The Trial" l(elly

Barth, whose relirious thinking closely parallels Kafka's,

saw St. Paul's conversion as the chief clue to the action of God and
as illustrative of a tlcrucial" solutior.. to man's hard existence.
Furthermore, Barth completely rejected human activity as a

w~y

to God,

for he believed there is no way from man to God; there is only a way
from G-od to man.

KiArkA~aerdJ

the oriC"inator 0'('

this t~0risisn

con

cept, says Kelly, believed that "God speaks and commands: man hears
and obeys--or turns away from the command to his owr. destruction.
This revelation of God is the crisis in the nan's li2e--the turning
point of his existence, the beginning of a

stru~gle,

in which he can

be saved only by making "the right turn" in the right way" (753).
With numerous examples from Calvin" Kierkegaard" Barth" and
other theologia:1s nf' their so-called seh'iol" Kelly shoVls parallels
between the events in The Tria 1 and the theology which he believes the
novel to be based on.

For example, in the parable and exegesis which

tht3 :Jriest offers Joseph K. in the Cathedral, two points are empha
sized by the priest:

first, that at the moment, the doorkeeper can

not admit the man; and, second, that the door was intended only for
this one man.

HHere,n Kelly interprets, u-the doorkeeper is speakinG

in the character of the church of Calvin, 1,-dth its em;)has1.s on man's
eternal election by God but his inability to procure it by any ac
tivity of his own, and the final uncertainty as to whether he is
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really elected and saved" (761).
calls

Showing another parallel, Kelly re

K.' s ignorance of the law, and l!is subsequent realization

in the execution scene of his r:;uilt.

This treatment of the awakened

sense of Guilt Kelly explains by a quotation from the
Romans!

!lAnd I lived sometime without the L9.w.

mandment came, sin revived, s.nd I died It (755).

to the
.-.::---- --

But when the

COID

In the death scene

from The rrrial, Kelly says, "Joseph K. has reached the only sellAtion
Dossible for man's perplexity, the violent and hard solution, pre
scribed by the theoloe-v of crisis, the complete surrender of onets
self to the will a.nd punishment of God.

The Absolute has come to

Joseph K.; it has come, as usual, on its awn terms, thwarting all his
efforts to uncover its secrets, and, careless of all his values, de
its own peculiar salvation" (765-766).

stroying his life, but

Kelly's explanation, which later received wide circulation in an
anthology of Kafka criticism, was to come in for the heaviest bom
bardment of all the theological interpretations.
III

Certainly the outstanding critic of Kafka during the pest-Trial
period was Philip Rahv.

In his two articles he combined several ele

TIl911ts in Kafka t s works to produce as credible an explanation as had
yet been advanced.

Rahv combined metaphysical, psychological, and

socio-historic perspectives.

His fundamental assumpti.on was that

Y.afka was above all metaphysically directed.

He related to this con

ception the psychological factors which Brod's article had made
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apparent.

And he viewed Kafka in historical perspective--as the

product of urbanized, rationalistic West9rn civilization.

T~e

result

was an explanation of the Kafkan protagonist as an embodiment of lonely
modern man--t.he anonymous, standard individual of our rationalistic
civilizat.ion--who suddenly awakes to the sha1lowness of his life and
seeks he knows not what.

T~is

view--in whole or in

p~rt--was

to be

developed by many critics and eventually was to become a cO!nr:lon meet
ing ground for several of the best of them.
Durin!: this rlAriod too, important eventf: took p190~ tn the
development of" the reli;:::ious interpretation.

ThOUGh the influence of

MJ.ir and Brod had waned after The. Trial's publication, modifications
of their theories developed, e.nd the conception of Ke.fka as a man
mainly interested in metaphysical qu·estions was still prominent.
~ril:iam

Phillips saw him as revealing the almost inaccessible spir

itual world by creating in his novels

it~

correspondinG secular im

age-- 1'the bureaucratic labyrinths of society. tI

Stephen Spender

broadened the allecorical interpretation of :Muir by pointing out
that Kafka's Itrelirious tl interest was in a broad metaphysics--a
s8H.rch for truth--rather than in any formal theological systemo

John

Kelly, on the other hand" narrowed the religious view considerably by
inferrinc the specific influence of Calvin, Kierkeg:aard, and Barth on
KafkB. f s thinkinf) and calling The Trial

tl

an allegory of man's relHtions

with God in t.erms of Calvinistic theology."
In A.ddition to i{uhv's impressive

s~rnthe.sis

of various elements

in Kafka's works and the modifi.cations of the religious interpretation,
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a development of major importance to the future psychoanalytical
school--and .. indeed, to K8.i'ka criticism in general--took place at
this time.

Bred's

~ublication

of excerpts from the "Letter to

Father" provided a mine of psychological information about the writer
by revealinr; the domirw.nt influence exercised over him by his father.

Brad evidently anticipated the 1.lse that wou.ld be made of this infor
me.tion and made a poi.nt of emphasizing Kafka t s own depreciation of
Freud's theories.

Nevertheless .. this letter

W8S

to provide material

for countless psychoana l:vtic explanations, some 0:' which reached
fantastic extremes.

However .. it was also to be of great '_lse to so

berer critics who were able to incorporate its in:'ormation into sound
interpretations of Kafka without beinG completely carried away by the
passion to psychoanalyze.
If critics had be9n bemused by the dissimilarities between The
Castle and The Trial .. they were to be even more so by the difference
between both of these novels and the third work to be published in
the United States.

Amerika, Kafka's first novel .. was so different

from the other two that it did not clearly fit into any of the inter
pretations of this perplexinE writer so far advanced.

iU\1EHlKA AND A FRA}r::: KA.?KA MI:SCELLANY (1940-1941):
PSYCHOLOGY AND ltSOCIALISNtt

I

The course of critic s never did run smooth, and in 1940 the
publication of the first American edition of Amerika upset the
critical theories which had developed around the obviously pessimis
tic Tria 1 and Ce.. stle.

For here

1,Vt;.

s a nove 1 which--thour:n it

finished--seemed intended to end on an optimistic note.

Wb. S

un

...DJTlerika Vias

an apprentice novel, relating the adventures of Karl Rossmann, a good
but nelve German boy, after he is sent to America, and leaving him
at the end in a fantastically ideal community, the "Nature Theater
of Oklahoma, n where everyone finds emploY1Tlent to suit his fancy.
Evidently unable to tie Arnerika in with the two earlier novels,
!!lost reviewers contented themsebres wi th ransacking their minds for
possible sources of this disturbingly unKafkan book:.

Their e£,forts

produced articles paralleling Kafks. with suctl diverse writers as
Dickens, Franklin l
dore Dreise!".

V~'bitmanl

Lewis C&rroll, SStTuel Butler, and Theo

But there we s little a greement a s to j'J.st what influ

ance various writers had had.
brou~ht

One definite development, however, was

about by the pub lica tion of Amerika.

The conception of Kafkf;{

as a t'relir;ious humorist U was hit upon by critics who sou[,ht to recon
cile his humor in Amerika with his pessimism in The Castle and The
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Tria 1.
Another 1940 publication" !::.. Franz Kafka. Kiscel
the development of two major critical "schools.*'
interpretation" first formulated in the post-Trial
in the

s leading article.

logical interpretation

presaged

The socio-political
od, saw further
Also" the psycho

new strength as a result of the wide
from Kafka t

circulntion giveli Brod's

5

nLetter to Jly Father. n

And shortly afterward, a te lling: rebutta I to the psychoana lysts came
in the outstanding article of the period--a further development of
Rahv's portrayal of Kafka as representative of modern man.
II

The first critical reaction to Amerika 1 was a hunt for sources.
<")

ce G

This hunt was perhaps touched off by Klaus Ma!lll .. who in his
to the novel refers to more than seven authors as possible

ir~luences.

He notes that Kafka mentioned Franklin and Vfhitman when asked by

friends whot he knew of America.

He was reading Dickens at the time

he composed Amerika and wrote in his diary that ttThe Stoker U (which
IF-ter becaMe the first chapter of Amerika
Dickens.

In

was a plain imitation of

of this ~ N:ann believl3s that the res9nblance to

Dickens is only accideI!tal and
says, Kafka is indebted to others.

isle

On a deeper level" he

I',1ann contributes more names to

ITr~ns. Ed'Nln and 'Willa Muir (Norfolk" Conn·3cticut .. 1940).
')

(.JPp. vii-xvii.
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the critical pot by

pointin~

out the writer's kinship to

Kierke~aard

in his concern wi ttl the problem of Gur spiri tua I existence and wi t:l
F'laubert a.nd ':'olstoy in his zealously conscientio1J.s style.
Re~ardinf:

the theme of Amerika, NTann sees the novel as treat-

in!,,: "the topics of Guilt and .t\tonement, human loneliness and the un
fathomable riddle of the Supreme Law" (xvii).

These themes,

}/~nn

says, which are CO:rIL"llon to the novels, of their very nature prohibit
co.mpletion of a work, for Itthey are essentially and necessa.rily end-

l'haX

Erod, in his afterword to Amerika,3 strengthens the argu

ment for Franklin's influence by recallins his fri"3nd' s fondness for
Franklin's autobiography and his longing for free space and distant
He further confounds the critics bv testifvinrr tha t Kafka's

lands.

L

~

~

mood while he was working on Amerika was one of "unending delight lt
(298).

He shatters the pessimistic interpreters even further by ex

plaining that Chapter VIII, liThe Nature Theater of Oklahoma, U was
intended to be the last chapter of the book Elnd that his friend wished
to end the novel on a note of reconciliation.

Ifu recalls Kafka's

hintine: that in this almost limitless theater, Karl, the hero, would
eventually find a profession, his freedom, even his old home and his
parents.
Even b'3fore the public&tior! of Amerika in the United states, a

3pp. 298-299.
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" mL
,ule L"1Vl.nf!, Age-4 ,na d come
Spend er ' s ar t"1C 1e In
°

OU t ·lTI

D'8cemb er 193 t',n

after Dublication of the English edition of the novel.

iunerika,

Spender says, is a comedy of the human situation--Hthe book of a man
who, because he takes life too seriously, is laughing at himself by
describing his seriousness in terms of comedy" (383).

This third

explanation of Spender's was just as much at variunce with the first
two as they had been with each other.

Spend.er had first seen Kafku

as ttplunged into the destructive element" and at odds vrith an author
itarian society.5

Then, after The Trial's puolicBtion, 'he had dA

scribed Kafka as metaphysically ciirected and as striving to discover
a system of truth. 6

Spender had so fur not given any hint of the re

lationship of these interpreta tions to one another.

In

reviffi~ing

Amerika, however, he made ar.. effort to link the three nove Is, and in
doing so f,ives every indication that he did not know the order of
their composition.

In Kafka's novels, he says, when the hero is

serious and feels guilty, he is confronted by a terrible judge.

When

he remains innocent, childish, and humorous, as in Arnerika, he finds a
place in the world and is reunited with his parents in the Nature
Theater of Oklahoma.

In this respect, says Spender, Amerika bears

the same relationship to Kafka's other novels as
H.evisited does to Erewhon.

Butler'~

Erewhon

The quest"ior: which arises from this

4uGu~.J.·lt "na' Il'_~·l'ocerlv-~,'·
;·CC·"t''i7'
~.
.00::
v
·.Lv,
Co

5 See above, p. 17.
6 See above, pp. 26-27.

78 G-v
.... 7S'7u .
...>.
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comparison is whether Spender knew that Ame:rika was Kafka 15 first

novel.
The first review to appear following pUblioation of Amerikn.
was ir.. The New Yorker.?

It consisted of little but a judgment of the

novel as inferior to The Tria 1 and The Castle and referenoe to Kaf'ka
as

t· one

of the most serious and interestine of pre-Nazi novelists. It
The next week saw Paul Rosenfeld in The Saturday Review of

Literature oontinuing the search for sources and paralle1s. 8
felt: po::'nts to a

COII'..:mon so~rce--Dickenz--for

Rosen

}_merika flnd Charlie

Chaplin's films (which postdate Kafka's novels).

Describing Amerika

as "picaresque and £'8.rc::2.ca1, the loose ly-etrung, slapstick story of
the continual frustrations and vital miscarriages of a little, in&de
quate hero,n he finds .Amerika definitely Chaplinesque.
theme, he describes it

~s

As for the

the eXIJression of Kafka's belief in "the

6xistenc9 of naturaJ and social forces balancing the original

in~us-

tice [of life], providing a prospect of eventual salvation on
earth

....

Thour;h at the time he composed Amerika Kafka

h~.ld

8.1

ready lost ell sense of partnership between Man end G-od, says Rosen

feld, he felt this irony more comically than he later did.
Philip Rahv, in a review appearine in The Nation on the same

day as Mr. Rosenfe Id f s, 9 ooncurs in finding Dickens s source for

7XVI (Cctober 19" 1940)" fl.9.
8nCharlie-Chaplinade," XXIII (October 26" 1940), 18.

9"Franz Kafka.'s Poor Richard," eLI (October 26, 1940), 39f,-0~7.
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Amerika, but points out that Dickens' influence was simply of a lit
erary nature, while the philosophical inspiration came from Franklin.
It is true, he writes, that from a literary standpoint Amerika is a
burlesque treatment of David Copperfield, but from an existential
standpoint, it is a good-humored parody on the career of Poor Richard.
Kafka probably read Poor Richard

·~as

one reads a work of strategy.

interpreting those dismally sagacious sayings as so many moves in the
complicated game of ingratiating oneself with the nameless authori
ties whose law, though its intent and meaninr, are unknown and un
knowable, nevertheless prevails u (397).

Rahv thinks that Kafka may

have used Franklints Ulysses-like career in America as a pattern for
Karl's travels.

He speculates that Kafka thought of Americans as

people of constructive will, great power of adjustment to their com
munity, and ability to find their true calling--a people, in short,
who had beaten fate to the draw.
Following this interpretation appeared an anonymous review in
The Living Age,lO which praised Klaus Mann's source-packed introduc
tion as a key to the mystery of Kafka and added to the source list by
finding Amerika "a nightmarish version of Alice in Wonderland tl (293).
Babbette Deutsch, reviewing in the New York Herald Tribune
Books,ll calls a.ll of the source-finders on the carpet, asserting that
she has searched in vain for the influence of Franklin, Whitman, or

10CCCLIX (November 1940), 292-293.
11December 8, 1940, p. 12.
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Dickens.

Amerika ~ she says ~ lacks the abundant vitality and humor of

Dickens~

the practical sagacity of Franklin, and ttthe hearty, healthy

all-inclusiveness" of lfthitrnan.
however, is son8what dulled by

This blow at her fellow reviewers,
T.~ics

Deutsch's fluite serious criticism

that. Kafka should have chosen a different setting for the novel since
he had never tre.veled in America.

The ITlhin positive inpression that

the book made on this reviewer is its picture of developments to
come in Lmerica:

"glimpses of a. Hollywood version of America, in

all its native sordidness and extrava::ance. u
now, says Miss

Deutsch~

The hook is "gertinent

"precisely because it is a study at

on~e

of e

diseased soul and of the spiritual ailment of our time."
Two weeks le.ter, in a COmInomvea 1 review, Stephen Ba ldanza, like
J\1.iss Deutsch, objects to the fact thet. Kafka. never actually visited
"'I")

America • .L'--

lie seems also to follow Miss Deutsch in his attention to

the sordidness, meanness, and shabbiness of Kafka's America, out he
sees in this element a distinctly Old. viorld flavor.

Nevertheless, he

COIT.pare's Karl Rossmann to Dreiser's Clyde Griffiths and concludes thnt
"this is not a book for one who seeks joy or solace

•

lTI

. l'
It
reaalIls.

Early in 1941 appeared the first systeI11&tic atterapt to inter
pret Amerika in relation to Kafka's other novels.

Its.ncall Jarrell,

writing for The Kenyon Revievv,13 discusses all three of the novels,
pointing out that in .lunerika can be seen the beciLning of the method

l2XXXIII (December 20, 1940), 234.
13 HKai'ku's Tragi-Comedy," III (
' 116-119.
Winter 1941)~
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which Kafka developed further in The Trial e.nd The Castle.

This

method is designed to illustrate the fantastic complication of modern
society--"the world of late capitalism, in which individu&lisrn

of the romantics, to

changed from the mixed but sought bless
everybody's initial plightU (118).

lillS

The task of Kafka's heroes is al

ways to discover just what their society is and find a satisfactory
place in relation to it.

Symbolic of this confu

world are the

hotel in Amerika, the law courts in The Trial, and the governine: sys
terri in The Castle--611 "conditions of' the nni'VE'rse pres€!::ted in te!'"!::s

of those of monopoly capitalismtt (118).

Just as man's society is be

yond his understandinG' Jarrell goes on, so is his universe, and
hence he finds himself automatically daro..ned,

in a system which

he cannot understand.
A few weeks after the pUblication of Amerika, a collection
appeared under the title A F'ranz Kafka Miscellany.14

It was composed

of short pieces from the writer's heretofore untranslated works, ex
tracts from his letters and diaries, and critical evaluations of him.
This small volume bore the subtitle Pre-Fascist Exile and contained
as its leading article a paper of the same title by
which seemed
thinker.

Slochower

to present Kafka as primarily a political

The contents of the volume were as follows:

(1) works by

l4No ed., trans. Sophie Prombaum and G. HUmphreys Roberts
(New York, 1940). The volur16 was first published as a supplement
to Issue V-VI of T\lvice a Year. Orie;in1?,11v intended to be included
in the issue itself, it-grew large ~noughL to warrant sep&rate publi
cation.
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Kaflcfl,

:

extracts from "Letter to My Father, tl "liutobior:;rbphical

Sketch, It HAn Old Page, tl excerpt from.

n~J:edi tations, n

se lections from

letters, and excerpts from the final frar.;mentary chapters of The
Castle which were not included in the English translation; (2) crit
ical and biographicttl articles:

HFranz Kafka--Pre-r'ascist 'Exile u

by Harry Slochmver" excerpts from Franz Kafka:

ein~_

Bioe;raphie by

Max Brad, "Franz Kafka tl by Edwin TJuir" and an anon:,,"IDous biographical

note.
Slochower's articl€l15

j

s ~!1 ett'3m"!"Jt to shoy! that a definite

relationship exists between Kafka's three novels and the three his
toricn 1 periods of their cornpositien:

the 1914 era, the Vrorld 1iar

period, and the period of subsequent social change.

In

~he

first

period" which Slochower calls one of "naIve synthesis'l (12)" Kafka
wrote Amerika" a upre-war dream of a free country" a land where 'any
body,' regardless of station or past transgressions, has a 'chance fu
(13).

SlochoVier notes that the setting of this novel is "far from the

old world of hierarchical encasements" (12) and thet the hero, unlike
the depersonalized heroes of the later novels, has a name.

The next

period in Kafka.' s deve lopment Sloch01'ITer labe Is one of uS ec1).lar
Crucifixion lt :

The Trial, he says" written durinr the period of the

First World War" portra.ys the individual (Joseph K.) on trial

BS

an

"alien H who has remained outside Itthe Law t ' of social participation.
In The Castle, which he refers to as tiThe Corrmunal Castle," Slochower
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sees the effects on Kafka of the end of' the "Nar and the social revolu
tions in Austria and the rest of Central

this period,

~urope.

he says" the writer directed his energies HtO'1l\lb.rds a pub 1 ic chartine
of a possible resolution.

It was the time when }l8oples of the world

were swept by the hope that lay in the overthrow of despotisms, and
in the rise of social orders that promised to establish a humane

(19).

authority"

Slochower, never identifying this ttpossible resolutionl1 which
he found in Amerika,

in his article interprets Kl3.fka's works as

an indictment of' the world and life,

It

nically the necessary

collective means which are an unavoid&.ble form of every social stateH
(27); yet later he defines Kafka's aim in life

as

being Uto become an

accepted member of the community, in short, to find status"
Other interpretive

(20).

stions he throws out are that Kafka's works

are intended to

the chasm bet-ween God and man and that they

are an expression of tIthe aloneness and helplessness of the modern
orphan generation of the alien and alienated, in short of 'the
Jew t " (26).

In another section of the article he explains the V'lriter

from a psychoana lytica 1 standpoint, findin[. that he had Ita deep, 5 r'.u.TJ.er
preoccupat.ion with auto-erotic and masochistic symbols H (10) and i't1
terpreting Joseph K.' s t'arrestt1 as a psJrchological awakening and
self'-analysis" and emphasizing the crippling ef:iect on Kafka of his
overbearing fether.
numoer
~

,c'

0 ...

Generally speaking, Slochowerts article offered

3u[,Eestions but failed to follow through anyone

idea to dave lop a cons istent line of

ir~terpret£l.

tion or

ze the
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many into a comprehensive system.

It contained, however, enoue;h

socialistic-sonnding ideas to l&ter

down u.pon his head the fury

of nany critics and the labe 1 't1~13.rxist. n

Edwin !<'uir t s contribution to A Franz Kafka }·1isCB

largely a restatement

a~d

his j.ntroduction to The Castle.

is

on of the opinions he expressed in
At the center of Kafka t s world he

sees the principle of the incom:r.1ensurability of aivine and human law
which he believes the writer adopted from Kierkegaard.

Since it is

se~~s

-1yn'YV"l/""'i.,...,o1
__" ......

_""'~""""'V

~

but man t s duty is to direct his life in eccordunce lHi th it, rs.En:::-G

less.

Hoy; he can do this is the main problem which absorbs Kafka.

:Mtdr takes exception to German critics who have called the Vlriter
'\m:rstical, U defining him rather as

He.

religious genius whose deepest

intellectual agonies were caused by the problem of religion itself"

(65).

He explains Kafka's humor in terms of the basic incompatibility

bevJI!een the ways of God and the ways of me.n.

It

It is e. comedy of

cross-purposes on e, g;rand scale" (57) and also a comedy of the im
perfection of all human arrangements which bears sirililariti9s to
slapstj.ck.
The other major representative of the early theological inter
pretation was also represented In A Franz Kafl::a T-:iscel

in an excerpt from his bi

II'Tax Brod"

of the writer, restatos his orifinal

16uYrenz Kafka, It pp. 5b-66.
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argument. 17

Too, the excerpt reflects Brod's concern to show that

Kafkl::l. was more norm&l and healthy-minded than his vvorl{s would indi
cate.

Fundamental to all of his work, says Brod, is the belief that

lithe Absolute exists but is inconunensurable wi th human life If (32).

this eternal

order to

misunderstandinE~

In

bet'Neen man and God,

Kafka frequently cast his stories 8f2:ainst a background of two worlds"
.juxtaposed" but with no understanding of each other.

Too, he often

used the device of dramatizing the unbridgeable gulf "!Jet-ween ;nan and
dumb creation:
in his works.

henc"3, the fregtlent appearance of animals and insects
Though Kafka held a fundamental faith in nltimate

truths, he considered the present condition of humanit:' hopeless and
incurable.

However, to those who knew him, says Brod, this pessimism

was apparent only in a

~entleness,

a quiet irony, a profound sym

pC'.thy in his nature, and he was not at all as melancholy as he is
often pictured to be by those \-'1ho judge his persona
Another contribution by Brod to the
ext!'8.cts from Kafka's "Letter to
of the significance of this work.
t!

Letter ,n expla

l,,'~isce llany

his ·works.

is

#1

~ro\J.p

of

Father u18 and his interpretation
brod chooses quotations from the

tha.t for personal reasons the whole cannot be

published now, and he interprets the sir,nificance of the selections
in terms of the writer's life.

l7:F'rom Franz Kafka:
C0rpts trans.

Althou

the excerpts are substantially

eine Bioi~~raphie (New York, 1937).
Eoberts. Pp. ~;1-38.

18~.. rans. ,op.
S' h-1.8 Prombaum, pp • ..;9-50.
"

S:x
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the same as those in his earlier article on the nletter~H19 Brad
makes no mention of Kafka 1 s similarit;:.r to Kleist, but emDhasizes now
the dominant influence of the father over the son.
the letter he formuls.tes thus;

The main themfl of

"the weak:o.ess of the son as ae:ainst

the strAngth of the father, who has become what he is by his own
ability, and, conscious of his achievements and the

stronF~

unbroken

personality which made them possible, sees in himself the measure of
the universe It (40).
The first review of
New

Yorker. 20

~ranz

After

Edwin Yu:'r's essay the most sensible ir..

the vohlme, the reviewer betrays a note of alarm at the critical
fsddism which seemed to be

develo?in~

around Kafka, who, he re

is "rapidly becoming the feverishly worshipped idol of a cult U (87-88).
Paul Rosenfeld, in ~ Saturday Revie",; of Literatnre,2l also
shows a tendency to put the brakes on the Kafka bandwason.
stead of atta

But in

over-zealous critics, he hits at the writer him-

se If, referrine; to him as

sees the Misce

_ _ _ _ _If....

tl

pcor , sick, sufferine Kafka. It

This critic

as pointing up the similarity of the writer's

ideas of God and his ideas of his ovvn father and looks upon Slochower's
article as the best critical contribution in the volume.
The

ct of the selections from "letter to

Father" and

above, pp. 30-31.
20 XV1 (December 21, 1940), 87-88.
2lHS ecre t Prose KinG'" XXIII (February 8, 1941), 20.
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Brod's biography is

evident~

also~

in Babette Deutsch's review in

the New York Herald 'I'ribune Book~.Z2

She sees those critics who in

terpret Kafka theolo?;ically as too absorbed in re1igious problems to
see him in the clear lir:ht of natl!Y'alism.
"philosophically

speaking~

"1'he naturalist, H she says,

is apt to regard Kafka's performance more

coolly, if not with sympathy, as the expression of a sick soul, the
testament of a young man who never escaped from a paternal tyranny
which became for him the prototype ot' divine justice, as awful as it
was unintellicdble."
An answer to the critics who had dismissed Kafka as a sick
soul came in an article by V:. H. Auden in 'I'he

!~

')""

Republic."'.)

Auden

defends him as a representative man not only in his psychological
make-up but also in his place in Western literary tradition.

Dealing

with the psychoanalytical critics and all those who explain Kafka's
writing purely in terms of his problem with his

father~

liuden contends

that neurosis is not abnormal but is a necessary part of human devel
opment.

He explains:

Psychotherapy will not get much further until it recognizes
that the true significance of a neurosis is teleological,
that the so-called traumatic experience is not an accident,
but the opportunity for which the child has been patiently
"'raiting--had it not occurred, it would have found

another~

2Z"3ssays about an Bxile~tt February 16, 1941, p. 13.
23 uThe Wandering Jew, It eIV (February 10 ~ 1941) ~ 185-186.
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equally trivial--in order to find a necessity and direction
for its existence, in
serious matter.

o~der

that its life may become a

Of course it would be better if it could

do without it, but unconsciously it knows that it is not,
b Jr itself I strong enough to learn to stand alone; a neu
rosis is a guardian angel; to become ill is to take vows.
'l'he questions with which Kafka dealt, the r...ature of his
genius, rilld little to do with his father. (186)
Auden quotes Kafka's own words in reg:ard to his nsvcholofT'ical prob
Isms:

"'All these so-called diseases, pitiful as they look, are be

liefs, the attempts of a human being in distress to cast his anchor in
some mother soil tU (186).
~ally

representative.

Thus Auden sees the writer as psychologi

His personal difficulties make him typical of'

modern man, and his novels reflect the problems of modern man.

l1Kafka

is important to us because the predicament of his hero is the predica
ment of contemporary man.

An industrial civilization makes everyone

the exceptional, reflective K." (186).
Auden finds Kafka representative too as a writer.
as a writer who bears almost the same relationship to our

He sees him
as

Dante, Goethe, and Shakespeare bore to theirs and who stands squarely
in the stream of Western E'uropean literary development.

His three

novels, Auden saysl all use the traditional device of the Quest-
a device which can be traced down through the ag;es of Western lit9r
ature:

from the fairy story, throul:h the medie'1!al leE;end of the Holy

Grail, on through the post-:i:{eformation quest exemplified in Pilg:rim's

5S
Prog~~ ..

to the Peer Gynt and Faustian t:lge of quest.

I(afka' s hero

represents a further development of this Quest tradition.

!fu repre

sents the hero who, unlike Gynt and Fa'tAst, can not have faith in his
inner conviction of what is riv.ht--the Necessity within--no matter how
convinced of it he is.

On the contrary, he can never be sure that

this conviction might not, in fact, be quite
words:

If,

wron~.

In

l~fka's

(WIn

}'or Fsust everything is ea sy because he doe s not recognize

that what he obeys [the Necessity within himself] is arbitrary; for
K. the difficulties are endless because, since he can never aP:'ain
hide the arbitrary appearance of everything from himself, he is in
constant danger of denying the Necessary he Ca!1not und'3rstand, of
losing his Faith, and to lose Faith is to be darnned n (186).

By Kaf

ka's time man's intellectual orientation had become so unsure that
beliefs-to-die-for were
and arbitrary.

!}Q

Kafka,

longer clear--all va lues seemed ambiguous
expressing this ambiguity and lack of convic

tion, is representative of modern man.
F.
modern

o.

man~

~',5atthiessen,

too, found this writ9r representati.ve of'

but as a seer and prophet of the terror to come in deca

dent~';'estern Europe ~ rather than as a psycholor,ica 1 product. 24

Matthiessen saw political meaninr, in The Trial:

after the ?irst

-World \"iar" he says, the European consciousness was imbued 1,vith an
awareness of social disinterreticn, a dread of violence and brutalit:"
which influenced the literature of the next era away from realism and

24American Renaissance (New York, 1941), pp. 313-31 Ll.
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toward the expression of inner strugGle.

Kafka's temper

uwas

so

symptomatic of the emerging era that he produced in The Trial an alle
garical typification of the horror of unchecked authoritarianism even
before the phenomenon of the Nazi st1:ite had come into being" (313).
In 1941 the second American edition of The Castle was pub
')t::

lished~V--still

without the

mis~ing

chapters but this time containing

an introduction by Thomas Ufann 26 as well as the ori
IT'..at''3rial.

1 interpretive

Mann is reminded by The Castle of his own early story

"Tonio Kroger," and comoares Kafka's Ita

tion" in

c()m!lo~d.ng hi s nmre]

wi.th Tonio's l1artist isolation" his long;ing for simple human fgeling,
his bad conscience in respect to the bourgeois, and his love of the
blond and

and ordinarylt (vii).

Close ly para lIe line Edwin liluir' s

explanation of the writer's humor as aris

from the basic incom

patibility beti..veen God's ways and man t s--8.s Ha comedy of cross
grand scale u27 _-JV;ann describes Kafka as a tlreligious

purposes on

8.

humorist."

He sees all of his works as trea.ting;, with an attitude of

"humorously, fantastically despa

goodwill" (xi), the theme of

the discrepancy between God and man and the inability c£' man to
nize the good and to live according to it.

reco~~-

In The Castle the village
__

_____

_.l

represents the cOT1L11lunity, the hea 1 thy norma I life I and only by findin,r:

a place in it can K. come nearer to understanding the Castle, which

25Trans. Bdwir- and 'Willa };}uir (:New York).
26

n Homage, n

27,.,~ee a b ove,

pp. v-xvl.
~.

vcO •
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represents the state of Grace.

The entire novel" Mann says, is a

medley of treatments in every tone and shade of this theme--ttthe
strange, uncan.....Y).y demonic illogicality, the 'unEetatable' remoi;eness,
cruelty, yes, wickedness, by any
above tt (xiv).

hun~n

standards, of • • • the powers

il..nd all this, he says, is done with humor, flin a spirit

of reverent satire which leaves utterly unchallenged the fact of the
divine Absolute H (xiv).
Another writer who saw Kafka as primarily
J01r.~.

28

Rut

h~

religiou~

was

Eugene

saw fln~uisY r~,ther than irnri.c humor flS the mood of

his religious thinking.

So acute was his metaphysical distress, says

Jolas, that all of his works are tinged with mystieisrn.

A cosmic

anguish which manifests itself as fear or apprehension is the basic
emotion of the characters in most of his narratives.

Kafka's works

never present the metaphysical world as separate and distinct from
finite existence, but as melting into it.

Interpreting several of

the works in the light of their 8.uthor' s mystics I and I'ietaphysical in
teE"'.:;, Jole,s sees in the three nO"J'els ltthe metaphysical search for a
higher religious order of life" (171).

liS

for "lv'IstE.morphos:is," "the

"Vihnle story is dominated by mets.physieal anguish" (171).

~rhe

trans

forn!.f:Jtion of Sams8. is tlthe imar:e of the degeneration of the EuroI)8on
order during the First World War.

Modern man has to face the metf!

physical revolution that i.s berinninr," (17).

In nThe Judgment" Kt;!..fka

----------28nFranz Kafka's Stories and l~SCGlHiing i{oIfla:cLi ci SIT., H VerticH 1 :
Yearbook for l1om&l:tic-Eystic .hscensions, ed. Eurene Jolas (New York,
1941), pp. 169-172.
.f:
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ns:ymbolizes the son's search for his b.eavenly fat.her in tr:e mood of

his organic fear of life" (171).
Making use of Thomas Mann's provocative label for Kafka" Philip
riahv published in !h~ Nati~ an articlfl enti tIed It}wli~:ious lIumorist, 11
in vlhich he comments

OIl

both the new edition of The CEistle and 1'1.

Fre.nz Kafka IVliscellany.29

!tahv f''U.rther develops FaJ1.n 1 s conparison of

'Tonio KroF:er and K." calJing K. the final product in the developn18nt

of the hero in the European novel.

K." Hahv explains, is the hero

turned victim--the hero who no lonc"er determines his own fe,te by his

self-cssertive acts as in happier aGes" but who is bent to the will of'
his abstract, enigmatic environr.i.ent.

TurninG to a consideration of

the kliscellany" Hahv sharply criticizes Harry Slochower for labe
Kafka a upre-Fascist exile u and for his

1l~.0arxist1t

interpretation of

:Kafka 15 works.

The only other review of the new edition of The Castle
of Angel Flores in Books Abroad. 30
Th~_ Cast~"

W8.S

tha t

Though he hails the reprinting of

Flores notes with c.isappointment that l,:]ax Brodts

script to the first edition, promising a sUDplementary volume of the
novel's unt:c'8.nslated chapters" is reprinted in this edition" unchanged
and unfulfi lIed.

Flores briefly revi ElVIS Brod f s and Thomas Har.n 1 s in

terpretatiol1S, noting that most critics see only themselves in Kafka t s

works nas

ThOT,'lBS

],Sann does when he corr..pares K. with Tonio Krop;er. II

29CL1J (February 22, 1941), 217-216.
30AV (October 1941), 480.
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He f:.SEerts that ar!yone who has read Kafka in his entirety could not

possibly describe him as a religious humorist.

HAs someone once said

of CS!irantes," he observes acidly, "he had several thincs in his mind
·'.uhen he wrote, but '-1nfcrturlatel:/ most of .Lis connnentators do not have

that faculty. U

III

Notwithstanding Flores' vitriolic renarks, the critical after
math of Amerila:!. wes, c:p.l1eral1y speakins: much less heat-Ad

menta on The

Tri~ 1

and The Castle had been.

}i~any

th~n

0(im

critics were perhaps

holding back for the time beine; in order to work out internretations

of the three nove Is a s a whole.

Jliost of the

cOrn.I:1snt

on Amerika

",r3, S

in the form of short, superficial reviews, and consisted of little
mor€' than sn5culations on Kafka's sou.rces.

The only SUbstantial

&ttcmpt to interpret the novel in relation to The Trial and The Castle
waF; I':andall Jarrell's artiele in The Kenyon Eeview.

Jarrell--like

Philip Eahv bef'ore him--sa"N in Kaf'kf:l' s nOirelE the

~ht

man in a highly impersoTl31, bu:r-eaucrf:lt.ic society_

~Iis

of modern

article was

convincinr; enough, but unfortunately conte.ined such nhre.ses as "monop
oly capit!:llisP1 u and "the'vvorld of late capl":E.lism .. H

'These were fight-

words to some crities, and Jarrell's 8.rticle--viewed tor-ether with
later ones of en even nors libera:l flavor--was to brinr: the label ttso

cialist,H irto the crit.ical neme-callin[':_
Just such.
1-:1iscellany.

f~

libernl article weB that of Harry Slochower in the

Slochov¥"er's socio-political interprets.tion of Kafka, with
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its emphasis on the hero's dreuffi of a free country, his desire to
have a fair chance in the Gocial structure and to reach Itthe Conmun!.ll
Castle tl was to oecoma one of the main tarf~ets in -the developi!Lp; crit
ic&l controversy.
In additior! to the soeio-political interpretations, the psy
cholofical explanatioIJ. of Kafka t s works underwent
durin,!:.; tr;:s period.

certf~iI!

uevelopm,.m"t,s

Brod's excerpts from ItLetter to My Father,1t

which now reached many more readers than before, brour:ht fortb a rash
of..' reviows in which Kafka was described as a sick seul And a neurot:.c.

Such criticism was &nswered by the outstanding article of the postAmerika period--that of Vi. H. Auden.

describ~'ld

Auden

psychologically representative of modern Western
to the whole of Western literary tr&dii:;ion.

~an

the Viri ter as
and

relate~

him

lIis analysis, like "that

of Rahv, provided a basis for the soundest interp:--etations :;0 come
in the fu turE:\ •
Another developr.tent in post.-h..merika criticism was the attention

to Kafka as a humorist.

The vn'y hUffior which hfid becorr,e !!lore r.pparont

in Amerika th&n it had been in the somberly irOl1ic Castle and Tria 1

uLderwent critical ana
B

is now, and the concention of

reliF:ious humorist d·3veloped.

t~f!

vlritcr P..S

This explanf1tion rE)GoYlciled -the appar

::nt reli h iou3 pessin:isTIl of The Castle and Th.e Trial witL the humor of

Lmerika.

Sev8rul writoY's subscr:.. bed to this

.t":..meri kH period.

~!xrlnnG."!::iorl

in the pcst

comedy of "the httnmn si tua

tion, It una Edwin Tl1uir 11:.; be lee. it Ita cO.iT:edy of' eros3-puQJOSElS

cr6nd

scale. lt

Thom&s Mann, v.:-ho coined the term nrel

OIl b

s humorist" It
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exp&nded the idea further,

&

s did Phi lip kahv.

Still another development

Qurinf~

of the critical controversy to corne.

this period was the shar-inc up

Slochower's socio-political in

terpretation drew the epi that "Marxist U fran, Philip Ra.hv.
defended K£d'ka tq-=aiLst those exuborant
him as a usick soul. lI
assertinf,

tha~

psycholo~ists

Vi. H. Auden

who dismissed

Iv!ax Brod. reaffirmed the tl'18olo!:,:ical stanc,

his friend did believe in an Absolute in suite of the

eternal misunderstandin s which he saw bet\.'J'een man and God.

Babbette

Leutsch chanpioned the "naturalistic" critics as ap-ainst the theo
logicc\l.

Lna Angel Flores lashed out B.t the theoloGians, partic\J.larly

Brad and Thomas t'Ianr:., ['or seeinc only themselves in Kafka's works.
But thoup.;h the pattern of critical positions was befinniYl:S to take
shape, these early exchanges were mild compared to the strife
was to dominete the r.liddle forties.

,.

,

Willcn

I

Anerikf;:. , S pub lica

One mir;ht eXf,ect that the years fol}
tion would show a
K~fkats

cominf~ tOf~ether

novels as well !:is

!!~any

All three of

on.

of cri tica 1

of his short stories had been published

by this tin',a, and critics could see his works as a whole mueh better

than before.

of interpretation.

divers

lished in 1941

~7"ears brou['~ht

But instead of 8[!"eemeI1t, these

mi~ht

The last

be looker: upon as

1 article to be Dub
~.

presage of this diversity,

and Austin Warren f s aheiee of its title, ItKosmos Kafka, n
hint

0:'

incrE=Jasinr

WE S

only

8.

of' ElxDle.rlaticns 'which "Nere tc follO'V'.'.

the

v.:a.rren's artic Ie mentions

f,

nurriber of theories prominent so far

in Kaf'ke. criticism and expresses tl,6 opinion that
car be valic at tht:=: same time.

pliei ty of -theories

wh~_ch

intcrpretatior:s

He thus sets "the staf,e :'or the multi
But the breadth

the next years would

of ',Jarren's view of Kp-.f'ka was not shured by most of the critics whc
1.~·rith

followed him between the years 1942 and 1945.
critics tended to

narrowl:i--seeinp~

the writer as wholly

of one special theory.
~Tew,

&S

a

s a surrealist.

a few exceptions,

iXled (:\ S a

.He was

His works were

inod

fA8

cisIflc; of the pre-,\:var Austrian fovermnent, as reflection;:;: of' the

cr:iti
decD.~.'

of t;18 German people under the ',·:eimhr Hepublic, and even as expressions
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in an

of man's

unconf~enia 1

job.

One interpretation, hcrw

ever--that of Frederick J. Hoffman--stood out.
these were narrov:.

It was as broad as

In it Hoffman wove nearly all of -Lhe sound

theories about Kafka into a broader and more convincintr
appeared.

than had

Another development during this period was the appearance of
an article which did not deal primarily with Kafka's content or mean
inE::.

a

New Ground was broken by this analysis of his style anCl the

Iso came

O'l:'.t

eO. t

..L."

urllS

.....

"lIt1e.

1). nevi

socio-political theory made its

appearance and brought more violent reaction t!:1£,.n had any article so
far.

Too, the

psycholo~ical

approach, by its

inclusio~

in several

interpretations J showed that it was now firmly established.

'Ita

criticism of other critics continued both implicitly and explicitly
during this period, deve

towarc. the heated contro'versy to come.

All in all, the reriod reflected the ever-incr8Rs
tions pr'3s8.ged

Austin Warrents aptly named article, ttKosmos

Kafka. "
II

In his recapitu1e.tion of the rnany possible exple.nations of

Kafka "I Warren mer:tions first thEl re liClous.

Kafka is a 1'e 1igious

writ-er. he says, in th~.d:. r'e tried "to give cr~9.·tive expression

.iThe Southern

VII (Autumn 1941), 350-363 •

-'.:;0

the
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mys-:eries of Justice and Grace" (361).

But he w&s not an aller,orist

in the strict sensa and therefore should certainly not be compared to
t"or, unlike Bunyan, he had no systematized theology in mind

Bunyan.
v:hen

~le

wrote his novels .. and for this reason they would be better
ica 1 than

called reliP:'ious
or even
,-,

theolof,i~Ja 1.

lines the breadth of Kafka's religious orientation
works

1;1,'i th

Y~arren

under

interpreting his

in 86.ch of

emphasis on the introspectivE) centra I

"He is man alone, rnan hunted and haunted" rna:!:! confronted with

them:

powers which eluCle him, find with women wi th whom he is
man prosecuted &no.

persec~J.t.ed.;

sider who wishes to corne in.

TIA1rp,I'

man in search of" a job; ma!:;, the
He is the man eaGer to do ri

lly ba£,fled and t1nvarted and corl.i'u.sed as to

wh~.lt

t

At?. SA

J

O;).t

but

it is to do

right--the man for whom the S'3nse of ciuty, of responsibility, the

irreducibility of toucht,' has survived the positive and

codes of relifious and moral

particula~

man in search of salva

tion U (363).
This explanation, however, Narren believes is
possibi

Kafka's works are

prete.tions" he seys, one example be
the~.'
,,.;

can a Iso be re n:a.rdec. as Dure
...
(.,

or~ly

one of many

Ie of several relirious inter
Erad's (..Tewish e.nalysis.

secular in meaning.

But

For instance,

as repre sentint; the ba che lor in search of' me.rria (,:e

K. can be

or a severy .man in respect to hi s .finu 1 a lonenH3.

Sti 11 another

secular
of' t.:::'B indiyidual in
";Norld

B-S

ue. world

0.::'

f;

·ourm-::.ucre.t.ic economy.

lJ.ierarc~-:y,

cranted in -I.,he

VTarron describes Kafka's

1c i.r"1Jte.tion of
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the ":'l..ustrian bureaucracies \:;.ndt3r w!'li,~h he liv9d tt (352).

Supnortin[

t:tis explanation, he calls atten"tJion to Ha charRcteristic feature of
hierurchy~~lJerywhere

prominent in Kafka IS novels--tc18 connection be

t1"1een promotion, ple8sinr"

and propitiatior.. u (360).

He goes on:

'·One's success or fai lure depends on one's ski 11 in divininr:: the

wishes of

the:~r(lat

man; and among: underl

there develops a nec

e:;;sary skill in calculatin[ his mood by his complexion, step, tone 01'

voice H (360).

The impression [iven

Wa~r:3n'

s article is that no one

The year follovlinE the public8 tion of Vfarren t

'3ssay produced

S

only two pieces--one, Kurt ',-{olfr' s HO n Franz Kafka" 1t which

::. ~,2 ane. the other,
C9nturz Authors. 3

ap~)eared

Flores' article in Twentieth

Both were out of the main strA9J'D of criticism in

that they were not primarily interpretive.

~f'Jolf'frs

article was a

description of the circumstances surroundinC 'the Dublication of Kaf
kf.'S works, ana Flores' was a standard encyclopedia entry.

In his article riolff, Kafka's first publisher, describes
initial meeting y;ith the writer and their

subse~ul3nt

1

•

£11.3

relationship,

emphasizing Kafk8.' s extreme reluctance to have his work published.
His reluctctDce was due to tho fact that "his conception of what his

art" ultimately, !1ad to achieve" was so exir;ent, he craved for snch

2No. 8-9 (1942),
C'
1ey
• ..)"tJan
• 740-741.

• 273-279.

T
rr
'.l..
u.
l\Unli.JZ

TJ
' TrlintCr:;;,...
,
,fIt (,.,.
and iJ.owara
l~ew

,
lorK,

~~

1"4'"
::J_!..Jj,
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hei~;hts

of purity and perfection thet till he had es yet accomplished

seemed to him raw, im.:nature, unosse:ntial, urrworth~.T of nUblicat:ion"
(274).

In January 1913, Wolff tel:'s us, he received from H:ax Brad

collection

or

Kafka t s novel

:['r{~r:m8nts,

them under the title Medi ta tion.

and subsequentl::

th~ t

lished

Thou?h few copies were sole.,

was so impressed with Kafka's writinc th&.t he

13.

v~olff

lished everything

Brad cou ld wree t from him-- ttThe Judgment n in 1913" "The Tv.ieta

morphosis t ' in 1915, n.~l. Country Loctor n in 1919, and "I::l the Penal

and it vms not until 8.ft·:3r the writ

srI S GAeth in 1924 that his novels

SE'.w

pub1ic6.tion.

l'l.nge 1. Flore s 1 artic 1e in T'Vventieth Century Authors is

i~tcrest-

ing mainly for its account of his friend 1 s in::'L.lence on modern wri t
ers.

?lores be lieves tha t Kafka t s works he.'''Ie had a tremendous in

fluBnce on world literature, and he names Rex Warner end Christopher
Isherwood as young writers who have acknowledged their indebtedness to

him.
The first article to appear in the year 1943 was to become on6
of the most controversial in Kafka criticism.

Wittin;::;ly or not, Edwin

Berry Burgum in ltF'ranz Kafka and the Bankru:ptcy of ?ai th, n4 slipped
into an anachronism.

In .his atterr!pt to relate the. so-called der:enera

tion of Kafka's persona Ii ty to the decay of the German
the

~Xeimar

peo~}le

under

l{epublic, Burgum ei ther did not know that the hepublic came

.
'9"3'
L ~ ),
lI •T (0~prlng

~c~
'~7 •
~J0-~O
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into being only five years before Kafku' s o.euth or did not

~.lake

clear

ou lly attuned to future times.

his coneeptioL of' him as a man

L.s :;;. result, Bur!!um was to surfer faore than perhaps any other critic

under way.

when the criticism-of-criticism

In 3ur?:um' s ovrn words, Kafka's Itdiseased personality s:;7JTIbolized
the disease at the heart of German societyU (153) under the '~'~eimar
ic.

To illustrate, Burgum traces Kafka's "degeneration of ;:>er

sonality" (153) from Ameriks, throu

-

f'~no'
....
_......-".....

-

the

-

O-"MD~~~~~
~
~~ ...... ~
...... .:. ....
;,."

..

The Trial and The Castle, to its
strove,

~ith

less success, to reconcile the real with the ideal world.
parallels this deGeneration with that of the petty

less 8.nd.

BUT~~U1T:

bour~eois

in Ger

many, which began under BisTn9.rck and was completed under Pi tler.
In Amerika Burf:UID believes Kafka turned to the New World for
a solution to the problems facing the youth of Surope, but left the
novel '..1nfinished as a record of the ba.nkruptcy of ttthe American way."

He rea.lized that his initial optimism in PJrlsrika had been \:'.nfounded,
that

in America men appear to live in a state of competition,

they are actually puppets of a hidden authority" helpless irl the rule
of the evil that controls the material world.

Therefore his next

novel" The Trial, portrays the helplessness of the \llittle mann so
often treated in Germar) liter8ture., but w'ithout the usual contempt
for his ins

cnnt impotence.

Thus" The Tria 1 is an e:::posure of

the evils of bureaucracy as seen from the point of view of the common
assumptions of democracy.
in the German personality

More siJ6cifically, it represents the chnnr:e
85

a result of the over-bureaucratized
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lic.

Weimar

Burgum believes that the book represented Kafka's

own rejection of the possibili.ty of a naturalistic theoloe,;r (which he
had tried to develop in

~unerika

and an acceptance of the conplete

of the spiri tUB 1 and me. ter-ia 1 worlds.

incompatib

Ill<. made the

mistake of actinr, in daily life upon principles whicI1 are real in
the spiritual world but must remain a fantasy in the material.

Thus

he violated the nature of the material world, aroused the powers of

evil that control it, and Dromoted its revenge in his own deathTt (
S

0bservatioD of

).
li~~

under the V'--eimer Hepublic ft (162) that the only solution was e.
rejection of the imports,nce of the material world and that he por
trayed in The Castle Hrnan,s quest for the disembodied perfection of
God lt (162.).

In this last unfinished novel,

sees a criticism

of the orgar.izational hierarchy of the homan Catholic Church and also
the failure of the Jewish-Protestant-mystical tradition for KE:.lka.
The novelist leaves his story unfinished and thus leaves K. uncertain
of whether any spiritual authority actually resides in the Castle or

not.

Heving separated the spiritual and the material in this last

novel and having found no sure religious faith, Kafka was forced to
resort to fantasy and ha llucina tion such as one finds in uThe Burrow. It
The disintef;ration of the German character did not resl]lt in

ttdeath and madness" (167) as did the,t of Kafka's protagonists.

Eath

er, it resulted in a distortion by the German people of their im
doom into tLe terr.porary hallucination of glory offered by
Hi tIer.

In an

warning a

t fascism and the totalitarien
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concludes with the observation that the thinp;

philosophy,

which saves us from a fute similar to Kafka's (and by
German pe

i~plication

the

's) is our belief in Itthe potentialitie.s of democracy

and the common man" (167).
The next t1lvO articles to appear both
of his Jewishness.
re~ards

ness.

Ka fka in terms

\..Tohn Urzidil, vlritinO' in The Menorah Journal,5

Judaism as the natural embodiment of the writer's religious
ItIt is proper to view Kafka &s a Jew because it is proper to
.f';
-

~'1

.... r;>H

t:.'-'~-

"-

(?'7'7)
\ -

I

I

I

tis wert, Urzieil

•

believes, is "the belief in man's soodness, in

th~

possibility 0:' his
in his own

rede!:lption" in the moral importance of his partie

which is relir;ious and soeci

destiny" (283)--an ide
ish.

tie re~ards The Castle as "e..

Jew

stirring portrayal of Jewish

loneliness in the midst of an ostracizinG world lt (2 7 8) and sees the
writer's anim&l

stori~)s

(such as tiThe Giant jiilole,H IIJosephine or the

l,(ice People, It IIJackals and J:.rabs, n and liThe Itetamorphosis lt ) as
P':estive of the fate of the Jew in their depiction of
cow~ensurable

with and uninte

Ie to ea eh othAr.

t'lJ'O

S1J.p:

worlds in

He point s out I

however, that Kafka's works have a universal application beyond the
restrictions of a Jewish

interpret~tion

and that it is this l)niver

sality which makes them influential in modern literature.
Hannah

j~rendt"

5nFranz :Kafka:
2 t/0-2f~3.

too, in f:ln article in Jevdsb

l:ovelist

ic,"

S0~ial

Stuiies

.,.1 (Autunm 194:3),
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rs"ards The Castle as a discussion snecifical
C.J

lem. 6

__

of' the Jewish prob-

'

In the character K., she says, Kafka dp,als with a traditional

theme--the Jew as outcast.

But he differs from pre"vious writers and

artists in his presentatio12 of the Jew.

nIiks deine, who portrayed

him as t!.1e I!schlemihl H (a person pursued by misfortune thro'J.
fault of his own); Hernard Lazare~ who

no

ctured him as the conscious

pariah; or Chaplin, who embodied him in the harried little man, Kafka
presents him as a man who refuses to accept his normal human rif;hts as

natura 1
K.

t S

ri~hts

v!hich every member of soc

can and should expect.

fi[ht for his rishts opens the eyes of some of the vil

lar.;ers and teachl9s them Uboth that hurm'l.n :rif1'hts ar'3 worth £,i
for and that the rl.:;.le of the Castle is not divine law and, conse
quent1y, can be attacked U (120).
JI!i.ost nineteenth-century Jews, Eiss Arendt p;oes on, took the
course of cynically aliQ:ning thems91ves with the reiGnin:: 'powers of
their communities rather than the course taken by K.--a real ettenr;,:rt
at assimilation.

But, she concludes pessimistically, even had they

tried to solve the problem of the Jewish neople
tinrruishable from their neighbors,

the::~

becor:ing indis

won 1d have met with the same

fate that 1\. did--death from exhaustion.
The next urtiele to appsar--anothor one by tlan:::1ah Arendt--feve
further testimony that uKos:nos tt Kafka. could be interpreted in one way

6U1rhe Jew as Pariah:

a Eidden Traditi.on," 71 (P.p:-i1 1944),

71
as well &.s another.

This time )';iss Arendt .. uDoearin c" nmv in Partisan
..l.

heview .. 7 exphdns the writer as satiri

_~

-:::.

J

bU.reaucracy.

The Tria].:,

she says, is "s. critique of the bureaucratic reGimE:: of the Austrian
pre-v/ar f;oV arnment n (41'1), and Th~ Castle is a.n account of a "norma 1
and he2.1thy human being in a world where everything human and normal,
love and work and fel

has been wrested. out oJ' men's Lt...:::1ds to

become a sift endowed from -~II,ri thout • • • n

).

Kafka portrays--a world where human ri

This world which

are crushed by Hthe sys

true [d cture of the bureeucra tic v/or Id of tOday in whi cll
has

~~iv~n

!~ove rr.GTlent

way to hollow administration" and laws to arei trary decrees.

The purpose of the novels is to describe the ruthless, insensible

mHchine of present-day bureaucracy and the

of the hero tc

Kafka IIwanted to build up a

destroy it for the sake of human valul3s.

world in accordance with human needs r.nd human

s" a world

where man's actions arE: cieterminbd by himself and which is ruled
his laws and not by mysterioue forces ema.nf:. ting frorH. above or frorn be
lO~J.

h:oreover his T!:ost poignant wish vvas to be part of such a

world U (421).
The first major biblioGraphical study of Kaf'ka

1944.

appen~~f~d

in

led by An,G81 Flores, this volume,
anti tIed :franz Kafka:
I
b I"1 ogre PI1;Y
1..
ana, 1'"
)1.
, P,~ contair.:.s

7 u F'rHl'J?, Kafka:

t\

chronclo[::r in vvhich the

a i{cwt;( luatj on, It XI (Fall 194<1), f;LI~~-L122.

8 (.,.~
".".1ne I.
"
li.OU It'on, 1;:8
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main cventB of the writ.er' s life are set dowr.. , and a bibliof;rap::y

divided into three parts:
trans Ie. ti.on,
( 3 I',

wor].:·s
_

(

(1) works

'.j."
c..) t ranS.d:lL;J..OflS

..Co

n\

a 'Don 4-v

01

1"
" 1 a Ef;u a g;e S
am lfl

his works in-:;o other
,..d18 r

04-1.

ish

Kafl:::e.. in GerJ:1hn and in
lanO:~Hges,

and

t},
.H:;,.n Ii..rerrne n e.na' P
"::"flEj 1'"1 sn.

In his prefatory note Flores again reviews KEfka's influence on
worle.. litersture and adds to t.is list of writers 1Nho have been influ
him the f'ollcwinr::

enced

Ju.les Supervi<.;:lle, Lnna Se

PUll.1 Sartre" :Sdward Upward, Bnd Odon

merit the Ylork 0:' the
and

Bur~um.

J!OUnf~er

Vall

::orv8.th.

iJri

, Jean
sumrne.r:i.z

American critics Kelly" Hehv" "/I&rren,

and Herbert Tauber's diss'3rtation or:

Brod's t

Kafka 9 (neither transleted in~o
he

, but far :'roT:1 satis

In short, Flores concludes, the

definitive work is yet to Le

writte~.

In the sprinr: of 1945 the

voted an '3ntire issue to ICaf'ka .Ie
Objective

ion of Ab

Quart~rly

Ti.evi,ew of 1i terature c.e

It contained i'our [o,rticles:

nTllB

by tLe French critic Claude-Edmonda

Kafka and the Cabalistsn b~; Charles Neider, and "Apropos of Ke.fka" by

Bernard Groethuyserl..

is a study of' the writer's stylistic

The firr:t artic

9Franz, Kafka:

eine

seiner Werke (~1)rich and New York,

1941).
lOVol. II, Guest editor,
11 Pp.

21]-2(~7.

1 Flores.
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effects.

K!:.:::.. ka t s rea listic or objective style, I:Tiss J:;af,ny writes, is
achieviL~

the perfect instrument for

the ef.:f'6cts he desired.

the reader of

these is a realization

th~ a~

One c,f

(accordirw to

conventional moral and relir::ious standarc.s) of' the I!r;rati.;.itous catus
trophes tt which befall peorle: another is the almost l:l:yth-like e1'1'ec"\-,
which Kafka achieves
t}~e

tion of

puttinr: us back eons 01' time into the Dosi

u pe or the insect.

Thi s s t;.rle --8.

of simple narre.ticn of fu.ntastic E.nd hor
~o

rible events which befall

apparent senselessness nnd
nl~H:ts.

In Lis use of the

DArfect; :for

stice of !!lan's su:'i'erirlt:"s and punish
It

cllS ca ta strophe n --t!le sudcie!l"

seemir.!.r:ly und':'1servcd blow--Ke,fka shows h'lJ.m8.n notions 0:' morelity to
be vain.

But" ir. additicn" this technique serYes to introduce one of

his most profounc. end fundamental ideas--the id'3B "that we are

res~on-

sible not only for what we have expressly vlillec end for what we he.ve
aone, but &lso for our indiscretions, our secret desires" our very
. f' or t unes It

ffi~S

(')

~

1""~).
\

in various philosophical and reI

systems but notes thb.'t the

sense of hidden f.uil t of lr.any of Kafka's charbcters, thou;::,h compara
b IE' to the sense of or iginu I sir~" is different in tha t

It

it is

Vie

v.rho

have ccmmitted the sin" no rna tter if we cOl'rirnittecl it um'Iill in?:ly,
no ma tter if Vo,re have forgotten i ttl (213).
Besides pointin£,: up the ab
trB ordinary
violl';!.::~t

of mar.. t s fa 1.6, Ka fke. 's ex

achieves the effect

alld .t>orf::otten forces in our lives.

us suddenly aware of
"Vith sudden horror fc'w.1
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recofjni tion, we fee 1 lonE-for t;otten priElt::.1 ernot ions

8.

nd u r r:e s which

correspond dimly with their infini t.ely refined counterperts ir
civilized man.

the objective depiction of such absurdities as

the ape-becoJrtc-mb.n (UN,eport. to E..I1 licadem:/') Kafka evokes in us t)ri
mary senst:J.tions, irreducible, il1effable, that our TN3.n 1 s-words betray

and dilute in

to express!t (223).

caEee ape we exptn"ience lIthat

t

Tr.rourh the feeli:nf,s of the

old ape-truth'

•

that

lost for us in its orisine.l crudity and horror, but which nevertheless

the proof that there is tno way out· 1I (223).
Bern&r,d}roethuysen's article for the Quarterly h.eview of

Literhture l2 is not so much an article as it is a fantastic" dreaD
like depiction, written somew:nat ir: the middle style of Gertrude
Stein, of l:afka f s iI1.Jler existence.

Groethuysen sees t:te 'wri -LeI' as

having lived in a world apE:.rt from the.t of the average

to J:lost of
str!3.n~'3;,

\lS,

one from which he was never ttbornH into ours.

obscure

In this

abandoned 'world . .v here those few who have remained wi thout

los ins their way ( in insanity) sti 11 live wa
to be

m~n--on6

bOI'r~,

everything: is s

for life, hasitat

and clear in contrast to our world.

In Groethuysen' s description of the dr·gamlike confusion of our (the
norma 1) wor Id, can be seen the wor Id of Kafka' schara cters; it is
churacteri zed by the predestined arguments, like lonG corridors and
stairWbYs, throu

which our bodies move

accordin~

to irresistible
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geometric lines; the constunt
search for a judr2;e"

"si ns ll

Ul)On

b

l:::nowled~';e

of r:;uilt

~~nd

the continu&l

tria 1" anc.L u sentence; the man-m&.nufa ctured

which to fasten this Tmmeless guilt; the desperate search

i:or the law; the torment of b

and hence

unable to obtain

throughout all this dreamlike search, the inability to

peace;

cCITmunicate successfully 'wi.th anyon0" to obtnin any advice or aic or
In contrast to this world" K&fka's 'Norld is one of

unc~erstunding.

It

sleeper who is wide &.vvake.

clarity und

is clea;- wi th a t :;rri:yiug

can be left out or hinted at

be &dded to relate

thin~s

to

thf)t

Bv~n

as

is not there.

lucidity which is lost as soon as one wakes up in a
whose

aSDects

ljJe

b

knowll (249).

There is a

x world

Only rare men like Knfka,

Groet11Uysen believGs, !lave been able to raairrtain a lucid state of
mind in such a world.

In addition to Eiss lv1a gny t s exposition of Kafka t s stylistic

effects and Groethuysents strange, dreamlike recreation of' two worlds,
the specie 1 issue of t:ne

Charles Neider's

~uarterly

l{eview of Li tara ture carried

tion of the writer's work as a reaction

against the "cabalas H of rlloderr.:. times. 13

Before he nakes his :nain

point, however, Neider discusses and critieiz8s what he calls the
me.in schools of Kafka cri;:;:c:'srn which had
cabalism was one of the main tarf;ots

0:

writer himself has become the victim of

so far.

Kafkb.· s satire,
&

}'le

number of cabals.

Thou
says, tll,e
Chief
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emone; these are the Umystic,,1t the psychoanalytic, and the Hrlj,c,.rxist. u
Neider aiIT.s his criticism of the mystic cHba Ie. chi'3fly a P'Hinst l\Iiax
Brad and 1':dwir.l JVa) i r.
0:' the Godhead--

Brod sal': Th,,=, Tria 1 and The Ca st Ie a s two forms

stice and p'race--and interpreted tht"! novels as

expressioTlsof the incoTrJTIensurability betvreen man anG the divine.
And Edwin l'ifuir, accordinr to Neider, cttrried this ioea to an extreme
in seeinf the novels as elaborate relic:ious allerories of' a hir:hly
persona 1 nature.

mar.:"

1'his

interpretation, says Neider,

co~pletely

not in any outside div

Neider ref.!ards

Slochmver as the chief m81Ttber of tile

tI?reudian-mat~rialistn

schael and

ana lytic ltobseurHntism. lt

ob j ects to his

PSYC!10

of Slochowerts article

PLis

HS

Drimarily psychoanalytice.l rather than socia-political is interestinr

in view of the extrerf'e psychoana
t8.ke in later Yflars.

In addition to excessive FreudianisJ1'": Xeider

finds Slochower guil-ty of overs

fication on the social level.

Slochowor's eXDlanation that the

increasin[

floom~ness

Neider hir;-;self wa s to

1

ssive matur

and ther""fore

of the three novels parallel Kafkats reaction

to the First 'v'vorld War and its afterm1th excludes consideration of'
the nOi.Tels in terms of the Bt.;thor t

S

procressive artistic de';;elopment.

Tllrninp' to the u;!;£;.rxist ll school" l\ieider a++"""""'''''''the thesis put forth

..i of
H,"r,-l:it:},.u14
B'Onl{r"'.p-l-c,
u. • ~
lI:
-._~__
1.A. __

:;;dwin Berry

in

"Fr~nz

to demolish

Kafka and the

n
Dur
'UTI"S cla~Yr
t 1-. r ,t 1;,.,.Hl-1
1.-'
2':'"
..l.1l:.J.d.
1'.<:.\l .. CA
£!. rew nrn
!"
J;':J."''''SS;~
v
_,T.::;
.. ;.'
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psycl~otic

and that the diseas

of his own

disease in the h·3t;,rt of G-erman soci

p~rsom:~li ty

olized the

is patently false, says

Neide~.

out that the empire bureaucrbcy of feudalistic Austria

He

rather than the lYeinar hepublic bred Kafka (who wns

the

lie was established) and that imrgum

when

i::~ncres

l,Y

Brocts biographical testimony that the writer's persona
happy

increas

a~d

.,t.. fter attackir..g:

beC3.me

Dositive in his later years.

these three main schools of

tation, or

out that it is the weakness of the hero in a
belief' in 'the cabala (thA Castle in The Castle and the Law and Courts
in The Trial

that brinGs about his failure or destruction; it is not

any actual manifestation of power on the Dart of these nebu:!.ous

entities.

ltJoseph E.,l1 writes Neider, "stands trial not because he

is sumnoned ou-:; only because he oeliev"3s in the accusatioL Bnd in his
basic

It

sta

trial by a

O.l The Castle is not

nonsensical cabala that the Castle is power

ful and unapproachable H (257).
t:·~rou'r.h

(2E)c).

In

D~eider

believes th.at Kafka V'dshes to

his heroes Hthat nloder:!:l man is

VIill, which is

Ii,

Jnc:tter of

showinf~

from

and his own willinr

ness • • • to nccept

shov[

Dr~vented

::.-?

neurotic wi.th s sa.pped

bad eOJlscience hnd social :Lnsecurit/'

this, he says, I:afka implies that the modern

neurosis is a social

for which

sponsi 113.
3esidAs these -'.:;hree artieles of l::<n ena
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nature, "tr.e Quarterly L(eview of Liter-:::Jture included an exe

is of

UThe I\:etamorphosis I! and u number of Kafka's short stories and

lished in America.

Tllents heretofore

fra

short,

am.y, 11

1t

The Ju

, It

T~ese

fron: l.leai ta tion,

included
1:.t.

l'..

B

f-

(J"rOUD
of


'-"

enort to an Acad

and up. Country Doctor. It

liched

Already, various little maf,;Rzines and antho
translu'tion:., CL so:r::e of

h.~.~"'~=a's

In audition to the

shorter works.

It

19L!,5 :
tlLr..

1'1'8

1~·:)",,,,,,,,,~').J
............ ,1.1 .......

,....,

..... ' -

J

Old Pl:q:;e,l t HIn the Penal Colony~lt ItJackals and )\r&bs,H !t"'~ Little

'Nornan, II lIThe Builders, H "On Parables,1t liThe Seal of the City, II liThe

&.n excernt frot"!. Kafka's diaries.
So fElr,

}1owe~J"er,

"there had been very little cri. tical responsl'3

to the TI:inor works; most cri ~ics hnd directed their energies t.ovlard

;),:::1

1 nrticle lind r.p!;cared, thou
onc of Kafka t s r:lOstl-lOrrifying and revol tir.:.r stories,

ana lysis

the stcry iL Understandinr:

--

.......--"------~::;.,

Fiction. IS
brooks and 'Harren qu ote e.xtensive ly from Au sf:. ir~.wrren,

l

r,
...." 11-'!ElW ~,
l o rk· ,

1943), pp. 467-472 •
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the story, as he did, e3 an

intp!"pre

in the modern world--snecifica

of re l~L

the

al1e~ory

~'!1odernist

reliri~:s

concerning the state

the eonflict Oe-DNeen

scientific or secular vis"'l of the world anc! traditional
eart~

beliefs.

·Warren" Hand we arc:

is a penal co

It

wrj tBS L.ustin
for sin.

11 under sentence of juG.

There

pronouncem8nt of sentence, and an elaborate ecclAsiastic systAm for
l~ow

its administrbtion.

it is in tl:w

Dr,)Cf~3S

oi' dis/3\"!'neE<r£:.nce:

tho

a Ie.

believe or not, that

'Ni 11

CODe:

a ,:::8 ir. • • • It (363).

The old officer

in cheTse of the machine is lie sur-v-i VOl' from the old theolot::y, a

remnant of believe~s in God end sin • •• " (364).

:member of the

He is shovm in contrast with the scientist, who represents the hu

plains the horrible and
::;earf~).l

of softeninr: r91i

",;lemsnt lr::. the story thus:

vranted to 1)Y'esent it !'in

f.. ll

Zafk:a,

its riGor,

its re!:;ellence to the -Plesh--in its irrationality and insar'-ltabili

and uncerta in-t~l, 4':;00'1 (365).

38cond execesis of a shorter

flea and The

is, It Lands·berr says,

lNork to appear.
trans form.9 ·t.i on is,

E:. S

a

,s

, a manifestation of' the ina'litob
lT1

17.l

T"".).,.-.

1-'.

?28
')36 •
'....
-..,

a
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bourgeois b&ckground because or the 3xtreme dependence of this soci&l
milieu on habit, custom and uniformity as shields
ins knowledge of proGressive change leadinr: final

violent hatred which

Gre~or's

a~Binst

the Broniz

to death.

The

transformation provokes in his family

re:'lfJcts a desperate determination to preserve Ha world in which
these 'normal' beinrs can live free from the fear of possible and
universa 1 change and free from the fear of that fina l, mysterious and
unavoidable metamorphosis"

(233).

Gref"or's understandinf:: of whp.t has haTlpene(l is
than is his fami

IS,

]"10!"9

p!'o£'ound

for in the transformation he recor:niz'9s the

hidden and unexpected fruition of his secret desire--the deep, su?
pressed desire of civilized man to -COlee his intolerable ~le, to
desert humanity and his responsibilities.

Grefor realizes too well

that the only possible soh:.tion to his eniGmatic sitl.1.ation is death.
Landsberg; sees this solution as typicul of Kafka's thinking:

uThe

ineyi tab Ie struggle between the misfortune of being born and the fault
of not wantinc to be, the

~isfor~lne

of being resDonsible and not

vranting to be, has only the saddest solution in Kafkats universel! (232).
Scarcely four months after the appearance of his article H:i"ranz
Kafka and the Cabalists't18 in which he had bera ted Harry Slochower
for

a

too-psychoanalytical approach, Charles Neider published an arti

cle in the New York Times Book Heview. 19

In it he betrayed an ominous

18See above, pp. 75-77.
Au.~st

19uKafka Wiirrors Our 1Jncertainties, ft'rustrations, Fears,"
5, 1945, pp. 6, 30.
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sign of his approaching swing to the extreme outer edge of the psycho
analytic school.

Psychology is Kafka t

S

forte J he says, "for, after

all_ his intellectual message is negligible and his qualities as an
artist, as a man dealing with beauty, are negligible

too~

(6).

Neider

repeats his earlier assertion that in this writer's works we see
modern man as "a neurotic with a sapped will" (6) and goes on to ex
plain their appeal today as a result of the widespread modern neuro
sis.

Our world, he says, like Kafka's dream-world, is largely irra

tional_ and living in it is like living in a dream with all its un
certainties, frustrations, and fears.

'twe, even in our 'normality,'

being the products of our society, are, like Kafka, basically neu
rotic:

driven, anxious .. inhibited n (6_ 30).

Neider repeats his be

lief that Kafka considered neurosis a "societal" phenomenon but now
adds the arresting interpretation that Kafka intended to recommend
psychotherapy:

Kafka, he contends, implies that his protagonists may

free themselves from neurosis either alone, by rejecting the autosug
gestion brought on the individual by society, or ';,ith professional
helpn (6).
The best refutation to date of the enthusiasts for psycho
analysis appeared in 1945 in Frederick J. Hoffman's Freudianism and
the Literary Mind. 20

In his discussion of Kafka, Hoffman summarizes

the psychoanalytical interpretations, shows that Kafka himself looked
on Freud's theories as inadequate explanations of human behavior, and

20(Baton Rouge), pp. 181-210.
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presents what he considers to be a more complete ex:olanation--the
writerfs basic relirious belief in the act of faith, in which man
reco~nizes

God's ways as

inco~prehensible,

absurd, capricious, but

just.
First he analyzes the father-son conflict and shows that it
had an importr).nt bearinr, on Kafka's later decision recardinE the God
man relationship in that it set the pattern of uincomprehensible de
mands for duty and obedience in the face of absurdity which is all too
It

(188) ..

}I!:ost of Kafka's WrJ:tlnr.:;s, he points out, have to do "I:'!ith

man's relationship to

:J.

personalized, anthropomorphic God who is un

aware of or indifferent to me-n's ei'forts to achieve salvation by ra
ti ona 1 means.

Iso,

}~afka'

s interest in The Book of Job, the story of

Abraham and Isaac, and the Prometheus lee;end testify to this attitude
toward God.
In snite of the psychological basis for Kafka's God-ima9:e, how
ever, the psychoane.l;ytic explanation does not suffice, Hof.:man believ8s.
Kafka himself considered Freudian intf':rpretations tlftoo facile'u (194).
It was absurd, he

thou~ht,

to look upon

5

submission to .Iehe impersonal i'&ther lmage.

reli~ious

belief as simply a

A belief to him was not

simply a disease or an illusion, as the Freudians would judge.

To

him, Hoffman explains, a belief began with an emotional disturbance Hnt.
proceeded to Itan act of faith [which] was so much more profound than
bodily well-be

or social ad,instment. that it appeared to be

disruption of ordinary health of body or spirit"

(208).

&

serious

It is to
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illustrate this unhes.

appearance of the net of f&ith, when ob
portrayed his heroes

served by the ordinary man" tha t lilifka frequent

pursuing their spiritual search under unhealthful or even
circumstances.

horrifyin~

The essence of Kafkats RDprO&ch to salv!:I.tion

lS

the

impossibility of succeeding by rational" scientific IIlS&ns.
man relationship is achieved

God-

an act of faith [like the t of Al~a-

ham] which goes beyond reason and accepts what would arouse only scorn
in the reasonable man" (205).
Freudians by
found reli

Thus" Hoffman explains, Kafk~ loses the

beyond their rationalistic standards to a Dore

p~o-

sIeve 1.

Hof.fri1an agrees with BB.rry Slochower

andr:;~dwin

Kafkats works reflect a feelincr of disgust and

Berry Burf;um that

hor~lessness

in the

face of bureaucr&tic chaos and the disinter;ration of modern life.

Too,

he admits that the psychoanalytic cri tics have trtiown mu.ch light on

the works by exploring their biographical and psychological aspects.
But he shows convincingly the t Kafka hilhse If comprehended Freud t s
th~ories,

found them weak in thHt they evade the essential responsi

bi Ii ty, and 'went far beyond them to a reli2;ious solution based on the
human shortcomings which Freudianism so neatly and in"3ffectually la
bels.

.A much less profound and

mor~

conventional

reli~ious

interpre

tation appeared in 1945 in Victor Lange's hodern German Literature. 21
Lange interprets Kafka's works as seriously reliGious expressions of

21(Ithaca)" pp. 39 and 87-90.
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human isolation and the pathos of exclusion.
eve~

aware of

t~uilt,'

j~

Hh18.n"lt he says" "for-

compelled to face the 'trial' of life in

~

universe whOSel pa ttern and coherence are fundamenta lly uncert&iri and
incoT.lprehensible It (89).

Comparing Kafka to other modern German

writers, lang':l ecncludes that he does not rank with Proust, Joyce, or
Nann as e novelist, but "is rather, with Rilke, the supren,ely reli

gious writer of an aGe in Yfhich man, caught in inevitable perplexity
and doubt, seems incapable of personal salvation'f (90).

Tylor J in an article

Pn~l:er

for Accent 22 finds that Kafka expresses the
the grinding monotony of an uncongenial job.
"the moral of

}~afka's

uIn general, n he writes,

art is that no respite from The Job is possible

without some variety of disaster" (23).
HS

of nan caurht in

He sees all of Kafka's works

having to do with "job-tGrr.:ir:.ating" or "job-impinGin~n (23) and

explains the. t The Castle and Amerika are exceptions to this pa·ttern
only in that their heroes

urf~

either jobless or seeking a job.

Kafka's

heroes subconsciously try to prolonE the conditions which have inter
rupted their work (the chanf,s into an insect in ItThe l\etamorphosis,l!
the preoccunation with legal red tape in The TriG.l

~

thour;:r~

conscious

they try to extricate themselves from their prodicaments; for
despise their .lobs and are unfulfilled by them.

Knowinr; as they do

that the total suspension of work is impossible, they unconsciously
want to stop time itself, !tfor in the end its })ass

can brin;;:- ther.1

22 u Kafka and the Surrealists,lt VI (J~uturrU1 1945), 23-27.

(,
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only death or conditions of work they have ethically rejected!' (25).
Tyler compares Kafka stylisticalJy to the surr'"3aljsts in re
spect to his technique of ir:1posin;::; an imaginative pattern which has
an inherent

c of i

-:S

ovm on

which make up an experience.
les

UTI

~\

illof~ical

f'orma 1

series of details

Like Andr~ Breton, the surrealist" Kafka

a seeminGly unrelated series of details in order to shov{ the

hero psycholosical1y clin[:';inr: to the present experience.
theme, Tyler says, is work; Breton's is love.
......iL

the hero's desire to
by

clin~

By an accumulation of
I~f:tfka

tl:e

showt>

to time and halt its progress, and Breton,

lin/:: up details about the Fatal WOMan in

shows the hero's attemDt to

His main

to his

for instance,

love-e:x?erie!l~e

for as lone

as possible.
'rha le.st treatment of Kafka in 1945 stresses a quite different

side of the writer thnn Bny previous article had.

The Best of Modern

Euronean Literature 23 places both him and Hilke in the Czechoslovakian.
section, explaining that Utheir independence of literary nationalism
is as typical of Czech letters as their Dreaccupation with }ruman in
feriority .. death, and ultimate restitution.1\
tors exnlain:

Of Kafka alone the edi

ltKai'ka' s systematized nersecutions .. his 'fantasies' in

which haraes or heroines retai.n their humRT1 chare.cteristics but in
habit such minor

underprivileped

or~anisms

as birds and insects

may be related to the work: of such traditionfll masters of Czech

0'Z.

w'-'Ed. Klaus Mann and Hermann Kester (Philadelp!1ia), p. 495.
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vernacular as Jaroslav FIasek, the inventor of thut Chaplinesque herovictim, 'The Good Soldier SchweikJ' or to the author of

t

The ~,lanu-

fucture cf the Absolute t and 'War with the Newts,' Karel Capek."

III

The period 1942-1945 produced a variety of interpretations,
among which were some of the most outstandinG in Kafka criticism.
These articles were outstanding for various reasons.
IVla~ny·'

s excellent study of Kafka t s

treatment of his st;rle so far.

Claude-Edmonda

i::::tic sff'ects was the. only full

Charles Neider'

smT'illlBtion and criti

5

cism of interpretations, to dute was notable as the first wholesale
offe!1s i ve in the rapid ly deve lopinE cr:' t:i.ca 1 war.

'Sdwin Barry Burgum' s

apparently anachronistic explanation vms to become famous--or in
famous--as the favorite target of this battle.

Hannah Arendt vm S out

stundinf: for pointing up the trend to variety:

she pub Ii shed tvlO

different interpretations of Kafka in quick succession.

And Frederick

J. IIoffman's excellent synthesis of various elements in Kafka's writ:i.ng
into a coherent interpretation was the best article of its kind so far.
Hoffman E'xplailled the writer's apparent neuroticism and at the same
time showed him to 'be deeply reliS;ious.

lIe brought in the psycho

lOGical aspects of' Kafka's work and" too, the influence of modern
rationalistic scientific culture on it.

~hile

not discountins the

satirical element in Kafka's wrtti.ncs, he showed them to be concerned
\

with much ler':.er problems than modern bur08ucracy_
least" he

~ave

And last but not.

a tellj.. nr: rebuff to the psychoanalytic enthusifJ.sts.
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Like the interpretations of Phi

Rahv and

• H. Auden" Hoffman 18

was a synthesis of ma.ny elements in Kafka t s works rather than a
narrow explanation from the standpoint of 80me one favorite theory
or ideoloEY.
Although the interpretations of these men seemed to provide a
rensonable meetinG ground for many critics of' various interests" the
to interpret Kafka narrowly was to grow a.nd continue.

The

next year" 1946" was to produce a volume of criticism which suggested
that no one explanation

w~;ld

rrovp

~ener91

an even wider variety of theories than had been published in America
heretofore , it was fi ttichly entitled The Ka fka Problem.

CHhPT8H. V

I

introducti anI of'Sinstein 1 s reported rerr.[,rk af"':er re~dinE
of Kafka:
f"

enoL'

It,

,'.

I eou Idn t t

reD. d

it, -the human rr.ind

isr~!

fi.

volur:H3

t

\

\.lX) •

of criticis!:: y.'hich certr,d.nly refl.:::ctcG the COID[;ls):.ity of this
1,~..' T i

t

8r

•

InstAc.d of pres

strall~;e

i:afko. in r::>.ny c0rt!:iir:. liF)lt, ?l.:>res

planned the volume with the int"-'ntioE 0';: ShryNing h.Lm iL a p"3at many

differerrt

li~tts.

:~G

variety of

interpre~ations

included is

stas~er-

ing.

vl:1.1uabls corrtr::i.bution i.n that it bro1.l!,:ht toc:ether in one VOll1Fle many

it hlsc· r;onfused Kafka cri ticiSI:l &3 8.....:nole.
&

gre&t many agoe (..n 'ltric

r~n:ini

effu.sions, and pet rrejudicflS.

sc ene es, ht.:.l!'-ha tcL(~(l theor:La s, f,,111:EJTI,,8
In fact, this book

iurprecsion of lea fk& so cIl!3.otie th.b. t it

ffllAst

prob~bly

cre~~8d GD

have discourfq:';HlmarlY

people frOln ever read

so catho15c

['S

i-t seeliv3d:

thour;rt

thE)

editor states that hi::;

inten~ion
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is "to p;ivEJ e. genera.l view of the man and his works, to present vari
eus attitudes toward recurrent Knfkian [sic] themes, problsI!1S, and
ir...fluences" (x), the contents do not bear him out.

For thour;h he

certainly does present vc..:-ious attitucies, that he gives a
view is unquestionetly false.

~eneral

He himself goes on to say that

althour~h

he he s tried to avoid Itthe extrava gances of byrcone rage s in Ii tere.ry
criticismU (x), among which he includes "the trances of countless
occult mystifiers~' (x).

'ahat this means is simply that the ori;~inal

been virtually excluded.

Edwin Yilir is not represented at all, and

1'.1e.x Brod is accorded two pages.

The grcY1.ving antaGonism ar.lOng critics

'which this exem;;lifies was by now becoming apparent.

In fact, some

observers were ber;inninc; to wonder whether the real Kafka problem was
not between critics rather than between Kafka and his readers.

II

The K&fka Prob lem is J Flores announces in his i!2.troduction, a
co11ection of articles

frorr~

writers representing: nine countries.

468 pages are djvided into four large .sections:

Its

(1) "Th.s ].;}an,1t in

cludinr; bio~raphical articles; (2) tiThe 'J;iriter,U includinp; for the
TIost nart articles about Kafka's style, his place in literature, and
his relationship to other writers; (;:;) lIExegesis and Com.rnentary,1T in
cludin[ analyses of some of the short nieces as well as of the three
nOY"31s; &nd (4) I\The ory J

pretations.

t!

includinp; a we Iter of contrad i.ctory in':ver

Two smaller divisions are "The -"~ndless w'8;yrir.th," whic.h
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is LiernE:lrd Groethuysen's unclassifiable essay alone; and uKafka's
Cri tics J

n

which includes only
to come when

of
The

volun~

th~

t~!lO

articles but

to prove an omen

Wb.S

criticism-Dr-criticism period really be-

also included Flores!

biblio~r&phy

brourht up to

date and bio:ralJhical notes en the contributors to thE;! volume.
Despite 1.i9.X Brod's yirtual exclusion as a
The Kafka Prob len.:, Kate Flores ci to s ilis hi
?

cal note.....

in hAr

comrn'~!ltator

from

a s her main source

Her sketch disc'J.sSf':'s literar;t i.r-.fluences

Stifter, and Thomas }.'iann as major ones.

It is rich in concrete facts

&bout the writer :'CI.nc illuminating; in its well-chos:::-n quotations from
personal papers and its choice of the most relevant informe.tion.
In his t1Recollections,1t3 John Urzidil admits that, though he
knew the v;riter for years J he does not feel qua lified to i!;.terDret
his vvork.

'V"ii th a modesty characteristic of few Kafka critics, he says

that his opinion, like any other, iz u"!)ut a one-sided intellectual ex
periment U (20).

The writer's Greatness, he ~oes on to SHy, is appar

ent in the ver? fact that any reader can draw his

OW11

conclusions frOI:";

Kafka's works and all of these may be rieht.
After this modest introduction, he speculates on Kafl:a' s atti
tude:

ItHe look9d at himself in a meditative, inquisitive, accusa

and ,judicial way; and you may safely

• 20-24.

Sf~y

that all his wri tin~s are
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but the records of these procedures which :to uninterru;,tcdly instituted
inst himself lf

rziclil sees Kafka's fl).ndar;1er..tul gtti tude

as nn oDtimistic one nenbracin€,: the belief in man's roodn8ss, in the
possibility of his redemption, in the TIoral inportance of his partic

ipation in his own destiny" (23).
Another former friend, Oske.r Baun, arrees that Kafka's v{orld
vie'w was not basically one of despair. 4

In recallinp- his own associa

tion vvitl: the writer, Baum reinforces 1.1ax Brod's orir::inul contention

that Y..afk& wes by no means th(.>
to be.

f'IP}R

His works, Baum believes, beu!' this cut:

cruel vision of the

sly tanc)ed, endless

uEven in the most
~unt:le

of hum&.n

ab errations, in thA cterna lly i'J. ti Ie search :'0:' the ri;,:ht vrSj', the
existence of this rirht way nevl3rtheles!; is an ir:u;rc.table carta

(28) •
The other two biOGraphical articles in Flores' collection

contribute little to an understandinr; of' Kaf'lC6.

Ludwip; Hardt, in his

of his friend's affection for

hi~

and names as sorae of his favori te autn.ors I;ijatthias Claudius, Kleist"
Hebel, and ~'!alser.

thus:

"I

Franz. Vrerfe1 6 recalls his inpression of Kafka

• felt instinctive

as one to whose share had fa lIen, in a tra

way, too :Jucn of

4 U Eecollections,1! trans. H. Len:.: and Ann(J lore Stern, pp. 25-31.
5nIlacolloctions,1t trans. Christian L. r~eyer,

pr.

6 U Hecollcctions, It trans. LienhH:"d Berrel, p. 37.

323£.

that which is beyond. n8. ture.

Franz Kafka was a messene;er from above,

a. gre&t chosen one • •• n (37).

The first critic represented in the section of The Kafka Prob
lam

dec~lins

with Kafka as a writer de"votes himself

cizinc other critics.

ly to criti
n7 first

Max Lerner:J in ttThe TIuman

ects If\r. H. Auden's theory that Kafka was a modern representative of
the ~uest tradition in Buropean literature. 8
believe, he says, that
th~

qu~st

Kafka was not content to

lies in process rather than in end--in

for the Grail rather "than in the

~!"ail

it~elf.

he desperately wanted a final answer, Kafka bitterly perceived that
man's whole endeavor is an endless search for the meaning of life-
a

which is beyond :man's experience and ability to comprehend.

Bitterness at this Sisyphian fate which mankind must endure is a
predominant note in this writer, Lerner finds, and those critics who
miss this quality in him miss the real Kafka.
Lerner's second criticiSM of criticism is more general.

lie

objects to the emphasis on alienation as a motif in Kafka t s worl:s.
The sense of being implicated in a dua listie universe is stronger in
these works l he contends, than the often

sized sense of the

alienation of the individual from the world.
Lerner directs a third criticism at
interpretation of the writer as a SOCiAl thinker.

7pp. 38-46.
8See above, pp. 53-55.

Slochower for his
Though Kafka did
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at tir1'les strike off incisive pictures of the prevailin:;- social hier
archy, Lerner admits, these were by and large isolated insiGhts.
Correctinp: SlochoVler's misconception, he defines Kafka's real subject
matter rather vaguely as "the larp:est themes of the fate of man in a
world whose nef:<ninc stretches beyond his experience u

(41).

Oddlyenoush, Lerner's article is follcrwed--rather than pre
ceded--by an article in which W. H. Auden further develops his Quest
theory.9

Auden subnits that all of Kafka's full-lensth novels belong

siders the various types of this genre:

the fairy story; the Holy

Grail legends; the dream quest (The Divine Comedy); the Q1J.est a:!: the
pi 1 r:rirr. (Pilgrim's Prosress); the quest for necessity (Peer Gynt,

Faust); and the quest for innocence (the detective story).

ComparinG

the Kafkan quest to these, he shows that Kafka's hero is different
from all other types of Guest heroes in that his problem is not simply
HCe,n I do 'what I am required to do?t1 but
~-nd

lt1,~jnat

am I required to do?"

instead of having as his [;oal the achievement or manifestation of

his individuality, this hero fails precisely oecause of his indi\idu
ality.

Indeed, the very nature of his quest dooms it to failure:

man can never discover the whole truth

because~

as the perceiving sub

ject--the individual--he nec'3ssarily remains outside the truth, which
is therefore foreyer incomplete for him.
that

ItI~.

t

S

'l'his constitutos the De-redox

only f:Uarantee that he is followinG

8 tt Kafka 1 S Quest, It pp. 47-52.

true way is that
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he fails to get anywhere.

If he succeeded in gettine: hi s way, it

would be a proof tha.t he had failed" (52).
One of the D10st bizarre interpretations in The Kafka Problem

is H. E. Jacob's article, "Truth for Truth's Sak<:1. t • lO
Kafka's work, Jacob says" is truthfulness.
been

~reater

The eSSE;nce of

T~ough tbf'r~

have perhaps

wri tors in our epoch" t Ylere has been no truer vE'i ter.

!:ie was "e poet who did not love ecstasy • • • a poet v.;ho desired
sirr.ply cothing but

th~

completely pure,

co~pletely

of trt:th through his s"?lf, ,,·/hc in tr-.. is des::'rac
things • • • f' (56).

fEftJltless passaGe
of

-t}'E!

The only adequate method of expression for this

truth is the dream, Jacob goes on.

He tries to correct the

of somA critics that Kafka was an impressionist,
whims and notions, and he

ShO"NS

~

or:iIJ.ion~

man of bizarre

that the incompatibility of Kafka's

dream world with optical reality was inevitable in his attempt to
depict the inner truth of life.

This technique of depicting truth

was, to Jacob's knowledGe, new with this writer:

ItKarka's attempt to

put himself to sleep" to make himself dream., thus to tell us the truth
ill dreams., is entirely l:i..ew, is unheard of in the rea.lm of truth, in

the realm of form and in the realm of their ULlen:

art" (58).

The ne.xt two articles in this second section of The Kafka

l0'Irans. Harold Lenz, pp. 53-59.
IIi:'
"'0-74
. p.
o.
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UThe Ob,jective lJepiction of Absurdity"u12 had appeared previously in

American publications. 13
and Dostoyevsk:v.n1 4

Follovdnr them was H.enato Pon;rio1i t s "Kafka

Here the theme of "the awakened conscience"tt

which was to reeur from time to time in American criticism" 'was
reminiscent of Phil

r. n15

l{ahv's "The lJeath of Ivan Ilyich and Joseph

Poge:ioli draws a co:mparison betv18en Kafka and ])ostoyevsky based

on both authors' practice of using for

settin~s

the close confines of

one small room or apartr!1ent" stiflinp; and enclosing" itself enclosed
in

~h~

steel and

stantly recurrinr

ro~c~ete

st~uct~~e

of

~~

m1 r

••

l.;~..Ls

co1'1

Poggioli sees as symbolic of' the envirol"lInent

of the awakened conscience--the soul nov; fully aware of i ts solitude.

The novels of Dostoyevsky and Kafka are really • • • "novels
of human solitude, tt of a solitude which expresses itself ma
teriallyand spiritually in the one dimension of a brick
pavement or &n inlaid floor" in the eternal fatali t:r of a
trip 8roulld one's room.

DOStOY8VSk'J'S and Kafka's

characters live in rooms which do not belong to them,
anonymous and unadorned" and certainly not very clean;
their thought and their manner of existing are nothing
but a magnetic ebb and flow set freo from their brain,

12Trans. Angel Flores" pp. 75-96.

13See above" pp. 63-65 and 72-74.
14Trans. John Glynn Conley" pp. 97-107.
15 See above, pp. 31-33.
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which arc reflected and refracted on the four walls which
surrcund and enclase them" condense and concentrate them,
exe. I t and hurr:i lio. te them.

(99-100)

This stultifyinG habi.tat of the awakened soul represents eter

nity in

Dostoyevs}~r's

works, says

oli, and he

s Svidrivai

lov's description to Raskolnikov of eternity as "only a dark recess,
B

sort of bathroom cran®ed with

in E,ll the corners"

•

This description is a metaphysical projection of the
Similr..rl~",

all of DostoY'3Ysky's chare('.ters live.
pieces, ttrrhe

I\.~etamorphosis'~

and The Trial" depict

(~J9).
"h"
w.....
~Cf:.

~n

Eefkatf; two r.:aster

faced

r;18n

with the eternal truth while living in disIl1b,l, crttmped" and dirty

quarters.

Thus, Gregor Sam.sB. was nets.morphosed into 8. cockro8.ch be

cause "the sense of eternity and of sin, the awakening: of conscience,
reveals to the m&n his

OWTl.

bestiali

; and because only to a cockrouch

can (;: room, a well or a bit of furniture seem infinite" (103).
larly, Joseph

l~.

Simi

in The 7rial is arrested becakse Uthe man v. . ho

to observe himself living" immediate

because the tribunals of men,

dirt~T

becomes a mar accused, ana
snd

, anonymous End habi i.;

worn" unjust Etnd absurd, monstrous frui-ts of the civi1.i.zation of the

four walls, are one of the circles which most resemblE] the

of

Svidrigailov" (103).
1ike

's study, the last discussion in The Problem of

Kafka &s a writer is also a literary compari.son.
.
).11

,.
;.' IllS Ttl.:"'k
j;.a.l· . .a ana' .l.\.8Ji.

~
., .... rne!,

1'....,

1116 .'t)O.:.I.lI",S
" . ; ..1. au .t

George Woodcock,

CEl.r_.';"','"
"till.:.

... .!}

... :.J....

S~rL.L .ELi. J \..~C-!S
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betvileen the
clanr~erous

1.-V/O

vJ'riters but is caref'ul

tiQ

stat.e that it; would be

to impu te a clirect influence.

The main difference between them, he 1clieves, is that, 81
thou

both are concerned wi"':;}: man's stru

Kafka t s handl

acainst authority,

of the theme is pessimistic and inconclusive, wh:le

Vvarner t s is optimistic and defini to.
of each writer's field of battle.

7his he attribute s to the scope

Kafka aeals 1';i",:;h cosmic as v.[811

8.S

human re IB.tionships and thus contends with shadowy pO\yors from whom

fines himself to the relRtively narrow and defined realm of hUmH!1 re
la ticnships and thus is &.b 16 to show a concrete victory by his heroes
over those in authority.

To

~;~joodcockt

s taste '1,"Jarner t s v:ork is more

satisfying than Kafka's because, as a result of its restrictiveness,
it achieves a certain conmleteness and VE:.lidi ty, while

}~afka

rleyer

attains a whole view of the vast 'Horld of relationships which he
attemnts to embrace.
II! the first exe

s in The Kafka Problem Heinz Poli tzer

an&lyzes the parable Haive It
sents the Cren tor.

ln17

fl.'he policeman, he says, repre

His abrupt advice, n Giva it up" r;iva it up 1" to

the lost and breathless questioner sums up the hopelessness of hurnaIl
existence and is Hthe last word of all wisdom lt (118).
cut -Lha t, the tru

of this short

]::Jolitzar points

lies not in the po1icenilin's

r;;brunt reply, but back in some previous action of the seel:er--:::;OI!18

-------------------17Trans. R.

Lalli"

pp. 117-121.
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first step taken innocently and unaware--just as it does in "':'he
Country Doctor," "The

I~etamorphosis,1t "In

Judgment" It and other pieces.
parable.

the Penal Colony"n u':'he

Too" he sees a Jewish meaning in the

Kafka" reflecting the ages-old wisdom and

sufferin~

of his

people" has portrayed nthe intrinsic experience of thE; Jew in exile:
alienated from the earth" far from the right path of his life" severed
from his connection with the Creator tt (120).
The next exege-:;ical Hrticle" Paul L. Landsberg;' s "The l!leta

Literature. 19
ens.

Following it is another comparison of Larke with Lick

'l'!iisleadingly anti tled n.Amerika and Charle s Dickens, I~ Rudolf

Vasata's stud y 20 actually deals largely with Lickens'& influence on
The Trial and The Castle.
theme

f.S

Bleak House:

These novels he believes to have the same

nthe machinery of law crushing everybody und

everythinf':: which comes under its wheels, the victim realisir.. g &11 its
horrors without understanding its mechanism" (135).

Furthermore~

the

workines of the legal system were used by both Dickens and Kafka as
symbols of the society in which they lived.

In developing this inter

pretation, Vasata calls :Max Brod' s interpretation of The Castle mis
leading and contradictory and interprets Kafka as not the relir,ious
man seeking God t s grace tut

sin~ply

man in search of his ri[':htful p:'&ce

l8Tr~rls. Caroline. Muhlenberg, pp. 122-133.

1~Se6 above" pp. 79-80.

20 pp • 134-139.
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in a society whose system makes success impossible.

~his

s-:rusrle

against society in beth Dickens and Kafka can be Gxplainae

J...'

•
i...nelr

conflicting relationfihips vdtr_ their futhers--a conflict which Va~att::.
believes to be typical of the middle-class family and not in any way
morbid or extraordinary.
Following: the next exegesis, Austin Warrents analysis of "In

the Penal Colony,tt2l which had been published previou.sly,22 is a
rather bizarre medical interpretation of The 'I'rinl.

Alberto Spaini,

vtho translated ':!:.''he Tri&l in-:'o Italian, explains 1..ihe novel as a Dsr

fect., step-hy-step allesory of the situation of a me,n who discovers
that he has an incurable disease. 23

To illuctrate the allegorical

corres?ondence, he gives these examples:
wanting to cor£ess corresponds to the

(1) K.'S obst.inacy i:!1 not

stubborr~1ess

of a sick person in

not wantinc to admit that he is-sick; and (2) K.'s not having taken
the trial seriously at first and later becoming completely absorbed in
it to the exclusion of every other activity corresponds to the sick
person's progressive preoccupation

"\.','i

th an incurable illness.

In

further proof' of this unorthodox interpretation.. Spuini points out
that it is characteristic cf Kafka to have his heroes stru
egainst d'3stiny itself but a[!ainst
plane.

ttThe struggle a

fir~hti~J.g

destiny on an;,)," but a

not
mOT'(~l

inst destiny reduces man to 8.n E:nirr:al level"

21 n The Penal Colony.. It pp. 140-142.
228ee above .. pp. 78-79.

23 n The Trial,," trans. John Glynn Conley.. pp. 143-150.
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to that of a blind corpuscle crushed by- the imponderable mass which
weie:hs heavily above and beyond us.
destiny onto a spiritual plane.

Me.n's secret is that of forcinG

Man's life must take place exclu
his own spirit U (147).

sively in that world over which man has power:

In the liCht of this conception" the proteRonist of The Trial is a
failure.
plane.

Kafka shows Joseph K. as a man who falls short of the moral
Joseph K. ca~~ot ~ccept his arrest (the realization that he is

incurably ill) and his impendinf, trial (death); he cannot withdraw
to

destiny loses its [lower over

maE.

g

hi r,her p lane

\~!;ere

liRe did not know hoV'!, +'ine.lly and

co!Y!pletely, to renounce hope and he did not attain certainty.

~le

dies

'like a dog,1t (148).
Follov!inEr, Spaini' s ana lysis is John Kelly's previously pub
lished interpretation 6f The Trial in terms of the theology of cri
sis. 24

Then comes the first exegesis of one of Kafka's most charming

short stories, "Blumfeld, an Elderly Bachelor. lI
terprets the story as
life. 25

Lienhard Bergel in

vvi th the prot. lem of routine in man's

Blumf'e1d" he says, is not the hero of this story; the real

hero is routine" which" in one form or another" dominates the world.
Kafka looked upon routine as man's .curse--but an inescapable curse;
hence in this story he poses the problem, not of whether to accept it"
but rather of how to accept it.

We see B1umfeld's reaction to the

24 n The Trial and the Theo1oCY of Crisis," pp. 151-171.
a1)ove, pp. 35-37.

25 lt tB1urnfe1d" an i<:lderly Bachelor, ,It pp. 172-178.

See
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decidedly non-routine appearance of the celluloid balls develop through
three stages:

(1) Blumfeld tries to ignore their existence; (2) he

tries to foil them by sticking to his routine (going to bed as usual);
and (3) he is brought out of his routine pattern and humanized to some
extent (growing to feel that the balls are like pet dogs, seeing the
cleaning woman's child in a softer light, giving him the balls).

In

this last stage, Bergel believes, we see a rare facet of Kafka--his
admission of the possibility of mutual helpfulness and companionship-
and for this reason the story deserves more attention than it has re
ceived.
The next three exegetical articles in The Kafka Problem all
deal with The Castle.

Those by Nax Brod 26 and Denis Saurat 27 are in

substance the same as those which had appeared in The Literary World's
"Homage to Franz Kafka" in 1934. 28
The third analysis of The Castle, by Daniel-Rops,29 views Kafka
as a man with a profound Weltschmerz but a spiritual courage akin to
Kierkegaard t s.

"Kafka t s world is a universe of absurdity through

which the human intelligence is groping,t (187), says this critic.

In

The Castle, which he believes to be Kafkats most important book,
can be best seen the metaphysical anguish which gripped this writer

2S·'The Homeless Stranger.J" pp. 179...180.
27 nA Note on The Castle,~ pp. 181-183.
28See above, pp. 12-14.
29t'The Castle of Despair,~t trans. Mlriel Kittel, pp. 184-191.
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and made him none of' the truBst and most dramatic witnesses of mod.ern
raHll

and his stru::;f,le with nothinr,ness" (184).

man" constantly seeks to make contact with the Castle.t

sYT!lbo Ii 2:

which
futile

For in the novel K.,

zes the ina ccessib Ie rea Ii ties tOI."/'"cl.rd iNl:ich man a l'V'J'e.ys
f:ropBS.
'l'wo fundamental themes emer-r:e from K. "'s endeavors in The Cas

tIe:

(1) the s'...'r:er-human and incorr.prehensib Ie justice which .:'orever

condernns man to b.:; indicted thou
tolerable state of' nan's existence, which, re?'ardless, he r.IUst and
does

ccopt.

In respect to the first theme, Kafka's heroes .. one after

the other" strive to understfj,nd the incomprehensible law which con
troIs their lives in order to understand their ,judgment.

But K. neVAr

reaches the Castle just as the dog in "Investigations of a Dog" never
comprehends why the human world tree. ts hi'!Tl as it does.

Danie l-Rops

sees Kierke;:;aard as the source of this theme of the incomprehensi
hi

of the higher law.

Like Kierkegaard.t but unlike most writers

of his time" Kafka accepts his fate .. realizing that ma.r:. is a prisoner
"+.
who cannot escape Iv.

This acceptance.t ttl€' second fundamenta 1 "theme

in ':'11"" Castle .. is what makes him remarkahle:

nan, dominated by

a passion for the absolute, is really a spiritual son of Kierkegaard,
1JI1'ho

a ccepts man's fa te '1ven to the limit of hi s worst

his

surferin~

8

Gony, and fron:

draws the basic element of his

In the next article R. O. C. Winkler deals with all three of
t -l1.e-·

V)()'Trel... r::
.LJ._",
~

30
l"b."thar thaI'::' with one sp__
ecificall'
. . '...i .

'T
1-1
','.In!:'
... ar

1j!3 I"leves
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that Ka.fka' s ultimute cOtlcern is wit!1 religion and tha.t his novels
ons, on a concrete level, of his ra1i

heart 01' his
a divinely

find it.

worki!1[~

The

convicti.on was that there is a rirh-:-

r61i

s~lTtCtioned--way

s beliefs.

of life for the individu&l if he can but,

In 1-:.is novels Kaf'ka p8.r-ti culari zes and makes concrete this

belief' on the social and individual levels.

Thu~

his conviction tha"t

it is impossib 1·3 for man to follow the true way is made concrete or.

the social level in K.'s continually frustrated attempts to become an
accepted member of the villa£:e.

tioIl

i~

:1.r~

illustre,ted

Imi~l

On tht?, indivirinal

hi'S frllstrf1

tl!A sense of' tension and in<Jccessibility in his

relntionships with individual vIllagers.

This method 0f exprsss

rAlir:ious cor.l.victions by presentinG them dramatically on the soch'l
ane. indivjj1.lal levels is most perfectly
~inkler

believes.

wor}~ed

out in The Castle"

For ir The Trlbl the belief in

instead of being constant ly

m.q~~;e s t

ed by the

:3 oc

inacc~ssibility,

if;. 1 uno iwl i vidua 1

levels oi' I:.i.ction, is presented as in opposition to man's idea of wist
his fute should 08; &nd in 1\m8rikt-l (because of Kafkats r~l&.tive

immaturity at the tirl6 of its co:nposition) the re11
a.re present8d

ly

sis of HTl16 Bt.{rrov;."Zl
betweer~

implie&tion~

bnJ optimistically.

A second interest

rAletlonship

s

exep;33is by Lienhard Bcrg;el is

Bergel

Sf-,as

is

ana1~{-

as the story's centr&l theIne tl-1.8

IT,-ind am} :r"<':1I'.

:I

1etween the snur, ratione.l

world, the lIbvrrowtt wL.ich man hl.bors to construc+... in his owr:.. mind,

31 Ut 'Ille Burrow,'" pp. 199-206.
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and the UrealTt ontside world which is domintlted by irrationalit;'l.
Devising a perfect burrow which is complAtely hidder: from and inde
penden.t of' the outside world beCOliles an obsession wi th the 8.nimal, but
such a complete separation from "reality" is impossible, for food and
air must come from outside.
often revels in his snur;

In spite of this imperfection, the animal

f'eelin~

of oF'!curi ty' and power just

uS

the

mind o:'ten ravels in voluptuous contemplfl. tion of its own creations;

and the danger of invasion from outside makes this enjo:,nnent even

chang:e, and "here success is more rare than in the burrow, but the
results are in every respect to be considered more valuable lt (201).
In th:'s we see extroyersion temporarily winning out over introversion.
Rut very soon life in the outside world be[ins to pall .. and the animaJ.
:)onfesses, HI am tired of this life in the open spaces~ it seems to
me that here I Cb.nnot learn anything more • • • It (201-202).
mind, havin€:, ventured
havil1~

autsid~

So, the

its self-created, orderly abode and

proved that it can feet alonr in

th~

irrational, orderless out

side '\Ivorld, returns to its ttburrm'lltl feeling that it is more important
to comprehend '3xistence than to live it.

The day of reckoning comes,

however, when evidence of an invasion 'from without appears.
rnal now realizes that, lulled

the false security of his burrow, he

has o"3come more vulnerable to attack than he mi
not hidden from reality.

The ani

have been had he

later, howeve!", it develops that the danGer

of attack is not reel but is a projection of his bad conscience from
ha"""ing feared and shunned reality.

He realizes that his obsessive

fear is a creation of his

OWYl

mind.

Thus, ironically" the outside

world (reality) has triumphed over hirr_ onl:r lJ8ca'Cse of his own e(:';o

tiSll1.
Bergel notes the conflict between his interpretation of "The
Burrow" &nd the. t

of Max E!"Od" W~lO looked I).pon the story as &n ex

pression of man's desirB not only for safety, but also

a b&.sis for lif8 acquired throun:h honest work.
was always anxious to portrey his friend as

fro!:! ir.t"::'rp!"f'tetions v!r:ic!:.

i:ndic~+,ed

his

f0!"

8

home aHd

Brad, he reminds u.s,

healthY-Illinc1~d

and shr8uK

S'3~f'-ccnc.'3r..r.:.c.ticn.

In a discussion of Kafka t s diaries and letters (as yet unpub
lished in 'Snf,lish) Srnst'JIeiss 32 (lb~ects to the egocentrieity they
manifest.

"Bere, over and over arain, is the

settliI~g of accounts

with himself" the trial against himself •

.. "

marie genius percei.ved r'lore and different

thin~s

,-,..,

(')O~)

"This

he says.

than others, :1:i.S

glance was deepar" more divine and infernal than that of others.
what did he see at the bottom of everything?
~eiss

believes

Kafk~ts

But

Only himself u (2:11).

constantly recurring experience to be

lithe accusation of the isolated 'I t" (209), antI. he reads fr0:r;J th~
ciarif~s

and letters Kafka ~ s eonviction that the "I"

Grace" is Guilty and conderrmed withcut knowinG: it.

is l..lnwol"th~r of

Guilt, he he

lieves, is Kafka'r. ma;jor thene and his lifelo1J.C strur;t)e
also a

strug~le aE~jnst

wi~Y

it was

insanity.

Conspicucu s in the n6x+, section of The

J\~d"kh

Pro1:; 181:1,

02"ThA Diaries and Letters,," t!'l.?ns. i,rmelore stern, pp. 207-21~).
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enti tIed HTheory, It was the grovrin?, tendency of Kafka critics to spend
most of their energies destroying the theories of other critics.
th~nd

This

toward criticism of criticisr:l had already been apparent in

Frederick J. Hoffman I s treatment of the writer, 33 reprinted here frOlT;
Freudianism and the Li tare

1\!~1.' nul • 34

1..

Hoffman had directed his criti

cism largely at the O'\1"erenthusiastic psychoanalysts.

The second

article in this section, Hudolf Fuchs' s ItSocial Awareness, ,,35 sought
to correct the major figure of the theological school, lIfJax Brad.
Fuchs belieYBs

ther~

has been supposed.

is

:!'r.llC~l

less of the

He criticizes Brad for overemphasizing that aspect

of the writer's works and suggests instead a social interpretation.
Using Brod against himself, he quotes from Brad's biography to
Kafka's interest in social questions.

sh~{

One example which evidently

shows this to l-uchs t s satisfaction is the statement attributed to Kaf
lea" !tIThe field of economic activity is a matter of conscience and cf
fa i th in one's fe llovl beings'" (248).

Other quota tions which Fuchs

believes prove his theory show the writerts conpassion for the in
wo:-kers he met in his work and his perception of the hypocrisy

of the privileged classes.

All of these, he says, Htestify how stronr:;

ly Kafka felt drawn toward socialism tl (248).

The next article, Albert Camus's HHone and L'bsurdity,?t36

"'2

vV"Escape from Father,H pp. 214-246.

34 See above, pp. 81-83.
35pp_ 247-250.
36Trans. William Barrett,

• 251-261.
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s pessimism into existential

translatRs Kafka ' s oft-discussed rali

In Kufka ' s development from The Trial to The Castle Camus sees

ism.

a reflection of existential philosophy.
causht up in

8

situation which

and the humr:..n lot.

The hero of The Trial is

fies the absurdity of man ' s life

He strug:rles to reVArse his absurd f&te, to reach
He fa i Is, na t

God through the lop-ic ana rea s on of the huma.x::. wor 1d.
ur~lly.

But in The Castle the hero r:ains f\lrther insi

incommensurabilit~r
~eac~

to

of divine and hunan morality and, though he fails

God, he begins to

u~d~rstend

th~t

the

man ' s lot cannot be righted or justified--it must s
with hope.

saved

f

Camus cO!r.Jllents $ nNe find here in its pure sta te the par&.

One mn s t s trike dead
tr:AE:

I ;

~arthly

which can be trans 1& ted:

d"=,,TI31opment with the existentialists, Camus
embrace the GoG. who 6evours them.
hope is introduced.

$

expresses

hope $ it is only then the. tone is

The Trial to understand. The Castle,n (258).

a

accented

::)9

do::,: of existential thouCht such as Kierke[:8.urd, i'or
it;

into the

f

On9 Imlst have Vlri tten

Further tyint; in Kafk£..!s
~xplains

thern thus!

It is thr011F:h humility that

For the absurdity of this existence assures them

little more of sUPBrnatural reality" (258).

In his works, Camu::; sa:;:s,

Kafka creates a progressive portrait of a Rod devoL}. of evidence, co

hererwe, r,ooane s s, or mora 1 r::randeur--a nd all tt_i s only in order to
throw himself more completely on His mercy.

ProGressing from The

Trial throurh The Castle man recoGnizes the absurd" accepts it$ and
resicns himself to it, and in

so wins hope.

Camus concluaes:

"':i.'hi8 subtle remedy which makes us love ·v.rh&t crushes us, ~..:.nd ~ives
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birth to hope in a world without i sSll.e .. this brusque 'leap'
everythin~

becomes

ch~"nced--this

.revo 1 Ut 'lon a n d oJ...(' ~
fT1h

('to

tl €l_

l",-'S •

b~T

which

is the secret of the existentia J.

-ltsc1.l'>U
oJ..
v
..... 1.

'1"')

( :':"0(1.
.....

Another interDretation which connects Kafka to Kierker,aard is
Jean Wahl t

S

"Yierkep:aard and Kafka. ,,37

V;ahl" however, finds not only

philosophical but also personal similarities between the two writ9rs.
By a confusinr: shufflinr of quotations from BrDd, Kafka himsel!""'" and

Kierkef:aard, J[ahl shows, to his own satisfaction at least, the simi

(3) their conception
of the m~aninc: of' life" 8.nd (4) the st!"enr-th of their faith.
-the

~eneral

conclusion that they had similar problems but worked th\9ITl

"Kafka erects opposite the Christian faith of

out in different ways.
Kierke[aard

He draws

t~le

wilJ to have f8ith in this v-rorld, to accept this vlOrld.,

not :.n 8,n irre Ii r:ious manner, but in a way which remains relicious
outside of an:v

c

reliCionn (208).

The theory of I{afka t s predominantly metaphysical orientatio1'l is
further explored by .John Urzidil in an article enti tIed "The 001: and

the Rock. u38

Kafka, Urzidil belio"ITes" was almost cOT:1pletely divorcAd

from the rec:',lm of ne. t"ure --from tho fa cts, phenomena, and proces s es of
material 1ife symboliz,ed

"the oal: and the rock."

The r~3ason for

his detac.h..r.tent is that his inter"3st le:y alnlost exclusively i:r: the

37Trans. Lienha rcl Ber r,e 1, pp. 262-27[".
'78

v

Pp. 276-286.
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ree.lm of the soul and spirit.

He saw man nbstr&ctly rather than as

an intecral part of the natural world.

result~

As a

his works are

ltspiritual architectures" rather than down-to-earth novels or stories.
Kafka was unable to come to terms with life es a direct result of his
oyer-intellectualism and his exclusively anthropocentric orientation:
"PerceiYing man and mankind in their purely abstract essence, he had
to look

l:..-t;

:.ife froT.! a. disconnec~~d viewpoint H (278).

Kafb:,' s problerl is eSGentially that of the Jews, Urzidil be
lieves~

for the

proDl~matical

situation of the Jew is larEely due to

the abstractness of his rel[J.tionship to Goe.

For the Jew "the Lord :'s

the geometrical point of all hunan emotions, and,

reciproeally~

hUmB.n

life, in all of its particul[,rs and in its t.otaljty, is the geometri
ca 1 point of the Lord.

There is no

roo:r.~

for irjti:macy vd th na t\.,.re It

(281).
l{o.4:her than as abstract nspiritual architectures n Hans Joactirri
Schoeps sees Kafka's works as an expression of a[';es-01': mythical
':"0

In "The Tra[~edy of Faithle[:sness tit}", he shows that Kafka's

thinking.

religious feeling had

~one

past sinple skepticism to a dependence on

a vague mythical sens~ of the past:

1t1'Jjvtbic&1 thinkiLC es tr_e rernEHr~-

brarlee of sornethinr; forg,oi:.ten i.n the shadow of

vai~~vlc

recollectiolls is

the form which shapes the whole of r:.afka's works H (2B7).
liCious faith has been re::1ucec: by nihilisT!}
sense of

'7q

8.

lost past and a lost

~~O

persom~lity.

vV'lrans. Lienhard Berr:el, pp. 2B7-Z97.

r:"1:;-thical
ScL.oe~)f.;

Knfka's re

:~0eliHg--f.

equ(;1.tcs this
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feelir'[, vIith

f,

nytholcC~Y

ghostlike creature in Slavonic

called

Odrb.dek--s. creature which s'J,'1nbolizes man' 5 having become e. thing"
the HIH having Lecorne an "i t. H

In this cO:tlJi.ection" he po:nts out the

facelessness, the lack of personhli t:y in all of Ka:'ka.' s heroes !3.ml
also notos that the flUme Od.radek means Ilescaped from the l.2.v/ t and th~d.;

this is exactly t:he plihht of' these herop.s.
spairing at

havin~

In The Castle K., de

lost God" and ignorant of the Law but still wishinr;

to learn it" tries to taL6 heaven by storm.
er hand, heaven or the La,," seeks out.

!r18!:. .,

In The 'I'rial, on the oth

a~!.d beca~:9

l:e :.: :lot:

outside the Law 'but also ignorant of this .fact" he must be executed.
K. t s stru 0 g1e to reach the Castle is unsuccessful beC8.'tlse he cannot

ha·...,"e fe.i th and tries to force his way to Grace.
e s sentie. 1 to sa 1va tion:

It

He lacked the bras t

the pious convic.lcion" the hopef'l11 confidence

that what the Castle would r;ive him would be that which

ered p;ood for J:-dm--that which eternity finds Goodl! (290).

'+.
11.;

consid

On the

other r..and" what Joseph K. lacked in The Trial was the awareness of

sinfulness.

He could have been saved only by bein?; aLle to recogni7.6

his gu i 1 t and fee 1 the over-,,!he lrnin~ sinfu Iness o.r hi s exis tcmce" for

only in this way was repentarwe possible.
Both K.' s lac}: of faith in the dispositions of heaven nnd

Joseph R.'s iCnorance of his
e..ncient Law.

Hrr.1'

•
....n1s J.S

.J...h
t
v e

1 t s!10rl thr-:dr divorcer:lcr.;.t from the
.
rag1c

El. t

ue. -1-'
... 1 on

0f

man today" for whom

God is dead, if" detached from the faith and the tradition of the
I,JUSt.
,

ho wants to obtal'l: ('. Torlt~
.
revelatl'on
..

••

-<

-

..

and his understandinG of the world" (291).

b~r
..... ecn
.J
".l.
a . uc·

o+'
hl'~
lrno".r'.od
.L..
..,
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Ce
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F'ollowinf~

a reprintinG of Edwin

and the Bancruptcy
1

0

f

H"~th
.L ~, .... "

:v..S

,,40

Burr.:um's "Franz Kafka
,"'-'T-"
uUiitq.,,:e,

1',

)',., l'
JUJ.

,
t'
lnc lntO'ne

of criticism of criticism, takes up cudgels BFainst both
Bdwin Lluir. 41

Of Burfcurn t s

Itol~f3ther

and

too facile" explanation he

cornments sharply, "Kafka was certainly preoccupied with pressing
problems to which

th~

proi'fereQ solution of a 'belief in democracy

and -the common man' is entirely impertinent" (320).

lind to !uirts

who made a valuable con

view th&t the writer was a relir:;ious
tribut:i.on to our knowledr:9 of
thouCh

i~8.:·ka

raises great issues, he

to no conclusions, offers

00:::158

no solution.
Savage sees him as a luan torn between
of adjusting to ei th.er one.
conventional life around him,

t'110

worlds and incapable

First, he was incapable of livi:r:g the
tI

of accepting the half-truths and

COT:1

promises which are embodied in human conduct on the 8.ysrage, social
level U (328).

Thus his only alternative was to adjust to the other

world, the world of the divine will.
taking the leap cf ff,ith and, as

f:1

But he was also incapable of

result, persisted in trying to

reconcile these t-v/o incompatible "worlds.

His tlobsessive insistence on

ret;'u la ting; earthly life in accordance with di1rine laws (which are un

disc017erab Ie
Trial.

r'

(320) is evident, Savage says, in The Castle and 'The

lJUrir;g the last part of his life, he hopelessly abandoned his

40"The Bankruptcy of' Fnith," pp. 298-318.

41"Faith and Vocat:i.on, tt pp. 319-336.

See above, pp. 66-69.
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efforts to reeonci Ie thA human and the divine rea Ims, and :i.r.. such
stories as ttThc BUTrow" and

It

Inv"3stiEa tions of a Doell

depi(~ted

iso

lation carried to its fin&.l conclusion.
l:;'urther critici STl: of eri tics--this time of a

fa\.~ori te

tarfet,

},Iax Brod--is seen in t:he next article, Egon Vietta' s liThe Fundamental

Revolution. n42
tho

li~ht

Kafka t s work, vIri tes Vietta, cannot be understood in

of conventional theology or the concept of justice, but only

ir. the li£:,ht of the fundamental artistic revolution which li8s behind
f'
'
'. .; : l<i ~\.~

modern :music 8.no T,:odern art.

Kafka. beli9ved in a divine guidance of human destiny makes of his vIOrk
little more than senseless blasphemy, for his fundamental belief was
in mants eternal being-in-the-vTrong before God.

The key to his atti

tude is to be found, rather, in the same metamorphosis which
about the modern artistic revolution.

brouf~ht

This revolution, 1':;lich IJ.c.:r:..i

fested itself in the loosenin:s up of temporo.l-spf;ltial structure in
painting and in the

violentl~r

changed idionl of the new music, reflects

a basic s:dft within rna]:::..' s consciousness i tsalf rather than the de
velopment of any system.

Vietta mentions l.'Iassimo Bontempelli, Jean

Cocteau, Rilke, Chirico, }'uni, and C&ir~ as exponents of this meta
morphosis of artistic consciousness, which fundamentally chnllenr;es
man's tr&dit:i.onal view of the world, nproots conventi.onally

a~c.:epted

rAn lity and authoriz.es ~n art v[hieh "is intent. on seizinG reality as
such U (345).

Seen in this context, Kafku t s work loses its appearance

42Trans. Lienhard I3er~el and F. Wood, pp. 337-347.
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of bainfo accidenta 1 or chaotic and serves as a f:uide into the new
artistic attitude.
Another critic who interprets

l~afka

from an artistic sts.ndpoint

is the .L~rl:entine writer Ezequiel }Jartinez Estrada.

In his article,

Hlntui tion, t.43 he hails the writer as one of the earliest exponents of

a new method of investigatinE and explairl.inp: the world--throu?;h intu
ition rather than through reason.

After describinf. the blind alley

that man has run into by tryinG to comprehend the world througb his
reasor~,

Estrada O"ives

[i

brief

histor~T

of +h...

Yl0W !0'?t!-':o,.J~:

The new technique for u.nderstanding and divining the na

ture of the world--intuition--created by the simultaneous
f\lnctioninl'· of neVI mental and sensory organs, was heralded
by several extraordinary men" almost conter1porary:

KierkeCaard .. Gauss, and ?oe.
I~ietzsche,

~he

others y!ho follov:ed-

-Nhitehead, Spenrler, Dostoyevsky, joyce,

Kafka--perfected the instruI!v:;nta 1 use of the nffirv rea son
and intuition.

For them, ob.j ects and beinGS are located

in an unexplored "area" where it is evident that rela
tionships and functions are more certain and important
than the objects and beinr:s themselves, where man's ex
istence is a story about to he written for the first
time.

(349)

No other writer has penetrated as fur as has Kafka into 'this "area

43Trans. Caroline 1fu.hlAnberg" pp.348-353.

tt
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mysterious forces which determine rilan's cOndtict and d8stiny.

For

Eafka's intuition is within the structure of this world whose chare.c
ter ce.nnot be iternized, but only divined and intuitively traruJ}:iittec
•

to others.

..L..

.+.

lU",Ul vlon,

instrument of understandinf," (352),

l'tO

"the artist's only 1e

timai.e

bring from this 'f'orr;cttent

·wor1d • • • which has disappeared like ancient cultures beneath the
pavement s

.{l'
. 'J
01mOGern C1• t lOS·

(

r< S 1 ')

na

v:""

, •
.1
Clrec
I";

aue'

mys t

.
le

messe[e of'

strangeness and awe n (352).

with

l~strada

that E:s.fka lived in a world of intuition.

But, as he

in tt7he iJegative Cr.pability, n44 Ka::'ka found this shad01'lJ',
irrational Y!orld Just as disappoilltinp; as he had
which he sousht to escap9.

~he

re,tional world

PJ.B, like other artists vIho have four:.d
stirlin~,

scientific rationalism of the I:"lodern world
another world--sought an escape

~he

wi thdrew into

means of l':eats's Hnegative capa

bilitytt in the sense that he pursued intuitive certainties regardleDs
of their apparent illog:ic.

He penetrated into this shsd01':Y ·world

farther than any other artist had,
his pli

/

\~eidle

believes,

~nd

the irony of

is that he found there uonl y the mechanical determinism

which the art of our times tries desperately to avoid in order to be
tlb Ie

to brea the free lyH (361).

ttKnfka has de Ived into the unconscious

to the point of insani t::.r, and he ha s found but this:
~e

defini tive, un

are condemned to the absurd, we

44Trans. Arlene Harrow, pp. 354-362.

Ilf,
mu~t w~nder

indefinitely in the endless labyrinth of 9xistence tt (360).

Turninr to l':afka' s followers, Yieidle' warns t.ha.t some of' therr:
have unf'orturmtely tried to forr::.ulatf> hi:::; irrf.l:tionnl s'3urcr:ing: into
v. principle or I'!ethod, 3.nd the result has been worse than the crip

pIing rationalisI:l which

seek to escape.

For Itthe irrational

as such, transformed into an abstract principle, is the worst of ra
tionalist errors • •• n (362).
Still another critic who sees Ke..:C'ka as

world of chaos, the unJmov[n.

H

denizen of a.nother

r=afka, he says, acutely conscious of'

this chaotic world, strove to accmnrnodate it to his world.

Though he

could not successfully assimilat9 chaos into his life, he did reduce

it to a kind of pattern in his works.

uThis,"

ka's treatment, his economy of chaos.

He did not solve chaos; rather,

he kent it in solutioTl.

Ln~esence

Weiss, "was K3..f'

:et by the strenGth of his art .. an awareness

and so an order appeared.
it;; continuoL.s

ZflyS

He did not reduce mystery, but by

rcworl:ing~

in the most commonple.ce, -9ventua lly the most

!;1ysterious mi~ht be accepted

f;tS

rather[si::Jdailyt~ (2,67).

Thus in

Kafka's work, as in Hopkins's, one feels a tension between t\vo worlds,
p,nd He. fierce 10n[';inc~ to make theI:1 one n (370).

farther into the
H

',,'

01..l1er

world H of Kafka

his solection ar.d >lr),cement of nrtlcles,

710res evidently finds it

45"The Econolay

81),p~)osed

0:

fittin~

to

c~p

this scction of llis 001lection

Chaos .. n pp. 362,-375.
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wit:1 the most other-worldly of all Kafka articlf:s" Bernard Groethuy
:..;e:1' s Hrrhe Endless Labyrinth" ni16 which had originally appeared in the

~ua~~8~)y hevie~?f Literature's special issue. 47
The last section of 'T'he
cles, both

dealin~

Kafk~

,ProcJlem comprises only two arti

lareely with critics.

l's "},Jax Brod

Lienhard

and nerbert Tauber H48 and Charles Neider'lS exp&nded article on Kafka
and the cabalisi:; s 49 bo":h illustrate mar-kedly the trend toward cri-:;i
cisID

criticism, and both ain: the ir bir,rest

0:'

C'~U!:.s

!:.!

t the heed of

I:':RX

3rod.

Berg91" discussin~ Brod' s 1)iagraphy (which vms to be publ'5.,shed
in T~nE2.ish translation in. 1947)" calls it Hr-ather ar~ accu~ulatior::. of

material for a bior:ruphy tl1an a i\Jlly deve

life 1l (391).

He criticizes

eu

cture cf: Kafka's

Erad's emnhasis on his

friend's Zionism and his eagerness to stress the writerls "healthyU
side.

As for 2:-od'3

death as

~he

e::~...;lt'nt:ttion

of l:s.fl'.f;,'s

sand prema turf)

result of his relationstip to his father and the

of' ld.s 1.!!lcongenial profession, Borsal rebuts it thus:

burde~

ItThe prhlHte

experie::.. ces of an artist do not enter into Lis 'poetic' personality
in as direct H way as Brod assunles; thl';' somber

:""J:"~at\lreS

~f l(~arka'

s wri t-

cannot be explained as mere rei:'"lexAs of l--;,is "~)rivatc life" (394).

116TraEs. Ii1Urie 1 Ki tte 1, up. 376-390.
abo"l,T6"

po. 74-75.

49 U The Cabalists, It pp. 398-445.
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Tur:ain~

--

to Herbert Tauber's Franz Kafka, eine Leutunr seiner
-----...:.-..:.. .'--

:1

\\'erke (ltlhich wes to be putlished in Enr:lish tr1},llslation

1'347),

Herr'al finds Tauber too dependent on Brad i!l overemphasiz

ish meaninr. in Kafka's worl:: and the relirim.ts element in p·m1erul.
Further, he sa;vs, Tauber artificia 1
t911(J~tua 1

~his

separates the abstract

in the wri tt3!"' s works i'rmf; the arti stic and

in

~oetict'< 1.

arbi trf';l.ry· se!)9.ration, Berlrel believes, sho.. .: s a lack of artistic

sonsitivit:! typical of r::ost Gerr:':.an critics.

of his article for the Eafke issue of the
ture. 50

Quarterl~.r

Revievr of 1i t~!~-

In it he divides all criticism into tvlO crener-al types:

my·st::i..,c!;:',l or s'U.:lerm),t"re.l, and the naturalistic.

;1.3

before, he

the
severel~r

criticizes the mystical interpreters, notably Brod and ::':U1:-, and. eLves

this explana-:;ion of the continued success and popularity of their in
terDretntions:
The entire Kafka controversy he s existed under

incredi-~,

turbulent conditio:'ls, vdth both sides occasionally wander-

into enemy terri tory and l
conf'..ision, snipinf'::

[it

their

throu,~h

OVofn

sheer ignOrtil1Ce or

positions.

In the rlain l

the snpernaturl)lists have come out best uncier such con
ditions, not because of superior

lo~ic

but because,

bD sed on turmoi 1 1;i.nU the va CUG, the un-er::rpi ricn 1" they

have fouf."ht the battIe on their

50S ae a b ove,

rp.

7'"Q - 77 •

O1Nn

cround; besides,
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and more important,
ru IF! s of the

;:81:18,

vulscd by Kafka's

have in a sense laid down the
with the ir Hinside n knov:16d[~e di

intim~tes

hnd disciples, their exe

geses in terms of absolutes, divine" [sic] orieinal sin,
und all the rest of the mystica 1 baf;c,ar;e.
Goin~

(402)

on more specifically to a discussion of particular critics,

Neider exposes what he considers the shortcomincs of such critics as
Brad, Muir" liuden, Ke lly, and Estrada and corrunends the una tura lists It

KafLa, he says, has the advantar:es of !lintel
literar~r

lation to t:he facts of biosraphy and

lity, closer re
method, and, above all"

closer relntion both to the world which created Kafka and that v:hich

a

~rea

t

.

..

maJorl~y

. , nlrn tt (410) •
recelV9a
l'

After an incisive analysis of the inaccuracies and il10gica1i
ties of most of the "schools" or !tcabe.las tt of Kafka criticism, Neider
presents an expansion of his own interpretation.
the psycho10gic&1 interest which was r;rowins in

In it can be seen
~Jeider

and which vms

soon to catap1J.1t him into the ninth circle of the psychoanalytical
school.

The "Letter to

F'ather,tt !lraueh of which,H Neider acidly co::;]

ments, "has been suppressed by brod

1

for reasons of a

p-:~rson['1.1

na

ture,tt (421) .. provides rich ev-idence that Kafka's basic theme was ca
ba1is!':'l.

In it, Neider pcints out, HKafka sa:/s to his fa ther!

1

For

me you beGan to have that mysterious quality which all tyrants haYe,
whose priviler:e is based on their persona1it:r , and not on reason •• •• ,11
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This, lJeider contenas:I !tis whnt he meant by the laws of the noblAs,
the Courts, the Castle ane. all other sy.il1bols of ')utdated shibboleths
which he presented lt (421).

Caba lis),) is epitomized in The Tria 1 bv
.
--
~

tithe Law and the Courts,

their irr&tion&l, unjust and deliberately

clandE:stine and eapricious na ture, which
on 1;"r18 nccuse d • • • n f4r;~)
\ _G;:) •
satirized as

cabfJ.l~s

One c&n also

OD

S'38

tl~

~urden

of proof

relicious bureaucracies

in Kafka's works, notably in the Cathedral scene

fro!;' The Trial, where Ilthe Cathedral.

reli

cas

as a cabalism" (427).

with its verger, priest,

in, the se fa Ise comp lica tions

thrmvn ir.:. the way of men seeki!lV; God are

eviden~

in the

Ie from

The Trial, where He.ll one needs is the coura~:e to disre~~ard the hocus
pocus of the doorkeeper and to pass throughlt (426-427).
Shoring up his interpretation still more firmly with biographi
oal data, !';eider points out that Kafka was en outsider in many wr,ys
and hence suffered p!?\rticularly from cabalism.

P.l8 was a Jew, he

suffered from a fa ther cOIaplex, and he Vias a bache lor.

Because of

these factors, "he understood the plight of minority groups, particu
larly of the oppressed; he understood hoW' the oppressed sloV'!ly come
to think themselves monstrous and guilty under the powerful and un
re lievEJd sur,~estion of the oppres sors tt (4:24).
Havint: analyzed Eafka thus, IJeider indulges in a surpriG
1i t of edi torializinf.~:

only throu

One can escape from such forces:l he adv::i Sf]S,

Itbelief in oneself', in 011e's :'ntegrity, one's uenses and

one's lo;::ic u (426)--in short, by refusinG to ;~ive in to the power of

120
Not to do this is to remain neurotic" but man owes it

the cabalas.

to h.imself and to society to free himself from his neurosis.

freed, he must not simply

t~ke

his place as

5.

Once

normal citizen and

adopt the usual Ifno~mulll callousness to society and mankind; 1"ne
l:i,--~st,

of

E:,

b3cause of' this [reater vision and compassion, defend the

11 IJ8n by

the

ica1 and economic, the reactionary

cabal6.s which stifle man's development.

He must emerGe us the UTI

.
•
n 1'43'
neurotlc
ceulus
l ~).
t'"

\

Heider's article is followed by fl.rW'el /lores' 1944 [afka 1'ibJi
up to date 52 and a section of brief bio~raphicul
note3 on each of the critics represented in th0 volume. 53

III

TlrJ.s ended The K&fk& Problem.

',';hile it made 8,vailable in one

volume some of the mas.!..:; irr.l)Ort&nt studies of' the writer, it E..lso in
cl"J.ued some astonishillf-ly narrow interpret8tions.

Among the best

&.rtic Ie s were those 0:' Camus, b.uden" Schoaps, ',ciarren,
and I·/iar:n:/ •

cuI movements of moderr: times.

• 447-463.
lJ,)pp. 464-468.

ma:i or philos

H. At,den'illustrated Ka.fka' s rep-

role in ';';estern lit(~rary trF.ulition.

51S ee above, pp. 71-72 •

t::"

...

.b.lbBrt Camus's 9xposition of the existential elements in

Kafka t s thinki!lg linked the wri ter with one of "the

l~esent&tbTe

-:-.

.uergel,

Hans Joachinl Schoeps'

<
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discussion of him as

reflectinr~

contemporary man l s traGic detnchment

from the religious faith of tr.e pust 8:8.ve
Kafka's ros i tioD in nodern IAttp,rs.
illustrat~d
-writi:r.!~:,

the variety of

f:..nd FredArick

~J.

br~edth

Austin ';;arren t s "[osmos Kafka !I

inter~retations

y!hich could &pply to his

Hoffm,:;:;.c brourht tOfether the most important

of these to produce the best synthp3is so far.
:~esis

in The Ka:.':'ka Proble:r.:

and solidity to

WCiS

Ar: outstt..;'.ndirw

Lienhard [hrf"'el's

I":)Xf:l

loriCB 1

analysis of uThe Burrow, n Hncl the best treetr:lent of Kafkn t s st:.rle

j._lthou;~h

these articles wer8 some of tr:e finest that he.d

f'P!leared, they vrere outnur::ber
treme

and virtue 11y

outvv,:,i~hed

narrev; interpr-ets- tions of such cri tics a s Alberto Spa ini,

thouGht The Trial to te about the discovery of an incurable

IN}~O

dise~se;

Rl)Qolf Fuchs, wi:.o tried to prove Kafka 1 s interest in socialism; Eson

Vietta, who

thou~ht t~e

writer explicablf3 only in relation to the

modArn artistic revolution; Ezequie 1 Eart!nez Sstrada, l!!ho

him as an "intnitj"lTe H writer; and H. E. Jacob, who saw truthful:::,l80s
8.S

the ol)tstandin s

ch8rf·.~teristic

of

s wor1:.

In adcli tion to these

paiIlfully one-sided interpretations, ThA Kafka Prob 19m contained
articles which could hardly be called literary criticisrr: Rt 811.
cp"otisJ'::, effusiveness, opacit.y, and irrelevance of Lu.ov::1.,r';

tively should certai

Th'9 inclusion. cf
exclusion of

~'s,

nnd Georre

have

dis(~uR

thC~8

~oodcockts

I.!P~rdt1s,

orticlos

respA~-

lifiec them.

c.rticles

Trled:;

The

rrven rnore

cf th..e b"'.Ist-knowr.. studies that had previous

I:lFf)Oared.

i\.lthou[:h -t.lls hic:hly controversi&l r.rt:cles of

EU:-fUI:1 £;.:m.:' John l~el1y v;ar':J included" thct of:

;~dvrin

Sloc!im"1er wa::: not"

at loast one cri tic included e.ttack:ed S1ochowor 1 S position.
:Sd,,:in ],ittir J 'who J thou
• +
1n ve.

nn adherF;llt of th';3 now vJeukened rcl

tioD, had been a mBjor fir>,\;re lYl 1:2.£'1:a criticis:::,

spicuous for his

absen~e,

&5

was

1

con

i.u}hv, one of thn 8.blest of
par~eG

.2i tif'ully represented by tv'/C

K[;.fL::f;, critics.

w~~s

vms L,:E.x B:-od,

i::}j8

ITle.n responsible for the 'very (:lxistpnce of this wr:iter's Ii terary ro
nIB

ins •

.L ll i!l
yery poor &nd

~ 11"
D.

'l'}:.~

Dot~ourri

1..£ fka Prot leT] se emed to be

fe...{ ver?' food B.rtic les.

itS

of

so~e

;;'in a id to

collection VIas certainly & failure.

more confusion than had existed before aho'Jt his meaninc.
cross-section of l:&fka erit:icisr.:. it fell far short.

EG::'"

As a roprese::1ta

"'cion, i:;self" 0:1.' lithe Kafka problem lt it s11CCeec.ec £t11 'too well.
collp.ction vms its own p:-oof of the cii':'C'>Y.:;.ltJ

tC.t:iC:::l of Kafka which was

~\cce.ptf~bl€

to a

i.;::.,....

r:!ajorit~l

fair

The

.f::'n(ling one in-::erpre

of crit,i,c:.:;.

Also"

it exemplified that pl'ovoeatiire qua Ii ty of the 1Jfri tor's works vvhich
GOCnlod tc cc:wpel rec.ders t.o irterpret ther;}.

As :ror its effect OIl. thG

r:rm.. . inr er:' tice. 1 controversy, it wa ~ to brir..rr. forth such

&

torreLt of

cri tictsn thnt KG,fkg l:imself would be "'li r .L,,;uf;:.11y forr-otten for [: time.

CHAPTER VI

THE BATTLE OF THE CRITICS (1946 AND AFTER):
CRITICISM OF CRITICISM
I

1946 was the key year in Kafka criticism.

The Kafka Problem

brought together articles representing a wide variety of interpreta
tions and indicated the new direction which criticism was to take.
After 1946 discussion of Kafka himself would be nearly eclipsed by
critical warfare.

The Kafka Problem started a wave of bickering and

recriminations which would continue unabated through 1947 and last
well into 1948.

The writer himself was to be almost forgotten in

spite of a reprinting of Amerika in

1946~

the publication of Meta

morphosis and a volume of his short pieces in the same year, and the
printing of his Parables in 1947.

Even the publication of Max Brod's

biography translated into English was to awaken less interest in Kafka
than in the sins of omission and commission of which Brod was accused.
Only the appearance of Volume I of Kafka's Diaries in 1948 was in
some degree to stay the fury of internecine warfare and turn the
critics' attention to the original object of their strife.
The blame for this critical
the doorstep of

~

moil~

however, cannot be laid at

Kafka Problem alone.

By a strange coincidence,

three of the major interpretive "schools" were represented in three
volumes published in the year of The Kafka Problem.

1946 saw the pub

lication of Kafka's Metamorphosis; of The Great Wall of

China~

a
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colleotion of his stories. fables, and aphorisms; and of
Kafka Miscellany. revised and enlarged.

!

Franz

Prefacing Metamorphosis was

an interpretation by Paul Goodman which was only a hint of the fan
tastic things to come from the psychoanalytical critics in the next
two years.

The theological position was restated in Edwin MUir's

introduction to The Great Wall of China.

And the

social~

as well as

the secular critics in general. found new strength in Harry Sloohower's
Miscellany article.
II

The first article to include a discussion of The Kafka Problem
was one by Harry Slochower which appeared in The American Scholar in
the summer of 1946. 1

Slochower briefly summarizes what he calls the

Kafka "myth" by giving representative quotations from leading critics.
However. he levels his big guns at Edwin Berry Burgum and John Kelly,
though he also steps outside the confines of Flores' oolleotion to
include Edwin Muir in his attack.

Criticising Burgumts analysis of

Kafka in respect to the Weimar Republic, he points out that since
Kafka's major works were completed before the establishment of the
Republio, they can hardly represent the change in the German personal
ity structure as a result of the Weimar bureaucracy.

Slochawer also

controverts the opinions of critics of the religious school.

He con

tends that although Kafka's motivation and main interest may have

IttThe Limitations of Franz Kafka," XV, 291-297.
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expression of a disintegrating society or a satire on absurd bureauc
racy"; (2) "the psychoanalytic critics intent chiefly on showing that
his work is the expression of a sick soul"; and (3) "those who view
Kafka as a serious writer of metaphysical stature whose work must be
viewed objectively as expressing a challenging conception of man and
the world."
In an article for Commonweal heralding the revival of interest
in Kafka, Anne Fremantle 4 judges The Kafka Problem excellent because
of its great diversity of opinion and adds--as most reviewers were
prone to--still another.

She contributes the idea that all interpre

tations actually lead to one final meaning.

Listing a few elements in

Kafka, she writes, "Father complex, sexual inadequacy, persecuted race,
fatal illness, the aloneness of the artist--Kafka admits and accepts
all these imputations, for all are implied in the terrible, inevitable,
inescapable, relationship of creature to Creator" (188).
The u.

!.

Quarterly Book.!:.!.!!, reviewing The Kafka Problem, 5

found it a good introduction to the writer and also "a philosophical
guide to our contemporary spiritual situation."
Just as Miss Fremantle had, Richard Plant, reviewing for the

New York Times Book Review,6 found the collection stimulating because
of its inclusion of contradictory interpretations.

4ttFranz Kafka:

But, in disagreement

The Current Revival of Interest in His Works,"

XLV (December 6, 1946), 184-188.
511 (December 1946), 274.

6"Punishrnent in Search of Crime,," December 8, 1946. p. 6.
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with the

~

List, he reports that no one article in the volume is

sufficiently broad and comprehensive to give the uninitiated reader
the key to the writer's meaning.

Evidently

unab~e

Kafka magic, he then gives us the key himself:

to resist the

"Nobody comes straight

out and says that first and foremost all his stories are stories of
relentless anxiety • • • • tt
A much more thorough review of The Kafka Problem than had
appeared so far was published in The Yale Review early in 1947.
Levin 7 expresses five main criticisms of the volume:

Harry

(1) Kafka's

historical background is neglected; (2) Flores seems to have delib
erately played dawn the Zionist view taken by Brod; (3) psychological
and psychoanalytioal interpretations are not emphasized enough; (4)
metaphysioal aspects are overemphasized; and (5) few of the oritics
represented seem to be interested in literature as such.

Levin par

ticularly objeots to what he oa1ls John Kelly's demonstration "that
Kafka is a Calvinist'· (356).

Far from presuming to justify the ways

of God to man and telling one haw to be saved, Levin believes, Kafka
offers no solution to the human predicament.
On the positive side, Levin finds that the oollection is oon

tinuously readable and repeats itself comparatively little and that
it refleots the current trend ororiticism.

His oonolusion, however,

is that the criticism brought together in the book tends to defleot
one's attention from Kafka's works in searohing for objeot-lessons

7"Metaoriticism," n. s. XXXVI (Winter), 354-356.
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and also tends "to turn critical discourse into TallID.ldic commentary"
(356).
William Barrett, in The Nation,8 reviewing what he calls "this
not very distinguished collection of essays," finds that its "babel
of critical voices" falls into two extreme groups:

the "excessively

theological" and the "excessively or mechanically social."
objects to the paucity of Freudian interpretations.

He too

Becoming more

specific, he criticizes Brod for seeing in Kafka his own interest in
Judaism, and Kelly for equating Barth with Kierkegaard and thus show
ing a misunderstanding of Kierkegaard.

But it is Edwin Berry Burgum

who suffers Barrett's most scathing rebuke.

Burgum, this reviewer

says, "is the commissar purging Kafka as a proto-fascist, disordered
mind and diseased personality," and represents "the barbarous men
tality of Stalinism."

Barrett .. like most other critics, follows his

criticism of criticism with an interpretation of his own.

Kafka, he

says, was a religious writer in that he approached the act of writing
with a sense of consecration.

Furthermore, "in his unblinking gaze

at certain absolutes of existence, guilt, and loneliness he was con
fronting those experiences with which religions have traditionally
attempted to cope by other means, by more or less elaborate systems
of belief."
Like Barrett, the next reviewer, William Phillips, appears to
hear a babel of critical voices in The Kafka Problem.

Writing for the

8"Neuro~is and wcidity," CLXIV (January 4, 1947), 23.
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New York Times Book Review,9 he discreetly refers to "a recent collec
tion of essays on Kafka n as "tiresome and irrelevant."

Most studies

of. this writer, he says, "have gone in for endless scholarly acro
batics to discover his true meaning and the sources of his ideas, and
have lost sight of his larger human and literary qualities."

Then

Phillips brings together several of the factors which he believes con
tributed to the development of the man and the writer.
plains, is a product of many influences and traditions:

Kafka, he ex
Kierkegaard's

idea of man as the lonely and anguished traveler through this world,
the Jewish plight, the futility of central Europe before and during
the First World War, and his awn peculiar psychological drives (spe
cifically, his sense of guilt and his paranoiac tendencies).
Phillips was attempting only to correct the mania for explain
ing Kafka from one standpoint alone.

But his synthesis of several

influential factors in the writer's work was to inspire many critics
with a new approach.
pretation.

One might call it the poly-interpretive inter

Confused by the variety of

~

Kafka Problem as they

doubtless were. they were to seek refuge in the ingenious explanation
that Kafka can be interpreted "on many levels'f at the same time, that
there is 'fa wealth of meanings" in his work.. that he was "a many
sided genius."
After Phillips' synthesis, the next review to appear was that
of Alfred Werner in Congress Weekly.lO

Though generally complimentary,

9·'The Lonely Traveler.t ~1 March 2.t 1947, p. 4.
lOXIV (March 7, 1947), 14-15.
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Werner finds the volume mainly for connoisseurs.

He contributes the

masterpieoe of understatement in Kafka Problem criticism when he de
cides that some statements in the volume are "controversial. ,Edwin Berry Burgum is again the main target in James Burnham's
assessment of The Kafka Problem for Partisan Review. 1l

The word

Stalinist rears its ugly head again in Burnham's charge that Burgum's
"vulgarity .. insensitivity, and political baseness u (188) have left
hardly a shadow of the rea 1 Kafka in his '·Stalinist" (188) article.
In general .. Burnham finds that most of the critics represented in the
Problem have turned their criticism into treatises in the field of
their particular interest--be it myth .. naturalism, theology, or the
unoonscious.
Writing for the New York Herald Tribune Books, Alfred Kazin12
finds that there is one unifying prinoiple in the motley Kafka
lem.

~-

The volume, he says, upresents every possible point of view

about Kafka, but is unified by the assumption that he is only a little
less difficult than the physics of the atom bomb tt (3).

And, he adds,

"the book as a whole is a weariness to the mind and flesh" for it is
an accumulation of all the efforts to present -Kafka as a problem
rather than as an experience" (3).

Kafkats complexity" he says, is

perhaps a good thing, for we would rather not understand such writers
too well:

"we cannot live with them and our usual compromises at the

Ilt'Observations on Kafka, U XIV (March-April, 1947), 186-195.
12uKafka" Twentieth Century Man of Sorrows, tt April 13 .. 1947,
pp. 3, 23.
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same time" (3).

Kafka, this reviewer offers" saw "the essential un

appeasable loneliness of man in the universe tt (3), and in his artistic
expression of this loneliness many explanations have validity.

Taking

refUge in the poly-interpretive solution to the Kafka problem, Kazin
lists many of the main interpretations.
they boil down to one:

However, he suggests that

"Standing at the extremity of human isolation,

conscious of himself as an eternal solitary, a Jew, a poor clerk in
the prison-house of the modern industrial bureaucracy" a cipher in
the Central European maze of nationalities • • • Kafka • • • believed
himself the contemporary man of sorrows • • • tt

(3).

The preponderance of superficial reviews which had followed
publication of The Kafka Problem was now beginning to be replaoed by
serious, well-considered assessments of the volume by students of
Kafka.

Perhaps the most thorough and incisive

Phillips, which appeared in Commentary.

WRS

that of William

Phillips's article--appro

priately entitled nThe Great Wall of Criticismtt13 _-begins with a
lament that too many critical barriers have been erected between Kafka
and his readers.

Most Kafka criticism is, he says, "obscurantist,

pretentious, and misinformed" turned out by people who are just not
up to the subject" (595).

In this respect The Kafka Problem" he goes

on, nis a masterpieoe of editing, for surely it must have required
considerable talent to represent every variety of critical nonsense
and banality" (595).

He points out that the important Kafka studies

13 111 (June 1947), 594-596.
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by Hannah Arendt and Philip Rahv have been left out. while articles
are included which criticize critics not represented in the volume.
While the articles by Albert Camus and Claude-Edmonde M&gny are
excellent. most of the other articles "ride some personal notion or
some half-baked thesis n (596).

Especially bad are the persone.l

reminiscences articles by European writers "whose egos somehow loom
larger than the personality of Kafka" (596).

Brod's article. Phillips

continues. is an attempt nin a kind of Zionist Emersonianism--to
squeeze a Jewish oversoul out of Kafka tt (596).

other articles which

Phillips criticizes sharply are those by George Woodcock. who "tries
to prove • • • that Kafka is an inferior version of Rex Warner, an
English imitator of Kafka 1t (596); Ezequiel Mart!nez Estrada; Edwin
Berry Burgum; and Charles Neider, who "has converted the great tragic
underground man of the modern period into an apostle of good will and
uplift" (596).

All in all. Phillips believes that. with the exception

of Camus and Magny, the critics represented in

~

Kafka Problem have

failed to grasp the essential character of Kafka's work and have pro
duced only tortured analyses of the obvious.
Two months after Phillips's acute analysis, Commentary pub
lished a sharp rebuttal to his article.

In Friedrich Torberg's nKafka

the Jew nl4 we see the development of still another convolution in the
Gordian knot--criticism of criticism of criticism.

Torberg agrees

that the articles in the Problem are highly inadequate but goes on

l4rv (August 1947), l89~190.
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to say that Mr. Phillips's article is "one of the most inadequate
pieces to appear about Kafka in a long time" (189).

He particularly

objects to Phillips's having accused Max Brod of attempting to
n t squee ze a Jewish oversou lout of Kafka' U (189).
for a Jewish interpretation of

Kafka~

Torberg argues

and mentions three considera

tions which he evidently believes prove his point:

(1) Brod (who wgs

absorbed in both Judaism and Zionism) and his friend would not have
been so

close~

he

says~

had not Kafka's attitude toward his awn Jew

ishness been one of acceptance; (2) Kafka's recorded feelings on the
subject of Judaism in his diaries and letters are sympathetic; and
(3) his interest in Judaism was confirmed (to Torberg himself) by
Brod.

On the basis of these factors Torberg declares that no squeez

ing of a Jewish oversoul out of Kafka is necessary, for it is already
there.

Furthermore~

he adds a warning to those who are determined to

see anything but Jewishness in him--particularly to those who call him
a Czech:
French.

nHe was about as Czech as e. Negro born in New Orleans is
He was about as Jewish as that Negro is Negro" (190).

Meanwhile~

a considerably cooler and more disinterested comment

on The Kafka Problem had been brought out by that urbane man of let
ters, Edmund Wilson.

··A Dissenting Opinion on Kafka," appearing in

~ New Yorker,15 is Wilson's attempt to brake the now careering

Kafka bandwagon.

The critics represented in this volume, Wilson says,

1toversaturate and stupefy the reader and finally give rise to the

l5XXIII (July 26~ 1947), 53-57.
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suspicion that Kafka is being wildly overdone" (53).
Another negative reaction to the manic symptoms which criti
cism

WBS

beginning to assume was registered by R. W. Flint in Parti

san Review.

In a letter to the editors 16 Flint delivers a blistering

attack on the academic method of criticism employed by Kafka inter
preters in general.

The technique dear to professors and Ph. D.

candidates--that of finding a "clue" or "key" to a difficult writer's
works--has developed into

8

mania, he says, perhaps the most blood-

chilling example of which is The Kafka Problem.
Reviews of this controversial volume continued into 1948, more
than a year after its publication.
Gardner, appeared in Ethics. 17

The first of these, by Martin

Gardner singles out John Kelly's ex

planation of Kafka, calling it "extreme n (145), especially in its conelusion (according to Martin) that Joseph K. "evolves into a Pauline
Christian" (145).

Neider's "The Cabalists" is the most important

article in the volume, this reviewer believes.
The last criticism of The Kafka Problem appeared in Eliseo
Vivas's article for ~ Kenyon Review, "Kafka's Distorted Mask. n18
Vivas particularly objects to the sociological and psychological ex
planations of Kafka which impose a cut-and-dried theory on his works.
The worst types of critical articles on Kafka, he says, are "those

l6"On PR, Kafka and the Habits of Critics:
XIV (September-October 1947), 518-523.
17LVIII (January 1948), 144-146.
18X (Winter 1948), 51-69.
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egregious compounds of home-made psychoanalysis and facile sociology
of art of a purely speculative nature, which without any inductive
evidence to support them find Kafka's meaning in his psychological or
political history and in so doing explain it utterly away" (52).
Summing up his reaction to the collection of articles, he says, "The
problem which most of these pieces raise is as to why the editor
should have wanted to rescue them from discreet obscurity" (51).
"Kafka's Distorted Mask."

This was a fitting title for the

final comment on The Kafka Problem.

For, regardless of what positive

contribution the collection had made, it had certainly wrenched the
face of Kafka into a painful variety of expressions.
Though The Kafka Problem had provoked criticism which lasted
for two years, it was not the only volume published in 1946 which
aroused critical interest in Kafka.

In the same year The

~

Wall

of China,19 a collection of Kafka's late stories, fables, and apho
risms, elicited a good deal of comment also.

Its introduction and

exegetical notes, by Edwin MUir and Philip Rahv, representatives of
the religious "school," drew one major rebuttal.

But for the most

part, critics actually reacted to Kafka himself in their reviews in
stead of directing all their attention to tearing down these two

19Trans. Willa and Edwin MUir (New York). Its contents were
"Investigations of a Dog, tt ·'The Burrow, tt "The Great Wall of China,"
uThe Giant Mole," "The Hunter Gracchus," "The Married Couple," "My
Neighbour," "A Common Confusion," "The Bridge, It "The Bucket Rider,"
"A Sport," "The Knock at the Manor Gate," "The City Coat of Arms"t
·'The Silence of the Sirens," "Prometheus," "The Truth about Sancho
Panza,1t "The Problem of our laws," "On Parables," "A Little Fable,"
"'He, ,~, "Reflections on Sin, Pain, Hope, and the True Way."
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interpreters.
Mlir, in his "Introductory Note,"ZO restates his conception of
Kafka's major theme.

These stories, as well as the other works, re

flect .his two-fold moral and spiritual problem:

finding one's true

place and vocation in the community and acting in accordance with the
wishes of heavenly powers.

This problem, Muir says, is an eternal

one and one which has become crucial in our time" "where we see tradi
tion after tradition crumbling, and society itself a chaos in which
it is hard to find one's way, far less a vooation that. has a transcend
ent sanctiontt (xv-xvi).

Kafka's greatness, Mlir believes, lies in his

having realized this problem as it never was before and "illuminating
it with a power of imagination and thought unexampled in his time"
.(xvi) .•

Muir goes on to rank Kafka as the greatest writer of his age:

ttThere is no other writer of his age-....and it was the age of Ri Ike and
Proust--whose work carries so continuously" inevitably and naturally
the mark of greatness U (xvi).
Turning to a discussion of the stories in the volume. MUir
notes that they were all written between 1917 and 1924, the year of
Kafka's death, and sees in them a tranquillity uncharacteristic of
his earlier stories.

Though such early works as "The Country Doctor,"

'tIn the Penal Colony, tt and "The Metamorphosis" are obsessive almost
to the point of madness, he says, these stories are olearer" more
tranquil, and better proportioned.

20pp. vii-xviii.
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Discussinr; nThe Burrow,," he calls it

ua

description of the

shifts to which man is reduced in his isolation. and the fatal im
perfection of his most astute devices • • • n (xvii).

"The Giant Mole"

he finds a delightfully ironic comment on modern sciance.

In "In

vestigations of a Dog" he remarks the sense of tranquillity which
one' feels in Kafka's later works.

The extreme tension of the writer's

conflict was over, and he could view it with the perspective of a
person who knew he would soon be free of it.

Muir finds this story

similar to Shakespeare's last plays in its enigmatical atmosphere.
"The charged air which fills The Castle and The Trial has cleared;
the conflict and the passion have died away" (xiv).

In contrast to

what several later reviawers were to conclude, MUir finds that this
volume gives a clearer picture of Kafka as artist and thinker than any
of his other works.
Philip Rahv, in his "Exegetical Notes,,2l to The Great Wall of
China, also interprets the stories ac,cording to religion or meta
physics.

The inquiring dog in nInvestigations of a Dog" is trying to

break through appearances to clarity and truth and therefore suffers
metaphysical anguish and alienation from the community.

He tries to

force an understanding of the mysteries of existence by fasting, but
fails because "grace is not to be achieved through coercion nor
through the renunciation of life'· (311).

Rahv explains the wall in

nThe Great Wall of China" as symbolic of "human solidarity, of earthly

2lpp. 309-315.
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fUlfilment. and of mankind's efforts to obtain transcendental guid
ance" (312).

He also gives a religious interpretation of ftThe Giant

Mole"n describing the mole itself' as a symbol of divinity in that it
represents "the recession of the supernatural into the realm of the
fabulous and archaie 1t (314).
In the first critical article to deal with The Great Wall of
China Clement Greenberg. writing for Commentary.22 presents a non
religious interpretation of the volume's title story.

Without dealing

in personalities at all, Greenberg rejects the theories that Kafka was
a religious writer and an allegorist.

He sees him as outside the

tradition of Western fiction" including allegory and fairy tale. in
a dimension far removed from reality and yet with the intensest
appearance of reality.

In this realm Kafka portrays only the quin

tessential situations of human life--those experiences which continu
ally recur and by their repetitive and dull detail make up the staple
of human existence.

He is neither religious nor philosophical; he is

essentially pessimistic" Greenberg believes.

'~Vith

a vision un

obstructed by the meanings that religion, philosophy. ideology" and
sheer hope read into the human condition"

Kar~a

sees life as sealed

off and governed by unknowable powers who permit us the liberty only
to repeat ourselves until we succumb" (369).
The next review of The Great Wall was notable for the most far
fetched interpretation to be offered

2211 (October 1946). 368-370.
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far of a work by Kafka.
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Harriet R. Forbes, reviewing for The Library Journal,23 is evidently
carried away by post-war enthusiasm when she suggests that, though
the writer died in 1924, "The City Coat of Arms" can be interpreted as
"an essay on the pitfalls confronting the builders of the United Na
tions."
The conception of Kafka as appealing to only a small, esoteric
following was still evident in the San Francisco Chronicle's classi
fication of The Great Wall as "designed for collectors and students
of Kafka.,·24
~.!!.. s

It was evident too in the Saturday Review of Litera

title, "More Fuel for the Kafka Followers," heading F. C.

Weiskopf's review. 25

Weiskopf, falling into the usual critical pat

tern, takes issue with several other critics before he presents his
awn interpretation.

He criticizes both Edwin MUir and Philip Rahv

for leaning too heavily toward Brod's explanation.

One must remember,

he points out, that all of the works in this volume were written dur
ing the last period of Kafka's life, between 1917, when he was suffer
ing illness, hunger, and cold in wartime Prague, and 1924, when he
was dying of tuberculosis in a sanitarium.

One must remember the

optimism and humor of Amerika and the fighting spirit of the heroes
of The Castle and The Trial and avoid placing too much emphasis on
these late pieces uwritten under the terrible strain of an incurable

23LXXI (November 1, 1946), 1542.
24william Hogan, November 10, 1946, p. 20.
25XXIX (November 16, 1946), 17.
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illness .. and the isolating shadow of death" (17).

Weiskopf puts less

emphasis on Kierkegaard and other religious thinkers as influences on
Kafka than do MUir and Rahv and names other influenoes whioh he oon
siders important:

ttKropotkin, Herzen.. Dickens_ and. above all. the

Bohemian atmosphere--the radiations of the spirit of Hus and Chelcicky,
the eoho of the laughter of Hanlicek and Hasek. the traditional Czeoh
yearning for freedom and for human brotherhood" (17).
In direot opposition to Weiskopf's judgment of The Great Wall
stories as atypical. Anne Fremantle. in her review for The Common
weal .. 26 deolares .. "Here is the whole of Kafka" (186).

Her explanations

of specifio stories show that she too is going the way of many other
critios--toward the least-resistant line of multiple interpretation.
Miss Fremantle stresses the wide range of possible explanations for
these stories.

For instance, the burrow .. in the story of the same

name. may represent "the self-created deoeption in which Kafka. hating
his father and afraid of him.. rejects the daylight reality he.repre
sents" (186).

Or. it may represent lfthe cocoon of darkness in which

the sinner seeks to hide from God" (186) .. in which case the whistling
might be "the Ever Presence laughing at the pathetic failure of his
attempts; at the unreal safety he tries to construct apart from re
demptive Grace" (186).
~hetto,

Again, the burrow mir,ht stand for "the Jewish

created by the inferiority complex and loneliness of the race:

its rejection of the upper world that first rejected it U (186).

26See above, note 4.
and The Kafka Problem.

This article reviews both The Great Wall
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"The Metamorphosis" too, Miss Fremantle finds, can be interpreted in
a variety of ways.

Gregor might represent the murderous Oedipal son,

the misunderstood genius, the despised Jaw, or simply the sin-con
scious human being in a world which denies sin.
Wylie Sypher's interpretations, in a review for The Nation,27
are not so varied as are Miss Fremantle's, and they all emanate from
a conception of Kafka as a religious writer.

The usual Kafkan themes

are in these late stories, Sypher says: "the inscrutability of the
will of God and its inescapable operation ('Investigations of a Dog'
and

t

The Great Wall of China'), the involutions of anxiety far within

the isolated self and the futility of either intellect or retreat
before the Unknown ('The Burrow'), and the necessity of accepting the
divine as absurd or even repulsive ('The Giant Mole')" (731).
William Phillips, too, in his Naw York Times reviaw,28 sees
Kafka's orientation as primarily metaphysical, but emphasizes also
his importance as a'representative of modern man.

In all these stories,

he says, Kafka's protagonist is "a truly modern version of Everyman,
in that the classic figure of the spiritual wanderer and seeker of
truth is endowed with all the anxieties of the modern world."
The interpretive material in The Great Wall of China had ex
plained Kafka as primarily metaphysical or religious in orientation.
As if in answer to this theory, Kafka's "Metamorphosis" was published

27 n The New Eumenides," CLXIII (December 21, 1946), 731-732.
28See above, note 9. This article reviews The Great Wall,
The Kafka Problem, and Metamorphosis.
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in book form during the same year29 with a preface made to order for
the psychoanalytic critics. 30

In it Paul Goodman takes exception to

the assumption implicit in most criticism of Kafka's animal stories
that their author likens a beast to man for allegorical purposes.
Instead, says Goodman, he is depicting man as acting out an animal
identity in himself.

Explaining further, he says that the animals

are totems and that Kafka uses the totemic identification of beast
and man on two levels2

the literal and the symbolic.

Literally, the

animal is another self to the person, a friend and communicant, and
in this relationship we are reminded of the community of all life and
the continuum of the libido.

Symbolically, the animal is "a symptom

of unconscious conflicts, mostly those centering round the hostile and
castrating father and the son's identification with him; the son's
surrender to him; perhaps, most deeply of all, the child himself as
the devourer, destroying mother and father both, at the age of his
omnipotence U (6).
The reviews of Metamorphosis were with one exception either
very cautious or very vague.

It was as if the shock of the story

itself--one of Kafka's most powerfUl--had made reviewers hesitant to
say anything too definite.
Kirkus 31 discreetly classifies it as "of interest to Kafka's

29Trans. A. L. Lloyd (New York).
30Paul Goodman, pp. 5-8.
3lXIV (October 1, 1946), 504.
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exclusive following, t. and ~ Library Journa1 32 evidently feels safe
in the observation that it contains ua philosophical message. n

How

ever, the epitome of cautiousness is illustrated in James Sandoe's
review for the Chicago Sun Book Week. 33

Evidently fearing either to

agree or disagree with Goodman, he says, HKafka' s • • • fable • • •
will bear singularly abstruse interpretation as Paul Goodman's pref
ace to this edition demonstrates. '.

In spite of all his caution,

however, he makes himself the most unorthodox of Kafka critics by
suggesting an absolutely literal interpretation:

"Taken simply as

the impassive narrative of a bourgeois transformed into a cockroach,"
he says, .tit is an affecting and frightening narrative. '.
The next review of Metamorphosis was interesting in its re
marks about the trappings of the volume but seemed just as much at
sea as the rest in its remarks on the content.

William Empson begins

his article for The Nation34 with a criticism of both the introduc
tion and the illustrations, calling them wrongheaded and tasteless.
He objects to Goodman's contention that Kafka wished to make an
identification of man and beast, to present animals as totems.

The

whole point of the story, he says, is that the insect is unbearably
nauseeting, and it is in view of this that the illustrations are so
inappropriate.

What could be less nauseating, he asks, than the dogs

32Fe1ix E.• Hirsch, LXXI (Ootober 1, 1946), 1330.
33December 15, 1946, p. 4.
34uA Family Monster," CLXlII (December 7, 1946), 652-653.
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and pussycats in human poses and the insect Hswaggering in white
tights# plumes, and a military carapace#" looking like "a society
portrait of Lord Byron fighting for the Greeks" (652)?
Going on to a criticism of the story itself, Empson calls it
a masterpiece but objects to several "contradictions n in it which he
feels were not intentional and for a purpose as are the contradictions
in the major works.

One such inconsistency which mars the story for

Empson is that Kafka describes the insect's back as hard and then has
the father crack it by throwine a red and therefore presumably soft
apple at it.

Most of this reviewer's criticisms of the story are of

this type.
The only real attempt to explain the meaning of Metamorphosis
was Alfred Kazin's description of it as "a parable of the inner dis
tance between human beings."35

And the only definite assessment of

it was William Phillips' s description:

"probably the best of all

[Kafka t sJ shorter works. tt36
Thus# the critical reaction to Metamorphosis was both scanty
and weak.

Perhaps

~

Kafka Problem had taken off so much critical

steam that there was little left to direct at this work by Kafka him
self.
Besides the theological and the psychoanalytical schools, the

35See above, note 12.
and The Kafka Problem.

This article reviews both Metamorphosis

36See above, note 9. This article reviews Metamorphosis, The
Kafka Problem and The Great Wall.
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social or secular school enjoyed in 1946 an appearance within the
covers of a Kafka volume.

Muir and Ram" s theological interpretations

in The Great Wall of China and Paul Goodman's psychoanalytical preface
to Metamorphosis were met with an enlarged edition of

~

Franz Kafka

Miscellany,37 including still more of Harry Slochower t s viaws.
Miscellany narl contained four additional items:

The

two short pieces by

Kafka .. "The Proclamation" and t'Outline for a Worker's [sic] Collec
tive tt ; some excerpts from Kafka's diaries and notebooks; and an
article by Slochower entitled "The Vogue of Franz Kaf'ka. t1
In his new article for the Miscellany38 Slochower lays stress
on Kafka's social adjustment.

He does not see individualism in re

lation to society or in relation to God a8 an important motif in the
writer's work.

Instead he feels that Kafka realized well how inex

tricably a part of society he was.

"Kafka does not stand for 'either

or,' not in the sense of the individual against the social world, nor
in the sense of individual limitation aver against divine limitation"

(118), Slochower writes.

He realized--and in this realization lay

his great problem--that Uthe self which questions the world is part
of the very 'World it is questioning" (118).
In line with most other critics, Slochower devotes a large
part of his article to an analysis and refutation of the criticism to
date.

Kafka criticism, he says, can be divided into two camps:

37No ed., trans. Sophie Prombaum and G. Humphreys Roberts
(New York).

38pp • 110-118.
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sees the writer's works inviting self-reliance as an alternative to
submission to authority; the other sees his works as an argument for
a theological resolution of the problem of secular authority through
self-renunciation.

Slochower names as the two main exponents of the

"self-reliance" school W. H. Auden and Philip Rahv.

He believes the

basis of these critics' interpretations to be the supposedly fearful
and critical attitude of Kafka toward his father.

He points out that

this basis is unsound. as the writer's attitude toward his father was
a mixture of admiration and criticism, love and fear.

Too, he points

out that the emphasis among modern critics on individualism is a
trend of the times, centering in such men as Gide and Silone.

As

such, this emphasis is a reflection of the critics' orientation rather
thaD a correct analysis of Kafka, who. he maintains, was not swept up
in this modern trend. but realized, on the contrary. that "the self
could not be or grow by itself" (113).

Representative of the other

school of eriticism--those who would seek a theological solution to
the problem of secular authority through renunciation of the self-
are Max Brod. Edwin MUir, John Kelly, and Claude-Edmonde Yagny.
Slochower reviews each of these critics' main tenets and indicates
weaknesses in each theory.

He then points out that the interpreta

tions of Kafka as reflecting reliance on the self or renunciation of
the self are both oversimplifications in that they miss the complexity
of the writer's world outlook and the irony intrinsic in it.
Crjtical reaction to the Misoellany was even more feeble than
the response to Metamorphosis had been.

The San Francisco Chronicle
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found only that it throws light on Kafka's development as an artist,39
and the New York Times Book Review, that it would be helpful to old
Kafka fans. 40

The fact that this volume was a second edition and.

more important, the fact that it came out in the year of The Kafka
Problem, caused it to be almost unnoticed in the turbulent stream of
criticism.
Striking testimony to the shift of focus in 1946 criticism is
the fact that only three periodical articles appeared during that
year which dealt primarily with Kafka's works rather than primarily
with Kafka's critics.

The first of these, Harry Slochower's "The

Limitations of Franz Kafka." which appeared in The American Schol

~,4l devotes its first few pages to criticism of critics but finally
turns to the subject announced.

Kafka's first limitation, says

Slochower. is his too-narrow subject matter.
but spare modifications of a single theme:

"His work consists of
all of his characters are

in search of Justice, Truth or Goodness, and all of them in much the
same way" (294).

For this reason Kafka's works lack dramatic de

velopment and suspense.
Kafka's second limitation is the thinness of his characters-
both protagonists and antagonists.

The heroes remain largely anonymous

39See above. note 2.
The Kafka Problem.

This article reviews the

40S ee above, note 6.
The Kafka Problem.

This article reviews the Miscellany and

Miscellan~

and

4lSee above, note 1. This article included both a review of
The Kafka Problem and general criticism.
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and indistinguishable and are clearly projections of the writer's own
personality.

This gives the dialogues the character of lonely debates

in which ·'the 'I' seems to be seeking, reflecting and addressing
itself·' (294).

Furthermore, the enemy in Kafka's writings lacks

concreteized existence.

Thus the Authorities in The Castle and the

High Court in The Trial are "shadowy epiphenomena" (294) with "no
personality of their own, no individual life or legitimacy" (294)-
unreachable and invisible.

Slochower considers this a fault even

though he explains that this vagueness and inaccessibility of the
pawers-that-be

~is

central to Kafka's conception that authority is no

longer a personal God, a chieftain or lord, but has become the imper
sonality of delegates, gadgets, representatives, and other variations
of bureaucratic means" (295).
Kafka's third limitation is the lack of sensuousness which
characterizes the scenic situation in his work.
in

8

"The plot takes place

kind of eternal present, having a shifting spatial frame" (296).

This unreality of time and space makes genuine dramatic conflict and
hence catharsis impossible.

The enemy is never met in a dramstic

sensuous form and therefore can never be defeated.

"The feeling of

dread and anxiety is rarely lifted, and at the end the reader is still
in the grip of the modern furies" (296).
Thus, Slochower sUJml18.rizes, the --anemic nature and subject
matter" (296) of Kafka's art, which corresponds to the "devitalization
of our cultural epoch" (296), cannot measure up to "the aesthetic
fullness which we associate with superior writing--the complex, rich
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interrelationships among characters, the manifold of aspirations,
passions, frustrations, the concrete form of their situation • • • n
(296) •
During the course of Kafka criticism there had been several
attacks on the methods and theories of the psychoanalysts.

The most

notable of these were the arguments of W. H. Auden and Frederick J.
Hoffman.

An answer to these critics of the psychoanalytic critics

came from Henry Loeblowitz-Lennard in The University of Kansas City
Review.

In his article "Some Leitmotifs in Franz Kafka's Work Psycho

analytically Explored,n42 this writer first makes clear that his prob
ing is in no sense designed to detract from the artistic value of
Kafka's works.

Rather it is designed to show how a specific neurotic

trait can be delicately woven through an artistic creation, how the
burning themes of the artist's life are modified, explained, dis
torted, or elaborated "in the magnificent interplay of unconscious
creativity and intellectual control which is the sign of the mature
artist" (115).
After this apologia for the analysts, Loeblawitz-Lennard turns
to the analysis at hand.

Explaining the bewitching effect of Kafka's

works on some readers, he theorizes that the symbolic meaning pene
trates to the unconscious level of the reader's mind without leaving
a deep impression on the understanding.

Kafka's conflicts, perceived

subconsciously, reactivate similar conflicts in the reader which are

42XIII (Winter 1946), 115-118.
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worked through in the reading process and, hence, objectified.
There are four main neurotic motifs which constantly reappear
in Kafka's works, this writer continues:

the paranoid motif. the

disease motif, the oompulsive motif, and the guilt motif.

The para

noid motif is apparent in the surveillance "by old people across the
street" of Joseph K.' s room, the way everyone "somehow knew" about
his trial" his sudden arrest "without reason.. " Gregor Samsa's trans
formation into an insect, and Karl Rossmann's entrapment in a web of
circumstantial evidence.

The disease motif is evident. Loeblowitz

Lennard believes, in the faot that Joseph K. was arrested in bed, and
in the airless atmosphere of the trial chambers--both symbolic of
Kafka's tuberculosis.

The compulsive motif is evident in Kafka's

desire not to publish--to

~retain"

his works--and in his taciturnity.

Loeblowitz-Lennard gives no examples of the guilt motif in Kafkafs
life or works, since" he points out" a great many critics have al
ready done so.

But he offers as explanation of the writer's exces

sive guilt feeling his development .. under his stern father" of a
powerful super-ego and his consequent relation of failures and in
adequacies to the self.
The last periodical article to appear in the strife-torn year
of 1946 was the undistinguished "Two Notes on Kafka tt by Charles
Neider.

Writing now in The Rocky Mountain Review,43 Neider compares

¥.afka with Samuel Butler and finds that 'tboth men hungered for

43X (Winter 1946)" 90-95.
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acceptance by the cabalism of their times and both were rejected;
both, in consequence, retaliated through their works; and in doing
so reproduced the cabalisms in order to satirize them" (91).

More

apparent similarities are to be found, Neider goes on, in the fact
that both writers were life-long and neurotic bachelors, both had
father complexes and were products of authoritarianism, and both were
haunted by guilt and inferiority feelings.

Their major works may be

compared as shrewd and caustic examinations of society.

Butler in

Erewhon and Erewhon Re.. . . isi"tAd delighted in the intellectual perversity
of turning things inside out, while Kafka in The Trial and The Castle
exercised his love of emotional perversity.
In his second note Neider discusses the superiority of The
Trial to The Castle.

He finds The Castle "a spotty book, a novel with

a confused focus • • • unsatisfactory emotionally" (93) because it
lacks the subjectivism, the dream-distortion technique, the irrational
and the neurotic elements of The Trial.

The reason for these flaws,

Neider believes, is that while Kafka was interested in Joseph K. as an
individual, he used K. only as a device with which to view the village.
Neider concludes his criticism by suggesting various changes which he
feels would improve The Castle.
III

Publication of The Kafka Problem brought the critical war to
its culmination.

Incensed writers made

s~eping

condemnations of

entire critical schools and singled out for attack such controversial
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figures as Edwin Berry Burgum, John Kelly, Edwin Nllir, and Max Brod.
Such vituperative terms as t1vulgarity,11 "political baseness, t, and
"the barbarous mentality of Stalinism" were indicative of the lack
of restraint which now characterized the conflict.
Criticism of The Kafka Problem was almost as varied as the
criticism in The Problem.

The collection was called, among other

things, Han excellent study. '1 t1a babel of critical voices, t1 !'a philo
sophic guide." and u a weariness to the mind and flesh."

By and large,

however, the later and more substantial interpreters looked upon it
as an obstacle rather than an aid to the understanding of Kafka.
Great Wall of

Criticism~'

"The

and t1Kafka' s Distorted :Mask'· were perhaps

the most apt titles to appear during the post-Problem period.

Atten

tion was so focused on the collection that other volumes by and about
Kafka which appeared during the year 1946 received little notice in
comparison.
The outstanding reviewer during this year was William Phillips.
His articles on The Kafka Problem gave the best assessment both of
the collection as a whole and of particular interpretations included
in it.

His comment that most critics had lost sight of Kafka's real

importance in their "endless scholarly aerobatics to discover his
true meaning and the sources of his ideas" was the perfect statement
of the critical situation.

And his definition of the Kafkan hero was

the most aptly worded synthesis of the metaphysical and the
mann interpretations that would appear:

tl

mo dern

his view of Kafka t s pro

tagonist as "a truly modern version of Everyman, in that the classic
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figure of the spiritual wanderer and seeker of truth is endowed with
all the anxieties of the modern world't was emerging as one shared by
the soundest and most serious critics.

The following year would

produce a number of excellent articles which developed this basic
idea.

CHAPTER VII
BIOGRAPHY AND PSYCHOANALYSIS (1947):

ViHAT WAS KAFKA?

I

The year 1947 was dominated by two major works on Kafka.
was

l~x

Brod's Franz Kafka:

man's Kafka's Prayer.

~

One

Biography. and the other was Paul Good

These studies presented the writer in two

such entirely different lights that he was hardly recognizable as the
same man.

Brod stressed Kafka's optimism in an effort to

sh~t

that

in spite of his seeming pessimism, he did have an ultimate religious
faith.

Goodman, on the other hand, painted a picture of

8

man so

devoured by psychological complexes that his whole life and work were
but a series of variations on one theme--sslf-torture.
Reviewers of these two volumes contributed little to an under
standing of Kafka.

Instead, they continued to defend one or another

of the established intarpretations and snipe at the enemy's position.
The critical war went on.

In the serious critical articles appearing

during 1947, however, a strong trend was becoming evident--a trend
toward seeing Kafka as a symbol of the plight of modern man.

This

view, which had recurred with various emphases from time to time during
the history of Kafka criticism, was now to come out strongly.

Neither

Brod's tribute nor Goodman's study was seriously to deflect its course.
For the

Bio~raphy

was an optimist.

came too late to convince many readers that Kafka
And Goodman's extreme psychoanalytic

not win many adherents.

posi~ion

could
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II

The first of these two volumes to appear was Franz Kafka:
a Biography.l

In it, Kafka's readers found valuable biographical

information which could not be found elsewhere.
a bias.

But they also found

Brod attempts to portray Kafka the man--as he was seen by

his close frienda--in order to balance the picture of Kafka as seen
through his works by the reading public.

He continually emphasizes

his oontention that Kafka was not the somber, brooding pessimist that
he appears to be in his writings, but was actually a delightful com
panion with a gentle, magnetic charm.
Beginning with a discussion of Kafka's baCkground, parents, and
childhood, Brod stresses the importance of Kafka's "grand image of his
father" (15) and the effect it had on his personality development, his
writing, his religious thinking, and his attitude toward marriage.
In a discussion

o~

Kafka during his university days, Brod de

scribes his friend as "a healthy young man, admittedly remarkably
quiet, observant, reserved tl (39).
mindedness:

He reaffirms Kafka's healthy

"His spiritual bent was not in the direction of the mor

bidly interesting, the bizarre or the grotesque, but in that of the
greatness of nature, the curative, health-giving, sound, firmly es
tablished, simple thingsU (39).

Brod explains Kafka's shyness and

reserve and his severe self-criticism as resulting from his measuring
himself by impossibly high standards--by 1tthe ultimate goal of human

ITrans. G. Humphreys Roberts (New York, 1947).
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existence" (49).
After receiving his doctorate in jurisprudence, Kafka was
faced with the problem of choosing a vocation.

Brod recalls the

anguish he suffered from the narrow confines of his routine insurance
job and from the inroads it made on his free time.

The struggle to

find time and strength to write and at the same time carry out his
vooational and family duties was a constant one, for his writing was
all-important to him.
diary:

In this connection, Brod quotes from Kafka's

"'My preoccupation with portraying my dream-like inner life

has relegated everything else to a secondary position; other interests
have shrunk in a most dreadful fashion, and never cease to shrink'u
(94).

Going on to a discussion of the years of early manhood during
which both he and Kafka were toiling at their incredibly dreary, rou
tine jobs and trying to write during off-hours, Brod recalls the many
excursions they used to take together and again emphasizes the out
going side of Kafka's nature--his love of swimming, boating, and
hiking and his interest in the new, the topical, the technioal.

Kaf

ka, he says, was by no means "at home in an ivory tower, a world of
fantasies far removed from life" (102)--WRs anything but "an ascetic
consumed by nothing other than religious speculations'· (102).
In an entire chapter devoted to Kafka's engagement, Brod points
out the profound effect the struggle to go through with marriage had
upon his writing.

One of his greatest desires was to marry, found a

family, and have a settled place in the world, but against this
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desire was set the feeling that domestic life would destroy his inner
world and his writing.

This conflict was intensified when Brod in

troduced him to Felice Bauer in August 1912.

The next five years

were filled with the turmoil of indecision over whether to marry or
not.

Quoting from the "Letter to My Father tt and the diaries .. Brod

illustrates the conflict which Kafka underwent.
wrote:

In the "Letter U he

"ITo get married .. to found a family, to aocept all the chil

dren that arrive .. to maintain them in this uncertain world .. and even
to lead them e. little on their way

~S ..

~n

a man can ever succeed in doing t • t (139).

my opinion, the utmost that
On the other hand .. a later

entry in the diary consists of a list of all the points for and against
marriage and reads in part:

t11Fear of being tied to anyone, of over

flowing into another personality.
more,tt

(142).

Then I shall never be alone any

Brod suggests that Kafka's breaking his engagement

provided the impetus for his beginning The Trial and nIn the Penal
Colony," both ndocuments of literary self-punisbment, imaginative
rites of atonement"

(146). He quotes Kafka as having once referred

to his illness as psychic--as a device enabling him to escape from the
fatefUl decision which he could not bring himself to make.
Discussing Kafka's religious beliefs .. Brod says,

t~Vhat

I em

phasize, and what I believe distinguishes my exposition of Kafka from
all the others • • • is the fact that I consider that the positive
side of him, his love of life .. of the earth earthy.. and his religion
in the sense of a properly fUlfilled life, is his decisive message ..
and not self-abnegation, turning his back on life, despair--the 'tragic
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position,11 (170).

He admits that the great bulk of Kafka's work

reflects an attitude of hopelessness and despair at man's powerless
position in the universe.

But in Kafka's few expressions of hope and

optimism Brod finds proof of an essentially positive outlook.

ttJust

because the dispositions to faith were won from such a radical skepti
cism,H he says, "they are in their truthfulness, refined by the ulti
mate tests, infinitely valuable and powerful" (172).
further, that "if only

~

He believes,

such proposition is found, in a religious

thinker, it has the remarkable quality of decisively changing the
whole picture of him" (171).

As an example of such a uhopeful n

proposition Brod quotes Kafka thus:
the fact that you don't despair.

n'Don't despair, not even over

Just when it seems that all is

over, new forces come to your assistance after all, and just that
means that you are alive'u (front leaf).

Brod believes it is only by

overlooking such propositions that critics can regard Kafka as in
line with the theology of crisis and that group of theologians who see
an unbridgeable abyss between God and man.

Though he believed in the

incommensurability of the Absolute world with the world of man, he did
believe in the Absolute.

But he also realized profoundly the tragedy

of human insufficiency--the inability of man to grasp and hold to the
Absolute, to keep on the right path.

He thought to be near God and to

live rightly were identical, Brod says, and the chief theme of his
works is the danger of losing the right way-_Ua danger so grotesquely
out of proportion that it is really only an accident •

that can

bring us to the point of entering into 'The Law,' i.e. the right and
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perfect life • • • " (174).

In another passage. oddly enough, Brod

su:mmarizes Kafka's "fundamental outlook" thus:

"Almost everything is

uncertain, but once one has a certain degree of understanding one
never loses the way any more" ( 173) •
In his account of the last years of Kafka's life Brod describes
the long battle with tuberculosis:
to sanatorium; the love and ridelity

the moving about from sanatorium

or

Dora Dymant, his mistress, and

of Dr. Klopstock. his friend; and finally his death.
of th€

In this section

biography Brod becomes strangely superstitious, recording vari

ous occurrences just before Kafka's death such as the appearance of an
owl at the sick man's window and a mysterious and unexplained tele
phone call to Brod from the town where Kafka was dying.

The reader

can hardly help viewing the whole biography in a new light in the face
of this unexpected occult predisposition which Brod reveals.
The reader leaves this biography with the feeling that he has
seen a side of Kafka which he could not have seen otherwise.

But he

leaves with a good deal of skepticism about the objectivity with which
this devoted friend treated his subject.
Appended to the biography are two brief reminiscences, one by
Rudolf FUchs2 and the other by Dora Geritt.3

Fuchs recalls Kafka's

appearance of healthiness in his younger days; his enigmatic smile.
even when he was very sick; his sensitivity to noise; and his

2 nReminiscences of Franz Kafka.-' pp. 231-234.
3 u Brief Memories of Franz Kafka." pp. 235...236.
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scrupulous concern to avoid disease.

N~ss

Garritt, who was a fellow-

patient in a sanatorium, remembers Kafka's gentle, ironic humor; his
sYmpathy with others; his understanding of children; and his ability
to see the bright side of everything in life.
As might have been expected, the biography set in motion a new
wave of reviews, commentaries and--as always--criticism of criticism.
Most of the reviews were pro-theologieal, but one made a sharp attack
on Brod for his leadership in the theological interpretation.

Nearly

all of them lamented the increasir!.g1y nrudd:"ed waters of Kafka criti
cism.
Kirkus,4 in line with its dogged conviction that Kafka is in
telligible to only a select group, called the book more revealing
about Kafka's works than the works themselves are.
Time,5 dropping its usual facetious tone, reviews the biography
favorably.

It contains, Time tells its readers,

ua

muster of bio

graphical facts, possessed by no one else but Brod, arranged with
discerning intelligence and affectionate understanding."

Time goes on

to call the book none of the soundest and most moderate critical ap
praisals of Kafka's intellectual purpose and achievement·' (104).
Alfred Werner, in The Christian Century,6 agrees with Time
that Brod was better fitted than anyone else to write the biography.

4XV (February I, 1947), 89.
5UThe Tragic Sense of Life," XLIX (April 28, 1947), 104, 106,
108, 110 and 112.
6 nMystical but Not Bizarre," LXIV (June 4, 1947), 711.
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He not only repeats Brod's warning against looking upon Kafka as
merely bizarre. but seems to accept Brod's entire picture of his
friend» describing Kafka's works

8S

"nothing but an

i~~ense

striving

to discover God in himself» to be near God» which» according to Kafka»
was identical with 'living rightly. tit
A sharp attack on all those reviewers who had agreed with Brod's
interpretation of Kafka oame next.

Charles Neider» writing for the

New York Times Book Review,7 censures Brod for "imposing" religion on
Kafka and ignorine his obvious neurosis.
the following charges:

More specifically, he makes

(1) Brod implicitly depreciates science in

emphasizing "deeper" or "higher" realities and explicitly depreciates
psychoanalysis; (2) he gives theological and even highly sectarian
interpretations of neurotic phenomena; (3) he does not understand that
the roots of Kafka's tragic neurosis lay in his relation to his father;
and (4) he misses the masochistic implications of this neurosis.

Con

cluding his attack, Neider says that Brad "indulges in the very human
process of expressing himself.

But it is Brod he reveals, not Kafka. n

Arthur Forf, revi6Wing for the San Francisco Chronicle,S
agrees with Neider that Brod often shifts the focus from Kafka to
himself.

But he does think the biography throws light on Kafka's

religious views.

He bemoans the evil days that criticism has fallen

upon, saying» "Today it is almost impossible to see the man for his

7nThe Roots of Tragedy," June 15» 1947» p. 16.
8"Biography of Kafka»" June 22, 1947» p. 12.
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critics."

He concludes with what was already all too obvious--that

Brod's biography would settle no literary disputes.
The next revi8'W of the Biography, Irving Howe's uBrod on Kafka tt
in The Nation,9 agrees with the two preceding ones that the book con
tains too much Brod and not enough Kafka.

Brod, says Howe, was too

close to Kafka to see him in perspective and tried to make him too
saintly.

However, in spite of all its shortcomings as a biography,

since this umemoirn is unique, it is indispensable.

Going on to

assess the importance of Kafka today, Howe writes, "He belongs to the
generation which has experienced the fUll results of the contemporary
debacle and must now live most of its life in the aftermath"

(48).

Thus, Brod's emphasis on Kafka's Jewishness is valid in a sense:

ttHe

is not merely our exposed nerve • • • he is that nerve at the ex
tremity of its quiver--only in that sense is his Jewishness relevant"
(48) •
Howe's review was followed by a strongly favorable one.

Wal

ter J. Ong, S. J., writing for The Modern School~~nJlO commends the
11fine insight permeating [ Brod' sJ entire treatment of Kafka f slife U
(181), especially his assertion that holiness 't'is the only right
category under which Kafka's life and work can be viewed t

,t

(181).

Ong's primary concern is evidently the question of whether Kafka be
lieved in God.

He quotes passages which seem to him (as they had to

9CLXV (July 12, 1947), 47-48.
lOnFinitude and Frustration: Considerations on Brod's Kafka,tt
XXV (November 1947-1~y 1948), 173-182.
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Brad) to prove that Kafka did.

Kafka's depiction of man seeking

complete satisfaction in questioning his relationship to God--his
merciless rejection of all facile and comfortable systems or ration
alizations--this perfectionism# in itself# Ong believes, argues his
concern with God.
During this debate over the merits and demerits of Brod's biog
raphy# a volume which was at the opposite end of the critical spectrum
came out--Paul Goodman's Kafka's Prayer. ll

It viewed Kafka wholly from

the standpoint of psychoanalysis.

contributing to an under

Far

fro~

standing of him. it proved to be more difficult than Kafkats works
themselves.

In the first plsce# Goodman assumes that his readers are

as steeped in psychoanalytical concepts and terminology as he is.
Secondly# his breathless progress from one tfthoughtU to another is
highly subjective and often completely devoid of ordinary logical
connection.

MUch of the syntax is so confUsed that the meaning is not

simply ambiguous# but opaque.

This almost unreadable style# combined

with Goodman's frequent enthusiastic explosions ("Yes t Yes 1" nNo
fear 1" uNow# Ah 1 • • • this is just the point 1") make reading Kafka' s
Prayer a truly uncanny experience.
Goodman tries to show that all of Kafka's works can be under
stood as expressions of his "psychotic" personality.

Some examples

of his psychoanalytical interpretations of specific works# motifs#
characters" etc. are as follows:

ll(Ne. York. 1947).

(1) "The Trial is a fantasy of
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persecutory paranoia with delusions of reference.
able" • • • (ix-x).

This is undeni

ttThe Trial • • • like all paranoia • • • is

strongly energized by repressed homosexuality • • • " (142).

(2) "Kaf

ka's animals are totems not merely in the Freudian meaning that they
are devourers and devoured like the father and the child

retaliatin~~

but that the ego sees in them its awn original cannibalism and blood
sucking (oral sadism)" (88).
tations, and readings:

(3) Kafka's love of the

theatre~

reci

nThis expresses the erotic vitality latent in

his contemplation--the passion is all the stronger because almost
alone it must transmit the infantile sexuality, exhibition [sic
spying on the parents" (96).

and

(4) .tNaw, the suicide in 'The Judgment'

is an orgasm, the surrender of willing, death of the closed-in ego.
Wbat is the love object?
Father:

The angwer is the parents, especially the

regarded first as female and castrated, sadistically attacked,

then as a male to whom the protagonist masochistically surrenders't
(145).

(5) The warders in The Trial:

"These warders are the two

younger brothers of Kafka, who came to eat his childhood food and wear
his body linen.

He hated them.

They died.

(6) "The ending of Amerika is manic.

He is guilty of it" (157).

Let us contrast it with The

Trial, which is melancholic" (190).
Goodman offers similar explanations of Kafka's life.

He ex

plains Kafka's happiness with his mistress, Dora Dymant, thus:
woman that at last gave Kafka a kind of
indicated, was Dora.

happiness~

1tThe

as the evidence

And what was his first meeting with Dora1

[Quoting from Brad's Biography:]

'One day he noticed in the kitchen
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of the home a young girl.

She wss busy chopping up fish.

tender hands and such a bloody work It' he said. t
ingfUl reminiscence?

"Such

Is this not a mean

(We are here, also, of course, in the atmosphere

of the castration complex) • _.

The castration is a deep fear [sicJ;

it is also to be taken as the resolution for a prior destruction
wrought by the child himself--so Melanie Klein.

Dora's castration

promise is a means of appeasing the father, and so [Kafka] is allowed
a measure of happiness" (102-103).
Goodman's preface is devoted to pronouncements on other critics
and an explanation of his own purpose in this study_
sion in his first sentence is characteristic:

The condescen

"Considering the im

portance of our author, little has been written about him.
that little, almost everything is surprisingly good.
first-hand • •• n (ix).

Yet of

Surprisingly

After this gracious beginning, Goodman goes

on to say, somevrhat contradictorily, that "the critics seem unable to
give [Kafka's] life and work a plain hard look" (ix).

This uplain

hard look," it turns out, is Goodman's euphemism for a psychoanalytic
analysis of the most extreme type_

He goes on to give an ominous hint

of what is to happen to Kafka under his plain hard look:

nIt is al

most as if the critics were afraid that, too frankly scrutinized, Kaf
ka would evanesce and their sense of him be left in the air u (ix).
As he continues with his criticism of critics, it develops that
Goodman is at variance particularly with Max Brod and Thomas Mann.

In

his usual less-than-Iucid style he calls Brod's Biography "intelligi
ble in the main masses" but "wrong in all the explanations H (ix).

He
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labels Brod' s comparison of Kafka and Proust "absurd" and Brod' s be
lief that Kafka looked to integration in the community as a means of
salvation "frivolous" and "callous. n

He attacks Mann for agreeing;

with this conmrunity-seeking interpretation of The Castle:

"Brod's

wrong Castle interpretation is an earnest effort at the synthesis of
a difficult text, but for Mann to parrot it is nothing but stupidity
and laziness, and for Mann to read K. as if he were nothing but the
'artist type' of Mann seeking for the burger type, healthy and blond-
this is simply nauseating" (99).
Goodman assails critics in general for failing to take proper
account of psycho-biographical information about Kafka.

They have

avoided the important fact that 'with a brutal directness Kafka willed
himself into the slavery of a certain kind of office-work" (xi)
But most "notorious" of all, says Goodman cloudily, is their avoidance
of Uthe plain dilemma of his thought and his relation to his father"
(xi).
The reader finds some explanation for the confusion and opacity
of this book in Goodman's explanation of his purpose in writing it:
"This book is not an objective study, U he writes, "but a kind of
polemic and self-defense • • • •

To put it another way, the question

I am concerned with is a simple one:

Is what Kafka says true?

What

is true for my happiness and what is false and to be rejected? • • •
Obviously I would not have spent so much time with an author unless I
felt that here

WBS

in a special way my truth; but more important, that

here was also something challenging my truth, so that either I must
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change or be

refuted~'

(xi i).

Near the and Goodman admits"

It

I be r;an

this little book (I sae it now) in hatred and envy of Franz and of
avery friend and brother • • • n (250-251).
Thus it seems that Goodman's whole effort has been to refute
Kafka's pessimistic conclusions by exposing their supposed origins
psychoanalytically.

Like many other critics of the psychoanalytic

school, Goodman evidently discounts the validity of an author's ideas
when he discovers the psychological factors which have "caused tt them.
K1rkus,,12 the first periodical to revi9W Kafka's Prayer, took
a cautious line by calling the study

~tcontroversial

in i ts attitude"

and "extremely personal."
The first real review of the book was Philip Rahv's.

Writing in

The Saturday Review of Literature,,13 Rahv says that Goodman has fur
ther confused the general impression of Kafka by piling his own idio
s:)rncrasies on top of his subject's.

The result:

"utter confusion. U

The reader, Rahv suggests, now needs an interpretation of Goodman as
well as of Kafka.

uIn this endless flow of theorems and notions,

most of them unsupported by sufficient evidence," he writes, Goodman
has used the Freudian theory lavishly and sometimes well, but usually
in a manner uso far-fetched as to provoke immediate dissent."

As an

example Rahv cites Goodman's tracing the appearance of K.'s two
assistants in The Castle and the two warders in The Trial to Kafka's

12XV (March 15, 1947), 180.
13"Idiosyncratic Genius," XXX (August 2, 1947). 15.
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jealousy of his two younger brothers who died in infancy.
A favorable review came next.

Angel Flores, in the New York

Herald Tribune Books,14 takes the opportunity to castigate the theo
logical critics.

So far, Flores says, Kafka commentary has been

mostly from "confused and confusing t• critics.

Muir and Brod are

responsible for a mystical trend in Kafka interpretation "which has
by now assumed the proportions of a theological clambake. n

Goodman's

interpretation, on the other hand, is Ita much more perceptive and
adequate approach to Kafka. tt

The psychoana.lytic approach, Flores

explains, is the path along which Kafka's truth is to be found, for he
can be understood only in terms of his own psychology, He. psychology
so rare as to be beyond the comprehension of' most normal minds •• •• n
Flores does, however, object to Goodman's tendency to find more sym
bols and analogies than there are, to seize convenient interpretations
and overlook exceptions.

Then, in a masterpiece of understatement,

he concludes, uThis kind of recondite detectivism boomerangs ulti
mately by shedding suspicion on the critic's method."
A new and startling solution to the problem of Kafka criticism
appeared in the next review.

Goodman's book must have had a profound

effect on Anthony Bower, who, in the Naw York Times Book Revi~,15
says that no more criticism should be written about Kafka.
up to this conclusion first by an assessment of Goodman:

He leads
ItHis

14!tLight on the Hideous,!t August 10, 1947, p. 4.
15 nKafka:
p. 7.

'Writing Is a Form of Prayer"n August 24, 1947,
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interpretations are profound and erudite, and are obviously of deep
satisfaction to Mr. Goodman.

But they resemble, in their condensa

tion and highly charged significance. the Biblical commentaries of the
early mystics, and are so personal. and their compression results in
such cloudy syntax. that the reader longs for a book of reference to
the religious. philosophical, educational, and psychological back
ground of the author. It

But Bower believes Goodman's connnents are as

convincing as any that had appeared so far.
critics should desist altogether.

His conclusion is that

Kafka's main appeal. he explains,

lies somffWhere above or below the conscious level.

For this reason,

one can never get a perfect understanding or make an exact analysis.
The satisfaction of reading Kafka can never be exactly shared and. in
fact. is spoiled if one tries to fi t his reactions to those of a
spected critic."

't re 

For these reasons. says Bower, the less written

about Kafka the better.
The last review of Kafka's Prayer was favorable.

In an arti

cle for Ethics 16 Martin Gardner calls Goodman's book "an invaluable
contribution to the naturalist school of Kafka criticism as well as a
lyrical expression or Goodman's own philosophy" (145).
Amidst the clamor of critical voices directed at Max Brod and
Paul Goodman during the year 1947, a weak voice from Kafka himself
was heard.

His parables. printed in German and English and translated

l6S ee above, Chapter VI, note 17.
Kafka's Prayer and The Kafka Problem.

This article reviews both
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by Willa MUir and others,17 were published at this time.

This small

volume provoked relatively little critical notice compared with that
devoted to the volumes by Brod and Goodman.
The New Yorker 18 looked upon Parables as of interest only to
Kafka's most devoted followers.

Though a few of the pieces are

"sprightly." it admitted, the majority are "simply the dull and in
oompleted jottings of a major writer. • • •

..

Herman Salinger, writing in Monatshefte,19 found the collection
n fearful indication of the spirit of the modern age, as did Commonweal's reviewer. 20

Salinger quotes W. H. Auden's jacket comment that

"'Kafka comes nearest to bearing the kind of relation to our age as
Dante, Shakespeare, and Goethe bore to theirs"n and remarks that this
is ttless to be doubted than to be feared. n
Kafka as representative, he goes on:

Developing the idea of

t~tever

blackness and bleak

ness the world of mankind may produce. there will yet be a genius to
formulate the spirit of an age • • • • It
weal t s reviewer finds the book

~talmost

In a similar vein, Common
too terrible to bear

• • •

•

u

While reviewers were busy with criticisms of Brod and Goodman
and. to a much lesser extent, Parables, periodicals were showing a
~ling

back to criticism of the original subject.

17parab1es (New York).
18XXIII (December 13, 1947). 130.
19XXXIX (December 1947). 542.
20A. F., XLVII (January 30. 1948). 405.

A wave of artieles-
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dealing primarily with Kafka's works rather than with his critics-
appeared in 1947.

But still, many of these interpretations bore

testimony to the critical war in their prefatory remarks.
James Burnham's article for Partisan Revi8W21 is a case in
point, with its criticism of The Kafka Problem in general and Edwin
Berry Burgum in particular.

But Burnham devotes most of his article

to an exposition of his own views.

Like Austin Warren, he sees Kaf

ka's works as capable of many different interpretations.

The theo

logical, metaphysical, sociological, and Freudian ones do not exclude
each other, he says.

Thus the Castle may stand for the incommunicable

God of Abraham and Kierkegaard, the bureaucratized State, human soci
ety, the projected father image, the unknowable real of a Kantian
type of metaphysics, or even modern science thought of as a church,
with its ritualistic priests, its intoned formulas, its incompre
hensible explanations.
Indeed, says Burnham, Kafka should not be read for his "mean
ing" anyway--should not be read from an ideational standpoint--but as
a poet, expressing primarily mood and feeling rather than idea.
dominant feeling, Burnham believes, is
sided anxiety" (192).

anxiety--~a

His

universal, 811

And the anxiety-beset condition of his heroes

is not in the least fantastic or peculiar--it is exactly the human
condition.

!tIt is the spiritual situation in which every man who

has achieved self-awareness finds himself, and it sets the basic

2lSee above, Chapter VI, note 11.
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problem for which religion, metaphysics, and myth must provide the
angwer--must. because the situation is intolerable" (193).
In another--and apparently unralatad--section of his article
Burnham discusses Kafka from the standpoint of MBnichaeism.

Kafka,

he says, saw the world as divided into matter and spirit and wished
to reject the material world and live in the realm of spirit.

In

vigw of this desire, the artistic task he set himself was to portray
life in its natural appearance in order to show it to be nothing.

He

wrote in order to deny the meaning of existence.
Another writer--one of the few--who emphasized the necessity
for looking upon Kafka as primarily a poet rather than as a didactic
writer with a nmessage" was Heinz Politzer.

Writing for Commentary,22

Politzer traces the relationship of the German Jew to German culture
from Mendelssohn to Kafka.

Mendelssohn, exceptionally mild and dec

orous and essentially unrepresentative of German Jewry, promised more
than the ghetto-marked Jews who followed him could live up to.

Heine,

owing to his modern progressive extremism, failed to synthesize the
German and Jewish elements in his background.

And ludwig Borne failed

also, owing to the violence of his struggle against the ghetto and
all that it meant for German Jewry_

In Franz Kafka. Politzer writes,

came the first real synthesis of the two cultures.
For to Kafka the problem was no longer being a German and a
Jew--the problem was existence itself.

22 nFrom Mendelssohn to Kafka:
Germany," III (April 1947), 344-351.

Kafka saw beneath this special

the Jewish :Man of Letters in
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problem the general one--the crisis for European civilization.

He

saw a world in decline and gave poetic expression to what he saw.

He

saw that this decline consisted "not only in the oollapse of Central
European culture (which Kafka. who died in 1924. was nevertheless able
to see approaching). [nor] in the catastrophe that befell German Jewry
(which Kafka foresaw here and there in his work with startling exacti
tude of detail):

it consisted in man's consciousness of having lost

all connection with the authorities that ruled his life 1' (350).
In his description of the endless game of hide-and-seek between
man and the authorities. says Politzer. Kafka does not lay the blame
wholly on man or on the powers that be.

He accuses no one. but simply

describes the abyss between the world of man and the world beyond,
apportioning the responsibility equally between them.

In taking this

attitude. Politzer believes. Kafka "awakens hope of that hour when man
and the world. freed from the marks of deformity, may be able freely
to confront each other again" (350-351).

In conclusion, Politzer

expresses the belief that German Jews--the greatest of whom during
this period was Kafka--enriched German culture mainly by "sIlBtching
the Germans from the 'habitual indifference' of their conscience u (351)
and making Germany--and the entire age--conscious of the modern crisis.
The next article to include a discussion of Kafka placed him
in a chorus of literary voices which have cried out against the waste
land of modern scientific civilization.

In "The Wast.e1and of William

Blake" Frank O'lVJal1ey discusses Blake as a prophetic poet and critic
of "the wasteland t • which modern civilization was becoming and compares
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him at length with Nicolas Berdyaev~ Kafka, and Georges Bernanos. 23
Between Blake and Kafka,

O'~~lley

seas many similarities:

(1) their extreme fidelity to themselves and to what they considered
the right way of conduct; (2) their similar moral and spiritual prob
lem--that of finding their true vocation and of acting in accordance
with the wishes of higher powers; (3) their distrust of progress and
science and dislike of the restrictions modern civilization imposes
on human freedom; and (4) their similar hardships and relative lack
of public success during their lifetimes.

In spite of obvious dif

ferences" OtlJIalley says, Blake and Kafka are essentially similar in
"some likeness of conscience with respect to the chaos of the condi
tiOD of man and the terror of his life in what Bernanos calls 'the
vast agglomeration of citi as,·1 (202).

Both, in short, were prophets

of the modern wasteland.
One of the most arresting articles in all Kafka criticism was
that of Edmund Wilson, which appeared in the July 1947 New Yorker.
In nA Dissenting Opinion on Kafka u24 Wilson takes a strone; stand
against the modern tendency to idolize Kafka and set him up as a
moral guide.

Wilson admits that his generation is perhaps less

sensitive to Kafka's influence than younEer readers are.

But in

spite of this fact and "with much admiration for Kafka, 11 ,he seys,

"r

find it impossible to take him seriously as a major writer and have

23Review of Po1itics~ IX (April 1947)" 183-204.
24See Chapter VI, note 15. This article includes both a
review of The Kafka Problem and general criticism.
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never ceased to be amazed at the number of people who can" (53).

He

confesses himself surprised that so many people look upon Kafka as a
religious writer and a moral guide simply because he is representative
of the modern plight.

"He is quite true to his time and place," Wil

son agrees" "but it is surely a time and place in which few of us
will want to linger--whether as the stunned and hypnotized helots of
totalitarian states or as the citizens of freer societies who have
relapsed into taking Kafka's stories as evidence that God's law and
man's purpose are conceived in terms so different that we may as well
give up hope of ever identifying the one with the other" (57).
As for considering Kafka a religious writer, Wilson declares,
the religiOUS implications of The Castle and The Trial are nil.

He

asks whether Kafka is not satirizing "the absurdities of his own bad
conscienoe" (56) in The Trial rather than treating the problem of
original sin.

In The Castle he sees self-irony and also "a genuine

wistfulness in K.'s longing to settle down and find a modest place in
life for himself'· (56).

But neither novel" he believes, is of interest

for its religious meaning, unless possibly one sees them as parodies
of the Calvinistic doctrine of grace.

Kafka fell short of real re

ligious stature because nhe could never let go of the world--of his
family, of his job, of his yearning for bourgeois happiness--in the
interest of divine revelation • • ••• (54).

And, continues Wilson,

"you cannot have a first-rate saint or prophet without a faith of a
very much higher potential than is ever to be felt in Kafka" (54).
Far from being a religious guide" he was weak-willed, psychologically
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crippled.

He was "denationaljzed, discouraged, disaffected, dis

abled • • • tl (57).

In short, he is overrated, is not a religious

writer to be valued, was tied up in his personal problems, and was
mainly expressing his awn weakness and helplessness.

He is not of

value to us, says Wilson, because his situation is not Ilke ours.

Un

like Poe and Gogol, both of whom portray, like Kafka, "the intense and
painful realization of emotional culs-de-sac" (56), Kafka f s effect is
not "tonic."

Gogol drew strength from his heroic conception of Russia,

and Poe, regardless of his Tory ideas, is representative of post
Revolutionary America in his defiant temper and intellectual curios
ity.

But Kafka lacked this

~tonic'~

side, and it is mainly on this

basis that Wilson depreciates him as a representative of the modern
age.

Whether this pragmatic approach to literature is valid or not,

Wilson's article focused attention on the tendency of the moderns to
enshrine this symptom of their age without asking themselves whether
it was a thing to be cherished or exorcised.
In the very next month another well-known voice was heard ob
jecting to the unwholesome influence Kafka had had as a "religious"
writer.

Norman Thomas, writing in The Atlantic Monthly,25 says that

Kafka's God "might be the inspiration for the dictator of a totali
tarian state but never for the fellowship of free men" (34).

Kafka

saw God, Thomes believes, as a cosmic jester who set his creation man
in an alien world, surrounded by his own loneliness.

It would be

25"Religion and Civilization," CLXXX (Au~st 1947), 33-36.
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better for man to curse such a God--who works in ways incomprehen
sible to man--and die. than to seek inspiration from him.
Not only Kafka's classification as a religious writer was
questioned at this time but also his classification as a German
writer.

He had been called by most critics a "German" because German

was his mother tongue and he wrote in German.

From time to time. how

ever, various critics had tried to classify him as a Czech.

It is

true that the name Kafka originated in the Czech kavka. meaning jack
daw.

It is also true that Kafka was born l reared, and educated in

Prague and that he lived there nearly all of his life.

But he was

isolated doubly from the Czech environment of his native city.

First,

by being German-educated and German-speaking, he belonged to the Ger
man minority in Prague, which held itself largely aloof from the Czech
population.

Being a Jew, he was fUrther isolated, and moved, so to

speak, in a circle within a circle.

In spite of these well-known

biographical facts l Czech enthusiasts from time to time tried to claim
Kafka.

Though one feels that they have never succeeded, they did

bring out the possible Czech influences on him.

One such enthusiast,

Pavel Eisner, published in Books Abroad 26 an excerpt from his book
Franz Kafka and Prague, which was to come out in 1950.

In this

strange, rhapsodic article, Eisner does his best to prove Kafka a
"Czech writer. 't
He admits, first, that in Kafka's works there is nothing

26"Franz Kafka and Prague," XXI (Summer 1947). 264-270.
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specific--such as Czech names or topographic identifications with
Prague--which can be called Czech.

But he goes on to say that Kaf

ka' s ninstincts" are Czech and that uKafka' s work could have origi
nated only in Prague and nowhere else n (269).

Going even further, he

says, "Every facet of Kafka's work is illuminated by that mysterious
city where 6 and where alone, this work could have been conceived and
nurtured into a growth of suffering and thirst for the Beyond tt (266).
Kafka's "vision of life as mystic guilt U (268) is typically Czech and
has its absolute counterpart in the Czech writer Br~zina.

Kafka's

·'eternal, tortuous, and futile pilgrimage to God 6 with its terrifying
whirligig of the human soul • • • u (268) reminds one of the Czech
writer Komensky's Labyrinth of the World and Paradise of the Heart.
On the other hand, Eisner declares, ··nobody can succeed in proving any
profound connection between Franz Kafka and any German'· (268).

He

goes on, ··I maintain that Franz Kafka is a German author only from the
standpoint of material facts and

langua~e.

From that of spirit, he is

typically Jewish, and with his relentless and everle.sting question:
'How can I justify my existence?' he is also a moral phenomenon typi
cally Slavonic" (269).

Eisner's attempt to exclude Kafka from the

category "Gerrnan writer'~ was to bring a blisterinp; rebuttal later.
The next article to appear on Kafka was one of the most
provoking in Kafka criticlsm.

thou~ht-

In it Walter J .• Ong examines what he

considers to be the basic rationalization which Western man has de
veloped through the years in order to be able to live with himself.
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"Kafka's Castle in the West," appearing in Thought. 27 assesses Kafka's
work from the standpoint of what Ong calls "the
tion."

~reat

Western fic

The Western mind. Ong says, unable to bear existence in a

universe which contains elements beyond its ken and strengthened by
the deceptively strong arm of science, has manufactured for itself
the comfortable illusion that man's relationship to the universe is
not basically one of plight.
Western thinking.

This happy fiction underlies all of

Kafka's attitude of ironic fUtility cuts straight

into this fiction--Hthe fiction of the life with no deep-seated plight.
no chronic distress. at its center, the fiction of man in a universe
with plenty of problems indeed but with none which overwhelms him with
embarrassment and the sense of a deep and incurable weakness insepa
rable from his very beingn (443-444).

It is Kafka's challenging of

this basic optimistic assumption that makes his work bite so deeply
into our consciousness.

For the great Western fiction is a centuries

old development and underlies all of modern thinking.

It can be seen

very clearly in the Enlightenment as "an all-out effort to make a case
for the self-possessed man in the self-possessed world" (445).

It

manifests itself in many of the concrete effects of the French Revo
lution such as the metric system and superdepartmentalized

~overnments.

And it is evident in Stalin's Russia as "the • • • passion for getting
things into self-contained systems once for all" (445).

It is evident

today in the religious development of the West--Western man's

27XXII (September 1947), 439-460.
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abhorrence of superstition and of the unfounded

belief~

acutely felt,

that there is something in the world which is beyond his ken.

The

rage for psychiatry, Ong goes on, is another manifestation of man's
fear of the unknown and inexplicable in his life.

nNot opposition to

unfounded belief as such, but the subconscious urge to do away with
this sense of plight is the key to the characteristic religious oper
ations of the modern Western mind" (447).

Ritual and mystery have

dropped away from Western religions, says Ong, and even the Catholic
Churoh (in the west) tends more and more to base its claims on reason.
Loath to feel that there is some aspect of the world to which
he cannot expect access, "modern man pictures himself as a kind of
One-Eyed Connelly:

this is a closed world, and once you're on the

precincts, you can crash the gate anywhere" (455).

This idea of a

closed world has been seriously shaken by various occurrences:

the

collapse of Newtonian physics, the development of Kierkegaardian
philosophy and Barth's existentialism, and the advent of the atomic
bomb.

To this world Kafka brings a sense of the inadequacy of the

human intellect and, at the same

time~

restores movement in a dimen

sion which the West has long been trying to forget.
The next discussion of Kafka after Ong's thought-provoking
article was in a letter to the editor in Partisan Review,28 which
took Kafka criticism back again, away from Kafka himself and into the
main stream--criticism of criticism.

After attacking Kafka critics

28See above, Chapter VI, note 16. This article includes a
review of The Kaf'ka Problem as well as criticism of Burnham.
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in general, R. W. Flint directs his fire particularly at James Burn
ham, who had found overtones of Manichaeism in Kafka. 29

In an effort

to refute Burnham's ttaccusing Kafka of a mystic doctrine of pure
spirit" (520) Flint points out that he could not have hated life as a
M8nichaean must and still have had his marvelous sense of humor.
Furthermore, Flint writes, the very anxiety which Burnham found to be
fundamental in Kafka implies, from an existential point of view, an
inseparable union of spirit and matter, and hence is antithetical to
the Neniehaean doctrine.

There is some evidence of a light-dark,

good-evil, matter-spirit dualism in Kafka, says Flint, but Burnham
excludes so much evidence that his conclusion is invalid.

Kafka'S

ambiva1ence--which might seem to be between the worlds of matter and
spirit--is actually nthe ambivalence of the bourgeois who thinks he
has lost his nerve and is thrown into a world of philosophical and
theological apecu1ation alien to his nature'· (522).
was to live as his social milieu lived--to fit in.

What Kafka wanted
His great per

sonal problem was not the polarity of matter and spirit, but the
weariness, boredom, and regret which resulted from his inability to
either merge with his community or withdraw into solitude.
quotes from Kafka t s diaries:

Flint

." He who does not master life while

alive must use one hand somehow to ward off his despair over his
fate--that is done very imperfectly--but with the other hand he may
record what he sees beneath the wreckage • • • ,tt (522).

29See above, pp. 171"172.
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Quite unlike Flint's interpretation, the nAxt article to appear
treated Kafka as an existentialist.
Century~30

doom"

William

Hubben~

in The Christian

sees him as the leading figure among the nprophets of

(171).

His message is one of the moral guilt of all men, says

Hubben, and for him,

ua

leaden sky of personal or collective respon

sibility is over life • • • 11 (172).

This message makes him Uthe

poet-laureate of non-religious existentialism" (172).

For the all

pervasive mood of his work is that of existentialist thinking-
Angst--t'a chronic fear and dread of the cosmic laws of life and a
constant vision of defeat 1t (172).

Kafka sensed, long before others

did, "the spirit of decay spreading in Europe' which destroyed first
man's relation to God and then to man" (172).
tegration of Europe.

He foresaw the disin

And Europe has since proved the truth of his

apocalyptic message.
Another writer who believed Kafka to be a prophet of the tragic
events to come in Europe was an anonymous editorial writer for La
Gazette des Lettres in Paris.

An excerpt from this editorial in the

Autumn 1947 issue of Books Abroad 31 brought to the attention of the
American public the fact that a faction had sprung up in France which
advocated the destruction of Kafka's works.
stand against this group.

The writer takes a strong

nMore important than an artist's pessimism

or optimism is whether he speaks the truth," he writes, and Kafka has

30 l 'Kafka's Apocalyptic Message, \I LXIV (October 1, 1947), 171
173.
3lnShall Kafka's Writings Be Destroyed?tt XXI, 401.
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done just this in foreseeing t'that the time was coming when men
should be condemned to completely new and unheard-of penalties for
crintes of which they had not the slightest suspicion. n

The Trial and

The Castle are Hadmirably sublimated images of the concentration-camp
universe which ours has come to be" tt and we should certainly preserve
the works of this prophet, bitter as it is to face the destiny he
foresees for us.
Another indication of the interest Kafka's works had aroused
in France was a review in Time of Andre Gide's adaptation of The Trial
for the stage. 32

Time raises the question of who was responsible for

the great success of Le Proc~s:

Gide" who Uadapted the dialogue of

Franz Kafka's dark para.ble with painstaking exactness" (98) or Jean
Louis Barrault, who captured the uncanny mood of the novel in his
imaginative staging of the play.

No suggestion is made of Kafka's

contribution to the success of the production.
In the entry on Kafka which appeared in the Columbia

Dictionar~

of Modern European Literature in 1947,,33 ideas from various critics are
apparent.

The writer, Victor Lange, names the Talmud and Jewish

folklore as sources of much of Kafka's imaginative thinking.

He re

lates Kafka to Pascal, Kierkegaard, and Karl Barth in his beliefs,
and to Dostoyevsky and Strindberg in the
nature of these beliefs.

~radically

eschatological U

He compares Kafka to expressionist and

32 tt Kafka in Paris, tt L (November 10" 1947), 98, 100.
33Gen • ed., Horatio Smith (New York), pp. 433-434.
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surrealist writers in "the use of minutely detailed irrational dream
landscapes. in which strangely related phenonlena seem suspended in
an unintelligible void" (434).

Compared to Proust. Joyce, and Tho:mEls

Mann, Lange finds. Kafka is not one of the accomplished novelists of
his time.

Rather, he is, like Rilke, "the supremely religious writer

of an age in which man, caught in inevitable perplexity and doubt,
seems incapable of personal salvation" (434).

His ultimate theme

Lange describes as "the paradoxical human quest for freedom as well
as responsibility" (434).
Two interesting exegetical articles appeared in 1947, one of
"A Hunger-Artist," and one of "The Judgment. tt

Robert W. Stallman,

publishing in Accent,34 sets forth three possible allegorical in
terpretations of itA Hunger-Artist"--a metaphysical" a religious, and
a sociological one--all of which overlap.
Discussing the metaphysical interpretation first" he says that
in the story there is an almost absolute dichotomy between the divine
and the human realms:

"There exists a radical division between the

realm of faith--the religious, the qualitative" the spiritual or the
supernatural (symbolized by the mystic-faster)--and the realm of
practical reason, the quantitative" the sensuous realm of physical
matter (symbolized by the panther and the people)" (120).

This di

chotomy constitutes the dilemma of the Hunger-Artist as well as of
mankind in general.

Man is incapable of achieving a state of pure

34"Kefka's Cage,·' VII (Autumn 1947), 117-125.
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spirituality, and is also unable to achieve a synthesis of spirit and
matter.
Viewing the story in a religious light, one can interpret the
Hunger-Artist himself as Christ, symbolizing pure Spirit.

But today,

Stallman goes on, Christ is dead, for the modern world has lost its
religious faith.

Thus for the Hunger-Artist "there is no resurrec

tion because today not Spirit but Matter alone is recognized" (122).
A sociological interpretation of the story is possible too:

the fact that the HUnger-Artist finds no human food to his liking
shows the basic maladjustment of the artist to his environment.

The

insatiable hunger which possesses him is perhaps only a basic mal
adjustment, a lacking, the symptom of an imperfect soul.

Thus,

u as

sociological allegory 'The Hunger-Artist' represents the dilemma of
the modern artist:

his dissociation from the world in which he

lives" (132).
Certainly the soundest psychoanalytical interpretation of Kafka
so far was Kate Flores' "Franz Kafka and the Nameless Guilt, n which
appeared in the Quarterly Review of Literature. 35

In this remarkable

exegesis of "The Judgment" Mrs. Flores attempts to prove by a careful
and detailed illumination of the story in the light of Kafka's di
aries and other works that it is a highly personal dramatization of
the author's neurotic father fixation.

Mrs. Flores begins her analysis by pointing out that no one

35 I11 , no. 4 (1947), 382-405.
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has successfu.lly explained the identity of Georg Bendemann's "friend
in Russia·' (quotations are from liThe Judgment"), who takes up almost
a third of the story.

Detail by detail, she builds up proof that

this "friend" is none other than Kafka's writing, or the inner self
expressed in his writing.

She proves that nThe Judgment" was written

at a time when Kafka was seriously considering marriage and, hence,
the probability of having to give up his 1'writin,; se If. n

Bendemann t s

problem of whether to desist from his attempts at a "not very lucra
tive business" in ttdistant Russia'---a business lIThien kept him from
his friends and promised "ultimate bachelorhood'l--that is, the ques
tion of whether Kafka should give up his writing--was the personal
question dealt with in nThe Judgment."

Says Mrs. Flores:

uBende

mannts soliloquy is Kafka's soliloquy, an objectification of his
inner debate.

It is an analogy, really.

.....

his inner self, his

writing self, his idealized self, is a friend who since his childhood
has been in exile, where and only where, he can pursue his tbusi
ness'" (394).
Next Mrs. Flores very convincingly shows that while Kafka's
explanation of ltThe Judgment" in his diary seems to refute her ex
planation, it is actually an important piece of the interpretive
puzzle and if read correctly gives the key to the story.

Thus, Kafka

says in his explanation, 1t, The friend constitutes the relationship
between the father and the son, he is that which they have most in
common tt' (397).

One would be forever thrown off the track of the

friend's true significance if it were not for the complementary
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puzzle piece which is found in Kafka's "Letter to My
writin~

Father~t:

"'My

was about you, in it I merely poured out the sorrow I could

not sir-:h at your breast.'"

From these two quotations, viewed side

by side, Mrs. Flores cone lude's that the fri end represents Kafka's
writing in that it is the one link between father and son.
Using this same sleuth-like deduction throughout her article,
Mrs. Flores goes on to show that the neurotic problem which tortured
Kafka all his life was an unnatural attachment to his father.
GUilt

whi~h ~esulted f~om

The

this father fixation was suppressed and

found expression only in his other, or writing, self.
This is the guilt Kafka dramatized in his writing, this
the agony, the self-contempt, the despair.

Kafka's life

and work are one long study in the progress of a neurosis
consequent upon the suppression of abnormal love:

the

anxiety and hypertension concealed beneath a calm exteri
or, the ambivalent attitude of love and hate, the exter
nalization of that inner struggle, the self-torturing
conscientiousness and moral scrupulousness, the paralysis
of the will, the dread of responsibility, the intermina
ble rationalization tending to confuse issues in order to
avoid decision, the fear, the hopelessness, the self
abasement, the masochism and sadism, the yearning for
normalcy, the obsessive sense of guilt, and above all,
the delusions of persecution.

HI hate him because he

persecuted me t - is the classic formula of the tormented
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victim of this neurosis, who

lon~s

unconsciously for tor

ture and death at the hands of the beloved.

(402-403)

Thus, everything Georg Bendemann's father says and does to him actu
ally reflects Kafka's punitive attitude toward himself.

Examples of

this are the father's contempt for Georg's letters to "the friend,-
and his disgust at Georg's delay in marrying.

And in Georg's prompt

execution of his father's final order Kafka expresses his wish for
jUdgment and expiation of his guilty attachment to his father.

"In

this dreadful self-castigation, this unravellable emotional knot of
hatred, love, guilt, despair over the state of his writing and above
all his father's distaste for his writing, the father appears as the
externalization of Kafka's unconscious, the personification of his
own conscience • • • ll (403).

Mrs. Flores' analysis--unlike those of most of the psycho
analytic critics--is remarkable for its cogency, insight, and credi
bility_

Each step in her chain of reasoning is solidly founded on

established biographical facts or on quotations from Kafkats diaries
and works.

And--most important--she claims neither explicitly nor im

plicitly to have found the nkey" to Kafka's works as a whole or to
completely explain him psychologically.

Her article claims to be

nothing more than what it is--8 psychoanalytic exegesis of one work.
III
The year 1947 saw a great deal of critical activity, most of
it centering on the two volumes, Brod's

Bio~raphy

and Goodman's
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Kafka's Prayer.

Most of the reviewers, however, contributed little

to Kafka criticism Lesides an exposure of the weaknesses of these
studies.

Neither of the works had a marked effect on the course of

Kafka criticism.

For a definite trend was now developing, largely

in the more serious articles, which appeared in long-term periodicals.
The number of well-considered interpretations was much greater in
1947 than it had been in 1946, and the feverish atmosphere created
by the many hastily written reviews was beginning to be replaced by
a soberer approach.

As

th~

year progressed it beoame apparent that

the tendency was to view Kafka as representative of modern man.
Walter J. Ong's analysis of the writer as a challenger of "the great
Western fictiont1--the complacent rationalism typical of modern West
ern man--wss the outstanding article of the period and one of the
best in all the criticism.

Frank O'Malley's classification of Kafka

with other writers who had prophesied the modern wasteland
expression of the .tmodern mann interpretation.

~s

another

And Edtmlnd Wilson's

view of Kafka as representative of the greatest weaknesses of his
times agreed with this trend, though Wilson's main emphasis was a
protest against idolizing Kafka.

Other writers of this period gave

narrower interpretations but ones that were in keeping with this
dominant trend in that they saw Kafka as a prophet of the tragic
events to come in Western Europe.
A neglected idea which was finally voiced explicitly at this
time was that of James Burnham and Heinz Politzer that Kafka should
be viewed not as a man with a I1message U but as a poet unoonsciously
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reflecting the state of the world around him.
The year also saw the best and the worst products so far of
the psychoanalytical school.

Kate Flores' excellent analysis of

"The Judgment" must have given serious psychoanalytic critics heart
after the embarrassing display made by Paul Goodman in Kafka's Prayer.
All in all, it seemed that 1947 pointed the way to a common
ground of interpretation which might satisfy critics of a variety of
persuasions.

The emotional attitude revealed in Brod's Biography

cast doubt on its portrayal of an essentially healthy-minded Kafka
seeking "his place u in the community and believing in God in spite of
his pessimism.

And Goodman's regrettable performance should have

served as a warning to critios inclined toward psychoanalytic inter
pretation.

Since both these extremes of the interpretive spectrum

were unacceptable, it seemed that the view of Kafka as reflecting
modern man's plight was on its way to becoming widely established.

It

was in a way a compromise between the two extremes of Kafka interpre
tation.

It took from the religious one the conception of Kafka as

primarily interested in metaphysical questions and combined with it
the emphasis of the psychoanalysts on his neuroticism.

The product

of this blend was a Kafka who, like the best writers in modern

1J~est

ern literature, suffered the anguish--whether neurotic or not--in
evitable for any man who sees all too clearly that the time is out
of joint.

CHAPTER VIII
MIRROR OF MODERN MAN (1948 AND AFTER):

ARTIST OF THE PRESENT PLIGHT
I

Although developments which should have been major ones in
Kafka criticism occurred during 1948, they seemed to have little
effect on Kafka interpretation as a whole.

Publication of the first

volume of the diaries brought widely varied reactions from reviewers
and did not lead to any nffiV interpretive theory.

An extreme psycho

analytical study, Charles Neider's The Frozen Sea, proved little about
Kafka but his electric effect on a certain type of critic.

The first

and only comprehensive analysis of his works. by Herbert Tauber,
though sound and sane, was conventional enough in its conclusions to
pass without creating more than a mild reaction.

And finally, the

publication of a collection of Kafka's earliest stories refreshed
interest in Kafka himself but did not change the critical picture of
him.
The view that Kafka's writings reflect the plight of modern
man. well set forth by Walter J. Ong, found acceptance in 1948 by a
number of reviewers and was even echoed by one of the psychoanalytic
critics.

This view evidently provided a meeting ground for repre

sentatives of differing critical schools.

The variety of theories

which had characterized Kafka criticism fo'r years seemed at last to
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be giving way to this broad interpretation of his work as the re
flection of the modern predicament.
II
In 1948 the first volume of Kafka's diaries was published in
English translation. 1

Edited by Max Brod, without preface or post

script, this volume gave the American public its first look at Kaf
ka l s private journals.

Many scholars who had hoped to have some of

the mystery of Kafka cleared by the pUblication of this record were
probably disappointed; it threw less light on Kafka as a man than had
been expected.

A large part of these notebooks was taken up with

experimental story fragments.

The entries which dealt with Kafka's

moods, feelings, and personal reactions were largely pessimistic,
despairing, even morbid in tone; and the diaries were accepted by al
most all reviewers as proof of Kafka's morbidity, nay, neuroticism.
Kirkus was again first in its review of Diaries. 2
it treated Kafka as an esoteric writer.
interest to Kafka "addicts. It

And again

This volume, it said, is of

But Kirkus had caught up with current

criticism enough to admit somewhat grudgingly,

'~atever

the verdict

of the future, one must recognize a kinship between Kafka, Rilke and
Proust.

t.

lThe Diari,es of Franz Kafka 1910-1913, ed. Max Brod, trans.
Joseph Kresh (New York).
2XVI (March I, 1948), 138.
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The Library Journal sat cautiously on the fence in its re
view. 3

The diaries provide "much evidence pro and con Kafka's geni

us." it commented warily.
A quite different response came from Irving Howe. who was
evidently overwhelmed by the contents of the diaries.

Reviewing for

The Nation. 4 he calls Kafka "one of the few completely admirable per
sonalities of this century" (478).
one

o~

The diaries themselves he thinks

the great records of the endurance of man's trial and his quest

for the Castle.

They show. he says. the development of Kafka's ideas

from personal experiences into experiences with universal meaning.
And they are of most value read as preparatory notebooks to Kafka's
fictional pieces rather than as a personal record.
One of the bitterest attacks on Kafka as a person appeared
next under the guise of a review of Diaries.

John Farrelly. writing

for The New Republie,5 picks out of the diaries many quotations which
indicate Kafka's maladjustment and only briefly mentions other con
tents of the volume.

In it he finds "a kind of invalid's inertia

and childish submission to authority on the one hand and. on the other.
vanity. arrogance. and impati ence l1 (24) and suggests that Kafka de
liberately cultivated his childishness and invalidism as a defense.
All in all, Farrelly seems filled with repugnance for Kafka as a

3Donald Wasson. LXXIII (April 1, 1948). 555.
4"The Algebra of Existence .. " XLXVI (:May 1.. 1948). 477-478.
5"Kafka's Journal." CXVIII (May 10.1948),23.
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person.

He shows no interest in him asa writer or in the diaries

as illuminations of his works.

"For years,n he writes

bitterly~

"Kafka has been the hero of literary criticism and in a very per
sonal way--as the archetype of contemporary Man, as the dedicated
Artist, the

Victim~

etc.

He is the number-one literary case histo

ry • • • n (23).
Quite on the other side of the critical fence now was Time. 6
Its reviewer refers to the numerous story fragments scattered through
the diaries as ·'beginnings of the books now recognized as profound
parables of modern life. u

With unstinted praise for this latest

volume by the-now acceptable

Kafk8.~

he declares:

"These diaries are

more than a personal record; they seem to illuminate large areas of
modern life and literature.

Nothing quite like them has appeared

this eentury."
Anne Fremantle, writing for The Commonweal,7 agreed with Time.
In Diaries" she writes" "we ean see, writ large" the history of every
European, the tragedy of Europe, and the grandeur and misery of all
mankind u (212-213).

She also finds Jewish overtones in the volume:

nThere is a sorrow that is more than mere melancholy that permeates
the book" a sorrow that seems to permeate Jewish literature, and from
which individual Jews themselves only seem to escape very rarelyU
(214) •

6UKafka's Trials" '1 LI (May 31, 1948), 94.
7XLVIII (June II" 1948), 212-214.
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The Booklist 8 found in Kafka's diaries '~the discrepancy be
tween the man Kafka wanted to be and the one he actually was, and
his consequent despair • •

It

On the other hand, John Bartlow Martin, reviewing for the New
York Herald Tribune Books,9 calls the diaries for the most part
"nothing but the jottings of a hypersensitive young manu

(2).

A reply to this disparaging remark came in Christian Cen
tury.10

"They are not hasty jottings-down of the events and emotions

of the day,H this reviewer writes, "but studied monologues on som9
minor impression--the shape of a woman's hands, the peculiar quality
of the rain, the effect of a voice

....

H

is to be found in Diaries, he goes on.

Little of Kafka the man

Kafka has succeeded here as

in his fictional works in keeping "his sense of frustration and be
wilderment firmly in leash to serve the purposes of artistic form. u
In exact opposition to this reviewer's findings, The New
Yorker'sll critic writes, uIn these pages [Kafka] reveals what he
customarily hid from the world."

This estimate concludes with an

opinion which must have made the more cynical readers wonder if its
author had found time to read the "page s. n

nIt is very likely, 19 he

says, "that these journals will be regarded as one of the author's

8XLIV (June 15, 1948), 351.
911Kafka, His Novels and His Conunentators, t, June 27, 1948,
pp. 1...2.
lOw. E. G., LXV (July 21, 1948), 734.
llXXIV (July 31, 1948), 62.
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major literary works."
As usual. one of the best reviews was that of William Phil
lips.

Writing for the New York Times Book Review~12 Phillips begins

his discussion by surveying the present state of Kafka criticism.
He says that, following the lead of Edmund Wilson, who recently ex
pressed disappointment with Kafka's writings "for a variety of moral
and literary reasons," recent critics show a tendency to deflate
Kafkats reputation.

In opposition to this trend, Phillips defines

Kafka's contribution to

mode~n

a break with the main fictional

thought and
tradition~

lette~s.

Kafka does mark

Phillips concedes, but

what he creates is ·'a fiction that generalizes the anxieties and dis
locations typical of modern man. It

He communicates ttthe feel of mod

ern existence, with all its terrors and all its routine complacencies.
as we try both to disentangle ourselves from our fate and to accept
it by discovering its higher meaning. u

He has created ua traumatic

image of the plight of contemporary man. It
Of the diaries specifically, Phillips says that they are the
record of a tormented mind.

Anyone seeking for sage observations on

life. letters, or subjects of grand import will not find them here,
for this volume is "something of a self-made case history. a sputter
ing record of [Kafka's] tangled moods, his obsessions, his emotional
paralyses and his casual activities, which appeared to be just as
boring to Kafka himself as they are to the reader."

l2 l 'Kafka's Diaries:

a Case History," August 8, 1948, p. 4.
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The last two reviews of Diaries agreed that the journals show
Kafka to have been extremely neurotic.

Alfred Kay, in the San Fran

cisco Chronicle,13 concludes from them that writing was for Kafka an
escape and a purge.

It served him just as James T. Farrell's young

Studs and Danny served their creator:

"to write out of his mind the

sordid and upsetting surroundings of childhood.'1

The diaries show

Kafka as uan extreme hypochondriac and neurotic" who wanted to re
create powerful and usually sad emotions in himself ·'just as a man
wi th

8.

toothache often runs his tongue over the hurt. n
Edwin Berry Burgum's assessment of Diaries in The Virginia

Quarterly Review 14 takes a similar line.

Burgum finds in the book an

obsession with the subject of writing and also an obsessive fear of
not appealing to 'Women.

He detects too, ua paranoid system of perse

cution in process of formation" (465) in Kafka's listing of the
adults who had spoiled his education.

All in all, though, he con

cludes, the diaries do not provide much new evidence on Kafka's per
sonality.
The year 1948 saw the publication, besides Diaries, of The
Frozen 8ea,15 one of the strangest books ever to be published about
Kafka.

Within this one volume Charles Neider presents two entirely

di fferent and apparently incompatible explanations of Kafka's works.

Word, U

l3 tt The Kafka Diaries: a Literary Enigma Gets in the last
August 15, 1948, p. 11.
14"Kafka on :Many Levels, U XXIV (Sununer 1948), 464-469.
l5Charles Neider, The Frozen Sea (Naw York).
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The book breaks into two separate and distinct parts with no explicit
connection between them.

One is in substance Neider's earlier article

"Franz Kafka and the Cabalists, ,,16 which attempts to show that Kafka
was satirizing the cabalas--the entrenched and seemingly powerful
social forces--of Western European society.

The thesis of the other

part is that Kafka deliberately used psychoanalytic sexual symbols
in a sort of gay game of find-the-key with his readers.

And worked

in with implied connections to these two main interpretations is
still another--an explanation of Kafka's novels as a depiction of
progressive sexual maturity.
Early in The Frozen Sea the reader is struck by the evident
lack of judgment or understanding on Neider's part in his assessment
of some of Kafka' s shorter works.

I'A Report to an Academy" he sees

as "merely an exercise, whose function it is to satirize the spiritu
al in mann (81).

He calls nThe Silence of the Sirens"

1~a

not very

meaningful oddity in which Kafka splits a few hairs about the Ulysses
myth and the sirens u

(83). And he finds "A Cornmon Confusion 1t uin

teresting because of its use of letters to represent people and
places u

(84).

In addition to such errors of emphasis and judgment

Neider coolly remarks that Kafka had a "limited understanding 1- (74)
of the implications of "The Judgment. n
The reader pushes on to Neider's discussion of the three novels
and finds that they are supposed to represent the three pro"ressive

l6See above, pp. 75"77.
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sta~es

of heterosexual development:

the narcissistic stage in Ameri

ka, the platonic stage in The Trial, and the heterosexual in The
Castle.

n In

Amerika," Neider writes, "the dominant tone is homo

sexual:

Karl continues to be exposed to crushes.

In The Trial Jo

seph K. nowhere seems to be domesticated or even to have a love
affair.

In The Castle the domestic factor is overwhelming.

There

are numerous family situations and K. achieves a domestic relation
ship with Frieda

t.

(117).

A typical example of Neider's "proofs" is his detection of the
homosexual element in Amerika.

He explains Karl's real motives in

putting the drunken Robinson to bed rather than calling the hotel
guards and having him thrown out.

Of Karl's action he says, "This

obsessive desire to hide [Robinson], as if he were the skeleton in
his closet. is a tacit admission that he wishes to keep him u (101).
The Trial, on the other hand, Neider calls a --spiritual auto
biography of manhood rather than of adolescence as is Amerika tt (107),
and in it, he says, naIl hints of homosexuality, through caresses and
fondling, are conspicuous by their absence u (112).
This critic also believes that the homosexual element is absent
in The Castle, which he calls na study of the dilermna. of marriage"
(92).

Independence and irresponsibility are symbolized by the Castle;

the necessity to compromise and to account for one's actions, by the
village.
In addition to a sort of "Homosexual's Progress, It Neider finds
in the three novels a progressive broadening of Kafka's conception of
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cabalistic force:

uIn Amerika the cabala is personal, a father imago.

In The Trial it is partially social, with an emphasis on males.
The Castle it is society in general.

In

The father is not simply prej

udioe, superstition and irrationality but the framework of society
itself" (118).

The basic anti-cabalistic question appears in Amerika

when Karl asks the stoker,
put up with everything?"

t~y

don't you say something?

Why do you

This question underlies the anti-cabalism

of all the novels, says Neider.
It is at this point in The Frozen Sea that Neider shifts to
an entirely different interpretation of Kafka's works.
duces it thus:

He intro

"The following chapter presents an aspect of Kafka

that seemingly contradicts all I have hitherto said, an aspect in
volving nothing less than the discovery of a secret 'key' to the
novels, a key as comprehensive, deliberate and real as the Odysseus
key to Joyce's Ulysses.

The contradiction, I am convinced, is illu

sory, existing only between separate universes of discourse" (121).
This tantalizing information concludes the chapter and further refer
ence to "the contradiction.-
The reader is now catapulted into what is evidently a psycho
analytic "universe of discourse," which, he has to agree, is certainly
separate from the cabala "universe of discourse. n
to explain his '·secret key. n

Neider novi proceeds

The novels, he says, represent "the

infancy period in the human's sexual development as outlined by psy
choanalysis.

The three

sub-sta~es

of this period:

the oral, the

anal, and the early genital, are represented by Amerika, The Trial,
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and The Castle respectively" (183).

FUrthermore, the last two novels,

particularly, contain "a web of symbols that are mainly sexual in
nature--those symbols common to dreams, folklore, and the unconscious
as discussed by the psychoanalytic movement, especially by Freud,
Jung, and Stekel ll (122).

While The Castle "presents in detail the

dynamics of the Oedipus complex" (123), The Trial presents that of
the castration complex.

Regarding all mankind as suffering from the

Oedipus complex, Neider calls The Castle "a modern myth in which
man's

t~abedy

is his

~r~itless

quest for his unconscious and for the

resolution of his neurotic torment there" (124).

It is at this point

that Neider finally gives a hint of the connection between his two
interpretations.

Kafka, he says, visualized the unconscious as Uthe

great authority" (123).

And, he explains 6 "the problem of the in

dividual !!_ authority is also the problem of the son vs. the father
and the conscious vs. the unconscious. n (123).
Neider evidently thinks Kafka wished to keep the correct in
terpretation of his works a secret.

For he says in referring to

Amalia (whom, by the way, he has found to be an invert), nIt was a
clever stroke on Kafka's part to make the figure of the invert a fe
male.

A male invert would be obvious and might easily give away the

entire psychoanalytic key" (145).
Throughout his analysis Neider inserts male and female signs

(o/?)

in parentheses after almost every noun that can be interpreted

as a sexual symbol_
ing:

Excerpts from a typical paragraph are the follow

$lAs K. seeks the in.terrogation room he comes upon three (S)
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other flights of stairs, as well as a young girl in her night jacket,
standing at a pump

(6)

while the water pours into her bucket (~) •

• • • He invents a joiner named Lanz because Lanz implies lance (~,

from the German lanze, and is therefore a good password to the libid
inous unconscious u (171).

The most alInlsing example of Neider's

wholesale identification of objects as male or female sexual symbols
is his treatment of a wooden stopper.

Evidently unable to resist

wringing from this hapless object all possible symbolic meaning, he
tells us,

''V~ood

is a female symbol used here as a male symbol because

of its shape" (126).
Some readers might doubt Neider's perspicacity after reading
his reaction to Klamm, the key castellan in The Castle and certainly
one of the least heroic figures in literature.

Explaining Klamm's

symbolic meaning, he writes non the surface [Klamm] is seen as su
premely virile and majestic."
Neider states:
of ordure.

Going on to the symbolism in The Trial,

"A bank is a repository for money.

Money is a symbol

Therefore, K.'s bank has an anal character" (153-154).

Nearly every review of Neider's book praised the first, or
"cabala,," part of it--which was in substance Neider's 1945 article,
"Franz Kafka and the Cabalists. U

Especially well received was the

section in which Neider criticizes the varjous interpretive "cabalas,"
or special interest groups" which had dominated Kafka criticism.
Neider lists as chief among these the mystic, the psychoanalytic, and
the ttY..arxist, tt and singles out for attack Brod and l\'lUir, Harry
Slochower, and Edwin Berry Burgum as representatives" respectively"
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of these three groups.

But though most reviewers found this section

praiseworthy. all but one balked at the Usecret key" theory. which
was actually the only new idea in the book.
Harriet R. Forbes. writing in The Library Journal,17 calls
Neider's book a brilliant refutation of the existing Kafka interpre
tations.
as

ua

The New Yorker,18 too, hails Neider's criticism of critics

brilliant job of dissociating Kafka from the various mystic

cults that have claimed him."

But, this reviewer goes on, in Neider'S

arroment that the novels were written with consciously Freudian sym
bolism. "the reasoning gets pretty rarefied • • • and will probably
appeal only to the very devout. tt
Richard Plant, writing for the New York Times Book Review,19
praises Neider's refutation of the various interpretive "cabalas tt in
Kafka criticism but charges that he becomes a cabalist himself when
he introduces his "secret key" interpretation.

~'Particularly

in re

gard to the symbolism of names, f~ Plant writes, "he constantly over
reaches himself and only succeeds in creating confusion. tt

But aside

from the I'secret key" he finds The Frozen Sea "an excellent study. H
The next review--that of Marjorie Brace in The Saturday Review
of Literature 20 --is preponderantly favorable too.

Miss Brace finds

17LXXIII (April 1, 1948). 556.
l8 XX IV (April 17, 1948), 99.
19uKafka's Strange, Bleached Cosmos:' May 23. 1948, p. 4.
20"Secrat Key to a Cabala,it x.x..x.I (May 29, 1948), 15.
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The Frozen Sea a l'brilliantly rational argument" and praises Neider
for examining Kafka "in the light of irrefutable scientific evidence"
rather than giving himself up to vague speculation.

Neider, she finds,

presents Kafka as realizing more completely than any other "portrayer
of alienation" the unconscious goal of his society:

"that of a con

flicting stasis; not death, but rejection of maturity."

She does,

however, think it improbable that Kafka deliberately chose to repra
sent symbolically a psychoanalytical theory.

He shows little interest

in abstract ideas in his diaries, she points out, and, indeed, often
innocently uses in them the same symbols Neider "hunts down so in
tentlyn in his fictional works.
The only really severe criticism of The Frozen Sea came from
Edwin Berry Burgum in The Virginia Quarterly Review. 21

Neider's

Freudian interpretations are ,told-fashioned, U he declares.

Psychol

ogists now look upon it as little short of absurd to "take every noun
containing an image of shape (as Mr. Neider does) for either a male
or a female symbol" (467).

Burgum also makes fun of Neider's mul

tiple Freudian classifications of Joseph K. 'las an 'early anal type'
with a 'castration complex' as well as an 'Oedipus complex'; and as,
besides (as though this were not enough), a 'chronic voyeur,' who,
like the tanal character' in general, experiences 'auditory hyper
esthenia,tt (468).

Though old-fashioned Freudians will be gratified

by such an explanation, Burgum says, "other readers will be inclined

21See above, note 14.
Diaries 1910-1913.

This article reviews The Frozen Sea and
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to take

Neider's

findings as only another example of the 'cabala'

which he summarily rejects when it is religious or mystical rather
than Freudian n (468).
Burgum defends his own theory22 against Neider's criticism by
reiterating that a writer may be representative or other times and
places than his own:

ttHe

may • • • foreshadow a different place and

a later period, the place and period in which he is first enthusi
astically accepted as a great writer" (467).

That period for Kafka,

Burgum says. was during the Weimar Republic, not during the last
years of the Austro-Hungarian Empire, as Neider seems to think.
Another criticism of criticism of criticism came in John Bartlow Martin's review for the New York Herald Tribune Books. 23

Martin

praises Neider for having cut away the critical jungle that had grown
up about Kafka.

He particularly welcomes Neider's exposure of the

damage done by Brad's critical influence.

However, Martin, too,

draws the line at Neider'S secret key interpretation.

Kafka was too

"natural" a writer to employ a set of psychoanalytic symbols delib
erately, he says.

Furthermore, the diaries show that Kafka put

little stock in Freud and that sometimes hidden relationships in a
story came clear to him only months after its composition.
The San Francisco Chronicle 24 was sarcastically skeptical of

22See above, pp. 66-69.
23See above, note 9.
Kafka's Diaries 1910-1913.

This article reviews The Frozen Sea and

24'lA Study of Franz Kafka:

p. 19.

The Frozen Sea .. 11 July 18, 1948,
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The Frozen Sea.

Neider. its reviewer tells his readers. believes

that Kafka's novels were

'l ac tually

sexual in nature."

His laconic

comment is, "Well" perhaps."
The only reviewer to accept Neider's secret key was Anne
Fremantle.

Reviewing for The Commonwea1 25 she calls The Frozen Sea

"as serious and vital an approach to Kafka as the 'Skeleton Key' was
to 'Finnegan's Wake' ••

..

It

She does object, however to Neider's

excessively specialized vocabulary.

Except in a clinic, she says.

"such phrases as 'the symbol of virility bars the pregenital neu
rotic's way to heterosexuality' should really be forbidden."

For

they have "little relation to life, less to reality. and none to lit
erature."
Angel Flores. in an article for The Yale Review,26 finds
Neider's approach fresh and untrammeled.

He praises particularly

Neider's analysis of Amerika and his studies in nomenclature.

But.

he says. the writer of this volume does little to prove his basic
thesis beside citing examples of male and female symbols.

"It seems

a rather unimportant point to make, tt he says. "and reduces Kafka to
the stature of a dabbler in crossword puzzles" (366).
The next book about Kafka also came out in 1948.
Tauber's Franz Kafka:

Herbert

an Interpretation of His Works 27 is a study as

25XLVIII (August 20, 1948). 458.
26"The Art of Kafka," n. s. XXXVIII (Winter 1949).365-367.
27Trans. G. Humphreys Roberts and Roger Senhouse (New Haven).
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methodical and sensible as Goodman's Prayer had been chaotic and
Neider's Frozen Sea had been far-fatched.

Tauber's study is not re

markable for its originality but for its extreme thoroughness and its
comprehensive scope.

It treats all of Kafka's writings, including

his aphorisms, diaries, and letters.

The explanations of minor works

are reasonable, never distorted in order to fit a preconceived pat
tern.

The main shortcoming of the study is its dull, unvaried style-

its lifelessness.
Tauber's interpretation can be classified as metaphysical or
religious.

Kafka's art, Tauber says, was a means of objectifying

things for himself.

And the fundamental purpose of his writing was

to wrestle "for the true .. the most real object .. for God" (250).

In

the three novels Kafka was seeking a definitive world-picture and
shows a great desire to be an integral part of
cohesion't (123).

ua

great living world

In the short pieces he reveals a deep inSight into

the incurable state of man's affairs--the loss of objectives and
standards--indeed .. of significance itself.

Thus in l1The Judgment"

Georg Bendemann is "judged" not for any objective guilt but for his
entire

SD'Dlg ..

shallow, self-confident existence.

In "The Metamorpho

sis n Gregor's transformation is the manifestation of a subconscious
rebellion against the loss of significance and objective in his life.
It is

ua

fatal wishful-image--the expression of a wish to let the de

fense-mechanism against the vacuity of everyday life and its cares
be outwardly real • • • H (20-21).

In ttA Country Doctor" Tauber

interprets the boy's wound as "the awakened consciousness of the
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shattered condition of Life·· (75).

This awakened understanding of

man's miserable plight is the basis of the sense of guilt which haunts
most of Kafka's protagonists.
the significance of

thet~enal

That this guilt is unquestionable is
Colony" machine which executes men with

out their being allowed to defend themselves or knowing why they are
condemned. LMants guilt is not individual; like original sin it is
the manifestation of the fact that he is by definition in the wrong
and knows nothing of God's justice.
fact, humble

himself~

His refusal to recognize this

and accept his lot with

the theme of The Trial.

unques~ioning

faith is

Joseph K., like Georg Bendamann, is startled

out of his self-satisfied shallow existenoe by being suddenly plunged
into a chaos which cannot be dealt with by the ordinary methods of
his bourgeois world:

"The well-ordered, safeguarded everyday life of'

the Chief Clerk is pierced by glimpses into a chaotic world, which
presents itself to him in the semblance of a Court of Law.

This

Court • • • cannot be subjected to rule like Life, which the success
ful man thinks he has mastered" (78-79).

Thus, Joseph K. is con

fronted with something he cannot master, but, instead of accepting it
and the realization of Uthe nullity of an existence such as [his],
with its general round of superficialities" (79)--that is, instead of
accepting his guilt--he puts up a stiff-necked resistance.

uK. fails

to establish the real relation to the Court by a confession of guilt.
He utterly refuses to recognize the possibility of a personal guilt
toward something supernatural • • ••

The guilt--like that of the

son in 'The Judgmentt--is not an isolated crime, but the general lack
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of contact with the whole, a falling away from the e"tiernal u (88).
Joseph K.ts arrest was not only designed to make him conscious of the
narrowness of his bachelor existence.

It also was intended to make

him subordinate his entire existence to a higher significance.

But

the vagueness and inaccessibility of this significance made him cling
to his superficial life.

Once aware of the higher level of existence

which he could not attain, however, he found his former life dust and
ashes in his mouth.

So devalued was his ordinary everyday existence-

so robbed of reali ty--that Hhe yielded himself up to death without
resistance" (120).
Just as 'the Court symbolizes an overriding and inscrutable
world power, so the Castle represents "the ever-present and yet eter
nally hidden essence of • • • worldly reality • • • a symbol of the
divine wisdom that guides the world u (133).

K. finds that he can

reach harmony with the Castle only by accepting the village and being
accepted by it.

But he fails to do this, for, like Joseph K.t s , his

approach is to assert his rights rather than to accept what the Castle
sees fit to give him.

The Castle accepts him only at his death, and

it is not until then that he realizes the fruitlessness of the
"frightened, lonely 'I'-pronouncement of man"(184).

"Not until he

has completely foundered is he able to experience the full reality of
his limited state. and of his being thrown upon a grace which flows
from the unfathomable tt (184).
Tauber believes that Kafka, in writing The Castle, vicariously
sacrificed in K. his own defiant soul and thus made the step that K.
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cou Id not make.

In the character of K. "he allowed to be wrecked

that rebellious and self-distinctive spirit • • • in order to step
back from the frirhtened and yet defiant tI'-pronouncement of K.'s
into the circle of the comnrunity and its 'we,tt (185).
In general, reviewers of Franz Kafka:
complimenta.ry but unenthusiastic.

an Interpretation were

Tauber's careful, pedestrian

approach was less interesting than the flying leap which had by
become characteristic of Kafka critics.

n~1

The New Yorker 28 finds the

study "ambitious and elaborate" (116) and. judf:es it the best "key"
so far to Kafka's work.

It also points out a hidden assumption in

Tauber' s--as, indeed, in a Imost every other--study, which had been
so far overlooked.

This study, writes the reviewer, is based on "the

assumption that there can be no essential contradictions in the work
of a great writer" (116)

. . • that "there can be discovered a core

of sense that is true to the whole '. • • t, (116-117).
Two extremely vague reviews followed.

Booklist 29 calls the

book an "intelligible an8.1ysis·~ and Current Hist ory30 sees it as an
exposition of the personal element in Ka.fka's works.
Robert Pick, in The Saturday Review of Literature,31 praises
Tauber for not havinp; squeezed the body of Kafka's works Uinta the

28XXIV (September 25, 1948), 116-117.
29 XLV (November 1, 1948), 85.
30 XV (December 1948), 350.
31 t 'Cloaked Genius J tt XXXI (December 4 J 1948), 42.
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strait jacket of a preconceived thesis."

He believes An Interpreta

tion gives a t'fairly coherent picture tt of Kafka, but objects to the
academic style of the study and to the fact that Tauber fails to
relate Kafka's works to German literature and folklore.
In a critical article for The Yale Review32 Angel Flores
carries further his battle against the theological school.
he says, is following the lead of Max Brod in
a primarily religious writer.
gives

ua

interpretin~

Tauber,
Kafka as

For this reason he finds that the book

curiously distorted picture of Kafka t, (365).

He

also

C01':1

plains that Tauber has ignored Kafka's unique method of presenting
his ideas and his remarkable technical virtuosity.

"This divorce of

form and content," he says, "typifies the traditional Germanic school
of criticism" (365).

All in all, he finds the study "serious, pains

taking, but dull" (365).
After the rash of book-length interpretations which had marked
1947 and 1948, it was refreshing to read Kafka himself again.

In

1948 The Penal Colony, a collection of Kafka's short stories and short
pieces, was published in New York. 33

Its epilogue, by

YBX

Brod,34

contained no new arguments for the theological interpretation.

32See above, note 26.
tation and The Frozen Sea.

Brod

This article reviews Tauber's Interpre

33The Penal Colony: Stories and Short Pieces, trans. Willa
and Edwin Mlir. Its contents are asfu11ows: "Conversation with the
Supplicant, n uMedi tation, u tIThe Judgment, U "The Metamorphosis, tt
"A Country Doctor Jl It U In the Pena 1 Colony, it and itA Hunger-Arti st. n
34pp. 318-320.
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confines himsel:f' to information about the stories included in the
volume, which, he says, comprises everythinr, that Kafka himself
allowed to be published--all early works.
Kirkus,35 the first reviewer, describes the collection as
typical of Kafka, with his "strange half-worlds of illusion and irra
tional dream landscapes, his concept of man with his inherent fears
and guilts •

. . ."

Horace Gregory, writing for the New York Times Book Review,36
discusses the stories as possibly intended for children.

GretS0ry

tells of the legend that grew up in Prague that Kafka wished his books
to be published with the format of children's books.

Such stories as

"The Metamorphosis, ,- uA Hunger-Artist, U "Josephine, n "The Judgment, n
and "A Country Doctor, tt he says, have "the humility and the ha If
ironic simp1icities u that are characteristic of the timeless chil
dren's favorites by Hans Christian Andersen, Poe, and Hawthorne.

If

one views Kafka's stories in this light, he goes on, many of the so
called obscurities drop away and one can enjoy them without selfconsciousness.
Gregory then turns to a criticism of critics.

He delivers a

sharp rebuke to those who, in their eagerness to write about Kafka,
have obscured rather than clarified his works.

nIt is perhaps un

fortunate,tt he writes, "that in recent years the reputation of Franz

35XVI (November 1, 1948), 576.
3 6t1 Kafka's Best Stories," December 12, 1948, p. 6.
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Kafka has been obscured by American writers who have converted their
wish to write about Kafka into a singularly unattractive critical
industry."

Gregory particularly objects to criticism written in

"the curious jargon of mid-twentieth century psychoanalysis •

"

It has been a test of Kafka's genius, he concludes, that he has sur
vived this ordeal.
Another attack on critics came from Claude Hill in The Saturday
Review of Literature. 37

Hill in effect calls some critics charlatans:

nMany honest Ka fka readers, It he writes,

tl

find thems elves in the same

predicament as the people in the fairy tale of the emperor's clothes:
they see nothing where others pretend to see the light of wisdom.
The ever-growing Kafka literature has done little to pave the way for
a better understanding • • • n (8).

Addressing himself to The Penal

Colony, Hill sees in it Kafka's foresight of contemporary totalitarian
regimes with their "businesslike, hellishly efficient, frozen inhu
manity • • • tt (9).

He thinks Kafka has captured the utter anxiety of

modern man better than any other writer, that Kafka's neurosis is
only the neurosis of modern man.
Commonwea1 38 reviews The Penal Colony as an nexcellent be
ginning" for the Kafka neophyte, and The New Yorker 39 finds that some
of the stories are Kafka's "most brilliant and terrifying."

37"Sampling Phenomenon," XXXI (December 25, 1948), 8-9.
38XLIX (January 21, 1949), 382.
39XXIV (January 29, 1949), 71.
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integrity and deep insight, probing through appearances to an ultimate which it is convinced exists, though it finds little in the
world to support its hypothesis."
Aside from the reviews brought forth by Neider's and Tauber's
interpretations and by Kafka's diaries and stories, 1948 produced a
number of critical articles of interest, though not of great originality.

Remarkable for its similarity to Tauber's interpretation was

that of Eliseo Vivas, which came out in The Kenyon Review at about
the same time. 44
and The Castle.

Vivas, however, limits his analysis to The 'r'rial
In both novels, he writes,

~afka

presents a crisis

in the life of the hero, which leads in The Trial to a sense of guiltJ
and in The Castle to a condition of alienation.

The hero reacts to

this crisis in each case by making arrogant demands.

As the criti-

cal situation closes in on him, he gradually decreases his demands.
And he begins to discover a transcending organization which he is
unable to understand or contrel.

This discovery is based on em-

pirical evidence, ahd, ttalthough what is discovered seems unintelligible to him, the evidence is ambivalent and points not only to the
irrationality of the organization but to its rationality as well"
(64).

The victim is plunged into

an~ished

doubt as a result of the

dilemma, and it never occurs to him to transcend the limited perspective of his empirical method.

Kafka, as well as his heroes, says

Vivas, realized that rationality is based on somethinr, that transcends

44See above, Chapter VI, note 18. This article includes a
review of The Kafka Problem as well as general critici.sm.
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human experience, but was unable to go beyond this "relatively elementary discoveryU (65) because of his stubborn empirical attitude.
Vivas concludes his article with a refutation of the comparison of Kierkegaard and Kafka.

One can see, he says, from Kafka's

inability to transcend the empirical that he and Kierkegaard are
quite different, in spite of the claims of many critics.

For Kierke-

gaard, though he starts out with an empirical attitude, does not
stubbornly cling to it.
thin~s

He drops it when he comes to the realm of

which transcend empirical experience and "soars away into a

region where intuition and faith, free from the demands of empirical
evidence, allow him to ignore the insoluble problems which, for the
thorough-going empiricist, stand in the way of accepting a historical
or even a personal religious view of man and the world" (67).
on the other hand, never lets himself soar away.

Kafka,

Instead he stubborn-

ly insists on solving problems which are beyond the range of man's
intellect and experience.
legitimate range.

He thus pushes the intelligence beyond its

Such problems can be solved by only one means:

Hin the manner in which Plato solved his, through the recognition of
the valid claims of religious intuition in certain ranges of experience" (69).

It is this leap of faith, Vivas concludes, taken by

most of the major "Western philosophers, which Kafka, Ufaithful to the
limitations of his empiricism-' (69), would not take.

Hence, he was

unable to complete his novels and unable to work out a satisfactory
personal attitude toward life.
An interesting comparison of Kafka with other German writers
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was provided by an article in The Modern
been called esoteric and for the few.

Lan~age

Review.

Kafka had

Now he won the label Uavant-

garden from Henry C. Hatfield and Joan Merrick in their "Studies of
German Literature in the United States, 1939-1946. 1145 "The warm controversy over Kafka, It they write, "has ca lIed forth
criticism from the avant-garde.

some

excellent

However, Germanists have stubbornly

resisted Kafka's fascination, Mr. Harry Slochower being a notable
exception" (387).
The next article to appear on Kafka was a

bitin~

example of

the criticism of criticism which continued to pervade the interpretive
scene.

In "Franz Kafka-lackland, tl published in Books Abroad, Oskar

Seidlin makes a blistering attack on those critics and reviewers who
refer to Kafka as a Czech. 46

He particularly singles out as his

victim Pavel Eisner, who had published an article arguing the Czech
influence in Books Abroad a year earlier. 47
Seidlin jeers particularly at Eisner's statement that Kafka
was '" a German au thor only from the standpoint of materia 1 facts and
language'" (245)..
asks.
n

t

Yfuat other criteria should we judge him by? he

Should we accept Eisner's vague and dreamy assertion that

the instincts are Czech t

claim that

U

'.

(245) '1

Seidlin a Iso refutes Eisner's

'when Kafka's complete works are published in Czech, they

45XLIII (July 1948), 353-392.
46XXII (Sununer 1948), 244-246.
47See above, pp. 177-178.
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will be understood by every Czechoslovak of good will,tt (246).

If

this is true, why, he asks, was Eisner's Czech translation of The
Castle in 1937 a n'classic flop,tt (246) in Eisner's own words'?

And

what meaning is there in Eisner's claim that Kafka would have loved
a number of Czech writers had he read them, when, in fact, he did not
read them?

The fact, Seidlin

indi~nantly

retorts, is that Kafka is

known to have loved best Kierkee;aard, Pascal, Goethe, Flaubert,
Kleist, Mann, Hesse, Dickens, Franklin, and Hamsun.

As for other

faYorites .. "we do not know of' a sir!gle Czech (or Slavonic) thinker
who meant anything to him l • (246).
Seidlin also heaps scorn on Eisner's contention that Kafka's
mysticism is typically Czech and that his constantly

aski~g

the ques-

tion "How can I justify my existence?tt is indicative of a moral outlook n'typically Slavonic' 11 (246).

ttN.tysticism," he acidly observes,

'1is, as every child knows, a Czech monopoly" (246).
Kafka as political prophet was again the subject of a critical
article--this time a rhapsodic reminiscence by Wil~m Haas.

"Prague

in 1912,n which appeared in The Virginia Quarterly Review,48 describes
the suffocating. feeling of impending doom in Prague before World War I
and again before World War II.

Haas describes the prophetic note in

the works of such writers as Werfel, Kafka, Rilke, and Hofmannsthal
during this period.

Their prophecy was first of the slow decay of

the old Austro-Hungarian Empire, he says:

48XXIV (Summer 1948), 409-417.

"The old world fell slowly
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to pieces, dissolved into mourning--so enfeebled and weak that one
could hardly hear its farmve 11.
Then Haas describes the

va~ue,

Werfel sang its swansong lt (415).
muffled voices prophesying doom which

"rose in the dark attics of old houses

11

(415) in Prague.

Kafka,

he says, understood these voices better than anyone else, and his
books tell their messar,e.

True to his prophecy, these voices were

heard again, thirty years later.

This time they were real--the

voices of Hinunler, and the Gestapo in Prague.

nThe trial went on

It was all exactly, quite exactly, as in a book by

and on
Kafka.

We were already sentenced to death:

chamber.

to the death in a gas-

There we all died--those, too, who by chance survived the

trial·' (416).
In conclusion, Haas says that though Kafka'S works contain
many other elements, they are a prophecy of Germany's fUture.

He ad-

mits Kafka can be interpreted existentially; that the voice he heard
was ttthe voice of his father, or rather of his o'Ym Oedipus complex"
(417); and that his works deal with original sin.

But Kafka's message

was also a prophecy:

"It was the prophecy of the nEWI totalitarian

state," writes Haas.

"I insist on it" (417).

Another critic found Kafka's works so pessimistic that he concluded the writer's whole intention was to prove nothingness.

Daniel-

Rops, in an article for Thought entitled itA French Catholic Looks at
Ka fka, .. 49 describes Ka fka as origina lly a nihi list.

49XXII1 (September 1948), 401-404.

Ravaged by a
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metaphysical anxiety and an overwhelming sense of

~ilt~

he says,

Kafka felt incapable of being justified in any but a Godless universe.
So by a sort of inverted Messianic message he sought to disprove God,
to prove nothingness.
out a

Messiah~

"He wished to be the Messiah of a world with-

a kind of dark Christ, a witness and a prophet of a

negative universe where, to quote Nietzsche's famous phrase, 'God
is dead' u (403).

Though Kafka tried to prove "that man can do nothing

and can love nothing, that he is the helpless prey of the monsters of
time, law and society" (403), he found reasons for hope in his
suff'ering itself; so his message changed:

"The witness of

absence~lI

Daniel-Rops finds, "by his very despair, was irresistibly driven to
the desire for presence n (404).

His hunger for nothingness, once the

nothingness became real enough, became a hunger for something positive.

This was the outcome of Kafka's HSatanic U experiment, upon

which Daniel-Rops tells us, "we in our times nrust meditate with the
deepest attention" (404).
"Arrested Individuation or the Problem of Joseph K. and Hamlet t1 was the provocative title of the last article on Kafka to appear
in 1948.

Peter Dow Webster, in American Imago,50 tells us that The

L

Trial is for us what Hamlet was for the Elizabethans.

Both works

dramatize the conflict of the divided self and illustrate the basic
psychologica I conflict of v"Jestern man today.

Ba sing hi sana lys is on

Jung1 s concept of the "healing myth, tt "Webster shows that both Hamlet

50y (November 1948), 225-245.
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and Joseph K. lack belief in such a myth--lack a faith in something
larger than themselves and incomprehensible.

They stubbornly persist

in trying to solve their problems within the limits of their own
rational powers.

Both heroes suffer from "arrested individuation U or

the inability to outgrow their childhood orientation.

To achieve

individuation ... ·Webster tells us, one must have faith or broaden one's
scope by opening up to the traditional myth which gives strength.
Only thus can one get outside the narrow limits of his individual
self, formed as it is to adjust to the childhood environment which he
has outgrown.

Modern man lacks the myth and religious faith of

former times and thus is trapped.

Explaining further the implica-

tions of this psychic problem to modern man in general, Webster continues:

nJoseph K., passive victim of his own ignorance, is Franz

Kafka's projection of his own arrested individuation and modern man's
dilemma and a prototype of what more and more men will become as the
ego advances and loses contact with the unconscious, where alone the
healing myth is formed.

Here is • • • an ego assaulted by a superego

without the authority of an accepted tradition. a will paralyzed by
the illusion of its own sovereignty, and a man broken by his failure
to discover the nature of his guilt.

This is the plight of Western

man today" (227).
III

Though the year 1948 produced four major volumes by or about
Kafka, none of them contributed anything startlingly new to the
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understandin~

of him.

Volume I of the Diaries did not provide the

key that some critics had hoped to find in Kafka's private papers.
Neiderts The Frozen Sea contained little

n~l

material except the

Usecret key,n which, instead of a contribution to the understanding
of Kafka, was an example of the excesses to which critics with a
special interest could go.

Tauber's Interpretation, while valuable

for its comprehensiveness, advanced no new theories.

And The

~enal

Colony, though a refreshing change after the rash of interpretive
studies"

~ontained

little "lhich had :!lot already appeared in various

magazines.
It seemed that Kafka criticism was not to be seriously deflected from the course it was now taking.

Though a variety of in-

terpretations continued to come from the periodical presses, and
though the critical war went on, the view of Kafka as reflecting the
manifold problems of modern man seemed to be firmly established.
In 1948 this interpretation was echoed by a number of reviewers
as well as by a writer whose interests were highly specialized-Peter Dow Webster.

During this year, William Phillips reiterated

that Kafka created Ita traumatic image of the plight of contemporary
man. H

Claude Hill described Kafka's neurosis as the neurosi s of

modern man, and Harry levin said, "We recognize ourselves in Kafka's
displaced persons. u

Ruth Chapin sawall of The Penal

~olony

stories

as dealing with I' some aspect of the insecurity, the vast tentativeness of modern life. lt

And Webster, explaining the common problem of

Joseph K. and Hamlet as "arrested individuation," said that both
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heroes reflect "the plight of Western man today.u
Thus, after the narrow interpretations on the.basis

o~

one

facet of Kafka's works, the extreme theories put forth by specialinterest critics, and the "timely"

articl~s

dashed off by unprepared

commentators--after the long drawn-out confusion of t'a babel of cri tica 1 voices tt __ i t seemed that Kafka critic ism had at last reached a
common p;round on which various interpretations could meet.

rI
I
~

CONCllJSION
What Kafka's works Umeantl if they mean anything in the sense
of bearinE a message, no critic has been able to establish--at least
to the satisfaction of other critics.

Most criticism, however, has

been based on the assumption that the significance of these works is
profound.

And most critical endeavor has been directed toward dis-

covering that significance.

An exception is the work of the psycho-

analysts, who have ignored the meaning of Kafka's writings and concen-

t

I

trated on analyzing Kafka himself--an endeavor which certainly has not
illuminated the works as meaningful oommunications.

If they do have a

meaning--if they are not simply the tortured outpourings of a mind
struggling against a psychopathic strangle hold--what is it?
Is the meaning theological?
divine justice and divine

grace~

Are Kafka's heroes struggling for

as Max Brod would have us think?

And

did Kafka purposely cast this religious struggle in allegorical form,
making K.'s adventures the progress of a modern
Muir believes?

Christian~

as Edwin

Or has The Castle a much broader theme--a general

metaphysical seeking for truth, as Stephen Spender contends?
If Kafka's meaning is not

theological~

then it must be secular.

Perhaps his works reflect the plight of modern man in a highly impersonal, bureaucratized society, as Randall Jarrell believes.
so~

If

are there socialistic implications such as those detected by

Harry Slochower, in the hero's desire to reach "the 'Communal Castle"?
Or was Kafka, as Charles Neider suggests, simply satirizing the weakness of a society whose members cannot resist the cabalas dominating
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their lives?

Can Kafka's social satire be interpreted even more

narrowly, in the manner of Edwin Berry Burgum, as reflecting a disintegration of the German people under the 'Weimar Republic?

Or

should the works be vimred as reflections of the plight of the Jew in
society?--an explanation suggested by such writers as John Urzidil
and Hannah Arendt.

Perhaps Kafka's meaning can best be understood in

respect to existentialism, as Albert Camus contends, or in respect to
Calvinism, as John Kelly believes.
Which of these interpretations is correct?

Is anyone of them

broad enough to explain the whole of Kafka's works?
Looking back over eighteen years' output of Kafka interpretations, the reader is struck by the narrowness, the insufficiency of
the great bulk of them.

Some support for each interpretation can be

found in Kafka's writings, but no one theory explains the whole.

So

suggestive and yet elusive are Kafka's writings that they seem to
accept and absorb all explanations without ever becoming absorbed by
anyone of them.

Perhaps, as Einstein is supposed to have said, the

human mind is not complicated enough to comprehend them fully.
If, then, criticism has failed to explain the

ttmeaning~'

of

Kafka, can it be said to have failed utterly?

The final purpose of

this dissertation is to show that it has not:

to show that out of

the "babel of critical voices II has emerged an interpretation which,
even if not proven "true, It is of the greatest value in understanding
Kafka's works.

From the whole astonishingly varied body of Kafka

criticism, one kind of interpretation can be isolated which is
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distinctly superior to the rest.

This is the criticism which has

attempted to synthesize the elements in Kafka, to illuminate all
facets of his work at once, to see his works as a combination of the
many forces which made up the mind of this intense and sensitive
writer.

This is the criticism which has interpreted Kafka as re-

flecting the plight of contemporary Western man.
First fully expressed by Philip Rahv, the "modern man" interpretation has been advanced in one form or another by some of the
sanest and most responsible commentators.

Rahv described Kafka's

hero as typical of modern man in his loneliness, anonymity, and
standardization.

W. H. Auden showed Kafka's apparent neuroticism to

be typical of contemporary man, and Frederick J. Hoffman analyzed
this neuroticism as the manifestation of an urgent need to find God
by other than rational means.
hero by calling him

ua

William Phillips summed up the Kafkan

truly modern version of Everyman, in that the

classic figure of the spiritual wanderer and seeker of truth is endowed with all the anxieties of the modern world."

v"V'alter J. Ong saw

in the vicissitudes of Kafka's heroes a challenge to tithe great Western fiction'· of modern man's rationalistic invincibility J and Frank
O'Malley related Kafka to the outstanding contemporary writers and
thinkers and called him a prophet of the modern wasteland.

lfJhether

Kafka intended to portray the manifold problems of modern man or not,
no one can say.

But that he reflects these problems has been es-

tablished by this group of critics.

Many commentators have seen one
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or another facet of the modern plight in his works.

These few men

have grasped the full scope of Kafka's representativeness.

*

*

*

*

A study of Kafka criticism in America from 1930 to 1948 has
had two distinct results:

(1) assessment of the critical turmoil

which has characterized Kafka interpretation and out of which has
come the development of a comprehensive interpretation; and (2) illumination of the performance of American critics when dealing with a
truly difficult writer.
Considering the number of distinguished American critics who
have taken part, the history of Kafka criticism in America is, more
often than not, disappointing.

Of those critics who have dealt only

once with the problem--a group including Norman Thomas, Clifton Fadiman, F. O. Matthiessen, and ·William Barrett--only Randall Jarrell and
Edmund Wilson have contributed significantly to an understanding of
Kafka and his place in modern letters.

The extensive studies by

Paul Goodman and Charles Neider reflect little credit on their authors.

Several persuasive essays, on the other hand--the work of

such critics as Austin Warren, William Phillips, Frederick J. Hoffman, and Philip Rahv--go far to redeem the reputation of contemporary
American criticism in its encounters with the Kafka problem.

The

general reader's difficulty lies in finding the competent interpretations among a mass of eccentric and inadequate theories which have
been put forth.

In the view of the present study, the major
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achievement of Kafka cri ticism--an achievement brouf-:ht about by a
relatively few critics--has been the interpretation of Kafka as a
writer

L

reflectin~

the manifold problems of modern man.
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As far as I know, I have not been
endowed with any of the requirements
of life, but only with general human
weakness. With it--and that makes
it a gigantic power--I have vigorously absorbed the negative forces
of my time which is very close to me
and which I do not fight, but which
I rather represent • • •• I am an
end or a beginning.
Kafka
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